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THE CHAIRMAN MAY ALTER THE ITEM SEQUENCE OR TIMES
The times indicated for each topic on the Commission agenda are an estimate and
subject to change. Generally, upon the completion of each agenda item, the
Commission will immediately move to the next item. However, the order of agenda
items is tentative and, when necessary to accommodate the public or the
Commission's schedules, the order of the agenda items is also subject to change.
Documents are posted at http://www.coloradodot.info/about/transportationcommission/meeting-agenda.html no less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The
documents are considered to be in draft form and for information only until final
action is taken by the Commission.
Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are in CDOT HQ Auditorium.
Wednesday, February 18, 2015
12:00 p.m. HPTE Board Meeting [Call to Order in Room 225]
12:55 p.m. HPTE Board Break
1:00 p.m. HPTE Board Meeting [Reconvenes in Auditorium]
2:45 p.m. Commissioner Meetings with RTDs [Various Rooms]
3:15 p.m. Lead and Lag Metrics Workshop (Scott Richrath) ......... ......... Tab 01
3:30 p.m. Program Management Workshop (Richard Zamora, Josh Laipply, Maria
Sobota)........................................................................ ......... Tab 02
4:00 p.m. Statewide Plan Committee (Michelle Scheuerman) ....... ......... Tab 03
• All Commissioners who are available are encouraged to attend.
4:15 p.m. STIP Workshop (Maria Sobota, Jeff Sudmeier) ............. ......... Tab 04
4:45 p.m. C-470 Workshop (Peter Kozinski, Tony DeVito, Mike
Cheroutes) .................................................................. ......... Tab 05
5:00 p.m. Adjournment
6:30 p.m. Transportation Commission Dinner – Cucina Colore – 3041 E 3rd Avenue,
Denver, CO 80206
Return to Agenda

Thursday, February 19, 2015
7:30 a.m. Breakfast Meeting [Room 262]
*****************************************************
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING .................................. ......... Tab 06
9:00 a.m.

1. Call to Order, Roll Call

9:00 a.m.

2. Audience Participation; Subject Limit:
10 minutes; Time Limit: 3 minutes

9:00 a.m.

3. Comments of Individual Commissioners

9:05 a.m.

4. Executive Director’s Report (Shailen Bhatt)

9:10 a.m.

5. Chief Engineer’s Report (Josh Laipply)

9:15 a.m.

6. HPTE Director’s Report (Michael Cheroutes)

9:20 a.m.

7. FHWA Division Administrator Report (John Cater)

9:25 a.m.

8. Act on Consent Agenda ........................................... ......... Tab 07
a) Resolution to Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of January 22,
2015 (Herman Stockinger) ............................. Consent Agenda p01
b) Resolution to FY2016 and FY2017 FASTER Transit Project
Recommendation (Mark Imhoff) ..................... Consent Agenda p08
c) Resolution to Approve Additions to the Over $50,000 Project List for
2015 (Kyle Lester) .......................................... Consent Agenda p13

9:30 a.m.

9. Discuss and Act on 8th Supplement to the FY’2015 Budget (Maria
Sobota)........................................................................ ......... Tab 08

9:35 a.m.

10. Discuss and Act on the Resolution for the I-70E Project (Scott
Richrath) ..................................................................... ......... Tab 09

10:05 a.m. 11. Discuss and Act on the Resolution to Approve the Central City SIB
Loan (Maria Sobota) .................................................... ......... Tab 10
10:15 a.m. 12. Discuss and Act on the Approval of PD14 (Deb
Perkins-Smith) ............................................................ ......... Tab 11
10:25 a.m. 13. Discuss and Act on the Approval of FY2015 Safe Routes to School
Projects (Deb Perkins-Smith) ....................................... ......... Tab 12

Return to Agenda

10:30 a.m. 14. Acknowledgements
• Shumate Remediation Project Team (Heidi Humphreys)
• Executive Director’s Cup (Josh Laipply)
• Scott Richrath
10:35 a.m. 15. Other Matters
10:40 a.m. 16. Adjournment
*****************************************************
BRIDGE ENTERPRISE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ...................................... Tab 13
10:40 a.m. Call to Order and Roll Call
10:40 a.m. Audience Participation
Subject Limit: 10 minutes; Time Limit: 3 minutes
10:40 a.m. Act on Consent Agenda
a) Resolution to Approve Regular Minutes from December 18, 2014
(Herman Stockinger) ................................. Bridge Enterprise p03
b) Resolution to Re-Approve Regular Minutes from September 17,
2013 (Herman Stockinger) ........................ Bridge Enterprise p07
10:45 a.m. Discuss and Act on Resolution for the I-70 East Project (Scott
Richrath) ............................................................ Bridge Enterprise p12
10:50 a.m. Bridge Enterprise 2014 Annual Financial Statements (Maria
Sobota)............................................................... Bridge Enterprise p13
10:55 a.m. Monthly Progress Report (Scott McDaniel) .......... Bridge Enterprise p14
10:55 a.m. Adjournment
*****************************************************
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4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 235
Denver, CO 80222

MEMORANDUM
TO:

COLORADO TRANSPORATION COMMISSION

FROM:

SCOTT RICHRATH, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

DATE:

FEBRUARY 19, 2015

SUBJECT:

INTRODUCTION TO THE LEAD/LAG METRICS INITIATIVE

Purpose:
To introduce the Commission to the new Lead/Lag (L2) Metrics Initiative.
Action Requested
The purpose of this memo is informational only, no action is required.
Background
The Lead/Lag Metrics Initiative fulfills a request from CDOT’s Executive Director to develop performance
metrics and targets that align with The Four Disciplines of Execution (4DX), an approach to executing
strategic goals taught by the FranklinCovey Co. This approach was recommended to all state agencies by
the Governor’s Office in mid-2014. Under L2, CDOT has been identifying, tracking and setting goals for
processes that “move the needle” on the Department’s most important outcomes (see Attachment A for
the full L2 Report). Historically, CDOT has focused more on tracking the outcomes themselves.
Details:
Outcomes are referred to as "lag" metrics and processes that influence those outcomes are referred to as
"lead" metrics. In simplest terms, tons of magnesium chloride deployed would be a lead metric while
winter mobility would be a lag. Under 4DX and L2, the Department will go beyond tracking fatality rates
and CDOT will now identify and set performance targets to improve the processes that 1) have the
greatest effect on reducing fatalities and 2) are under the Department's control.
A list of about 40 lag metrics and 70 lead metrics was finalized in January 2015 (See Attachment B for the
full list of approved metrics). A report that tracks performance on these metrics will be issued each
month, starting in late February. Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) represents a key concept within
lead performance reporting because the index demonstrates a program’s ability to deliver on its annual
project and spending commitments. In this and future monthly Program Management presentations, staff
will place additional emphasis on XPI.
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Key Benefits:
L2 will mean more rigorous monitoring and goal setting for processes that drive results on the
Department’s top outcomes.
Next Steps:
Following 4DX, CDOT will develop a “cadence of accountability” by holding monthly performance reviews
for metrics published in the monthly report. These sessions will be led by the Chief Financial Officer with
participation from program managers, the Division of Transportation Development, Division of Accounting
& Finance, and others. A subset of metrics in the report will be reviewed at each meeting, with the goal
of reviewing all metrics once each quarter. Executive Managers and supporting staff responsible for each
metric will be on hand to provide data, context and—when needed—steps for course correction.
Attachments:
Attachment A: L2 Report
Attachment B: CDOT Lead and Lag Project Performance Metrics February 6, 2015

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 235, Denver, CO 80222 P 303.757.9262
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REPORT

Attachment A

L2 (Lead/Lag Metrics) Report
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Transportation Performance Branch
Draft date: Jan. 3, 2015

Contents
I. Safety … 2
II. Infrastructure Condition … 4
III. System Performance … 7
IV. Highway Freight Movement … 10
V. Environmental Stewardship … 12
VI. Reduced Project-Delivery Delays … 13
VII. Transit/Multimodal … 15
VIII. Business Excellence … 17

Key
Common abbreviations in this report include:
CY = Goal tracked on a calendar‐year basis.
FY = Goal tracked on a state fiscal‐year basis.
FFY = Goal tracked on a federal fiscal‐year basis.
FFY
S = Goal tracked on a seasonal basis.
M = Performance reported on a monthly basis.

Interstate 25 at 6th Avenue, Oct. 28., 2014.

Q = Performance reported on a quarterly basis.
A = Performance reported on an annual basis.
Return to Agenda
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1

I. Safety
(1/2)

GOAL
Reduce traffic fatalities and
serous injuries and work
toward zero deaths for all
users.

LAG MEASURES

CY

SMT Member:
Ryan Rice/Darrell Lingk

M

• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 12 fatalities, starting
from a base of 548 in 2008.
There were 481 fatalities in
2013*, and the target for 2015 is
464.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 2.5 percent in
fatalities per 100 million vehicle
miles traveled (VMT), starting
from a base year of 2013. There
were 1.03 fatalities per 100
million VMT* in 2013, and the
2015 target is 0.97.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 90 serious injuries,
starting from a base year of
2013. There were 3,200 serious
injuries in 2013, and the 2015
target is 3,020.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 2.9 percent in
serious injuries per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
compared to the base year of
2013. There were 6.86 serious
injuries per 100 million VMT in
2013, and the 2015 target is
6.47.

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for the
FASTER Safety mitigation program for calendar year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for the
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) for calendar year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

Achieve an average benefit/cost ratio (B/C) of at least 2.0 for Highway
Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) projects advertised for calendar
year 2015. A B/C of 1.6 was achieved in Q3 CY14.

LEAD MEASURE 4. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

For FASTER Safety projects that go to ad during each month, increase
the percentage that address Level of Safety Service (LOSS) 3 and LOSS 4
locations to at least 90 percent for calendar year 2015. Seventy‐one
percent of projects addressed such locations in Q3 CY14.

*2013 numbers are still unofficial per federal regulations.
Return to Agenda
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2

I. Safety
(2/2)

GOAL
Reduce traffic fatalities and
serous injuries and work
toward zero deaths for all
users.

LAG MEASURES

CY
SMT Member:
Ryan Rice/Darrell Lingk M
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 12 fatalities, starting
from a base of 548 in 2008.
There were 481 fatalities in
2013*, and the target for 2015 is
464.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 2.5 percent in
fatalities per 100 million vehicle
miles traveled (VMT), starting
from a base year of 2013. There
were 1.03 fatalities per 100
million VMT* in 2013, and the
2015 target is 0.97.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 90 serious injuries,
starting from a base year of
2013. There were 3,200 serious
injuries in 2013, and the 2015
target is 3,020.
• Achieve an average annual
reduction of 2.9 percent in
serious injuries per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
compared to the base year of
2013. There were 6.86 serious
injuries per 100 million VMT in
2013, and the 2015 target is
6.47.

LEAD MEASURE 5. SMT Member: Darrell Lingk

CY

M

Achieve 65,000 dedicated law enforcement contact hours for traffic
safety enforcement (speed, impaired driving, seat belt, etc.) for
calendar year 2015. Dedicated law enforcement contact hours refer to
the time spent by law enforcement conducting traffic law enforcement
activities while using dedicated state funds or federal grant funds for
impaired driving, speed, seat belt, high visibility enforcement, etc.

LEAD MEASURE 6. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for the
rockfall mitigation program for calendar year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 7. SMT Member: Darrell Lingk

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for
estimated National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) grant
funds for calendar year 2015.

*2013 numbers are still unofficial per federal regulations.
Return to Agenda
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3

II. Infrastructure
Condition (1/3)

FY

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Josh Laipply
LAG MEASURE FY
SMT Member:
Josh Laipply

GOAL
Preserve the transportation
infrastructure condition to ensure
safety and mobility at a least life‐
cycle cost.

A

Achieve high/moderate
Drivability Life for 76
percent of state highway
system pavement for
fiscal year 2015.* In
fiscal year 2014, 73
percent of state highway
pavement had
high/moderate
Drivability Life.

FY

M

Achieve at least an 80 percent match between Surface Treatment
program projects advertised for fiscal year 2015 and
recommendations made from the pavement management
system. (Sixty‐seven percent of advertised projects were a match
as of Dec. 31, 2014.) This measure ensures actual construction
projects are matching the pavement models that are designed to
ensure CDOT achieves the desired Drivability Life.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Josh Laipply CY M
Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for
the Surface Treatment program for calendar year 2015. As of
November, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 1.16. The
spending target for each calendar year (e.g., CY15) will equal the
program budget for the fiscal year that ends June 30 of that year
(e.g., FY15).

*This goal may be revised with new predictive analyses from the Surface
Treatment program in January 2015.

Return to Agenda
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4

II. Infrastructure
Condition (2/3)

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

FY M

Achieve at least an 80 percent match for January 2015 through
June 2015 between recommendations made by the pavement
management system and expended Maintenance Resurfacing
projects of $50,000 or more.

LAG MEASURE FY
GOAL
Preserve the transportation
infrastructure condition to ensure
safety and mobility at a least life‐cycle
cost.

SMT Member:
Kyle Lester

A

Achieve an overall
Maintenance Levels of
Service grade of “B‐" for
the state highway system
for fiscal year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

FY

M

Achieve a minimum retro‐reflectivity for long‐line striping of
80 mcd/m²/lux for fiscal year 2015. Reliability of monthly
samples, which are taken at random locations, will be
confirmed via system‐wide measurement in April and June.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

S

M

Achieve a “B” grade for level of service for snow‐and‐ice
control on the state highway system for 80 percent of storm
events from Jan. 1, 2015 until May 31, 2015. (The snow‐and‐
ice control grade was not previously tracked by storm event.
CDOT achieved a “B” for overall snow‐and‐ice control in fiscal
year 2014.)

LEAD MEASURE 4. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

FY M

Reduce the number of overdue repair findings on major
structures from 74 in December 2014 to 62 by June 30, 2015.

Return to Agenda
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5

II. Infrastructure
Condition (3/3)
LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Josh Laipply
LAG MEASURE FY
GOAL
Preserve the transportation
infrastructure condition to
ensure safety and mobility at a
least life‐cycle cost.

Return to Agenda

SMT Member:
Josh Laipply

A

Maintain the percentage
of state highway bridge‐
deck area that is Not
Structurally Deficient at
or above 90 percent
each fiscal year. (94
percent of deck area was
Not Structurally Deficient
in fiscal year 2014.)

CY M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for the On‐
System Bridge program for calendar year 2015. As of November, the year‐
to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.83. The spending target for the calendar
year (e.g., CY15) will equal the program budget for the fiscal year that ends
June 30 of that year (e.g., FY15).

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0 for the
Colorado Bridge Enterprise for calendar year 2015. As of November, the
year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.52. The spending target for the
calendar year (e.g., CY15) will equal the program budget for the fiscal year
that ends June 30 of that year (e.g., FY15).

01 Lead and Lag Metrics Workshop:Page 9 of 24

6

III. System
Performance
(1/3)

I‐70 WINTER LAG MEASURE S
SMT Member: Ryan Rice

SMT Member: Ryan Rice

GOAL
Improve system reliability and
reduce congestion, primarily
through operational
improvements and secondarily
through the addition of
capacity.

M

I‐70 WINTER LAG MEASURE

S

Return to Agenda

M

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy
Patrol on eastbound Interstate 70 (Vail to Idaho Springs MP
242) on Sundays during winter 2014‐15.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Kyle Lester S

M

Achieve a B+ level of service for snow‐and‐ice control on
Interstate 70 (Vail to C‐470) for 100 percent of storm events
for Jan. 1, 2015 to May 31, 2015.

M

Reduce closure time on eastbound
Interstate 70 (Vail to C‐470) from 335
hours in winter 2013‐14 to 268 hours in
winter 2014‐15.
Notes:
‐‐Winter is the period of October 1st to May 31st
Summer is the period of Memorial Day weekend
(Friday) through Labor Day weekend (Monday).
‐‐Planning Time Index represents the 95th
percentile travel time divided by free‐flow time.
According to the Federal Highway
Administration, a “planning time index
represents how much total time a traveler
should allow to ensure on‐time
arrival …For example, a planning time index of
1.60 means that for a trip that takes 15 minutes
in light traffic a traveler should budget a total of
24 minutes to ensure on‐time arrival 95 percent
of the time. “

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Ryan Rice S

S

Reduce number of days with delays of
more than 90 minutes on eastbound I‐70
(Vail to C‐470) from four days in winter
2013‐14 to zero days in winter 2014‐15.

SMT Member: Ryan Rice

M

Achieve average clearance time (notification to lane cleared)
for Heavy Tow program on eastbound Interstate 70 (Vail to C‐
470) from 18:05 minutes for winter 2013‐14 to 16:00
minutes for winter 2014‐15.

Decrease the Planning Time Index for
eastbound Interstate 70 (Vail to C‐470)
from 2.2 in winter 2013‐14 to 1.95 in
winter 2014‐15.

I‐70 WINTER LAG MEASURE

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice S

M

S

LEAD MEASURE 4. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

M

Decrease the downtime of essential equipment (e.g.,
tandems, mid‐ranges, signal trucks) to less than 20 percent
from Dec. 1, 2014, to May 31, 2015.

I‐70 SUMMER LAG MEASURE S
SMT Member: Ryan Rice

LEAD MEASURE

M

Reduce the Planning Time Index for
eastbound Interstate 70 (from Vail to C‐
470, summer months) on Sundays from
2.4 in summer 2014 to 2.0 by Sept. 6,
2015.

SMT Member: Ryan Rice

S

M

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy
Patrol on eastbound Interstate 70 (Vail to Idaho Springs MP
242, summer months) on Sundays during summer 2015.

01 Lead and Lag Metrics Workshop:Page 10 of 24

7

III. System
Performance
(2/3)

I‐25 SOUTHBOUND LAG MEASURE CY
SMT Member: Ryan Rice

GOAL
Improve system reliability and
reduce congestion, primarily
through operational
improvements and secondarily
through the addition of
capacity. Support opportunities
for mode choice.

Return to Agenda

M

Reduce the Planning Time Index for
southbound Interstate 25 (from Interstate
70 to Colorado Boulevard) during peak
hours (Monday‐Friday, 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.).
• Reduce morning times PTI from
January‐July 2014* performance of 3.53
to 3.00 for calendar year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY M

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy
Patrol on southbound Interstate 25 (I‐70 to Colorado
Boulevard) when Courtesy Patrol during peak hours.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

S

M

Achieve a “B+” level of service for snow‐and‐ice control on
southbound Interstate 25 for 100 percent of storm events (I‐
70 to Colorado Boulevard) from Jan. 1, 2015 to May 31,
2015.

• Reduce evening times PTI from January‐
July 2014* performance of 3.72 to 3.16
for calendar year 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

*2014 data will be updated in January
2015.

Increase the percentage of entrance ramps with ramp meters
on southbound Interstate 25 (from I‐70 to Colorado
Boulevard) from 35 percent (5 of 14 ramps) in 2014 to 57
percent (8 of 14 ramps) by Dec. 31, 2015.

01 Lead and Lag Metrics Workshop:Page 11 of 24
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III. System
Performance
(3/3)
GOAL
Improve system reliability and
reduce congestion, primarily
through operational
improvements and secondarily
through the addition of
capacity. Support opportunities
for mode choice.

I‐25 NORTHBOUND LAG MEASURE CY
SMT Member: Ryan Rice
M
Reduce the Planning Time Index for
northbound Interstate 25 (from Colorado
Boulevard to I‐70) during peak evening
hours from 4.52 for January‐July 2014* to
3.60 for calendar year 2015.
Evening peak hours are Monday‐Friday, 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. A metric for morning peak
hour PTI is not included, because it is
already relatively low (2.00).

SMT Member: Debra Perkins‐Smith

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Kyle Lester S

M

Achieve a “B+” level of service for snow‐and‐ice control on
Interstate 25 (Colorado Boulevard to I‐70) for 100 percent of
storm events from Jan. 1, 2015 to May 31, 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Ryan Rice CY M

CY
A

Travel‐Time Index for congested corridors
on the state highway system. This metric
will be fully developed by June 30, 2015.

Return to Agenda

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy
Patrol on northbound Interstate 25 (Colorado Boulevard to I‐
70) during evening peak hours.

Increase the percentage of entrance ramps on northbound
Interstate 25 (from Colorado Boulevard to I‐70) with ramp
meters from 13 percent (2 of 15 ramps) in 2014 to 20
percent (3 of 15) by Dec. 31, 2015.

*2014 data will be updated in January
2015.

FUTURE LAG MEASURE

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice CY M

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE. SMT Member: Ryan Rice CY M
This metric will be developed by June 30, 2015.
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9

IV. Highway
Freight
Movement
(1/2)

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

M

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on
southbound Interstate 25 (I‐70 to Colorado Boulevard) for calendar
year 2015 when Courtesy Patrol is on duty.

I‐25 SOUTHBOUND
LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Rice/
Perkins‐Smith

CY
A

Reduce the Travel‐Time Index of
on southbound Interstate 25
(from Interstate 70 to Colorado
Blvd.) on Sundays from 1.39 for
2014 YTD to 1.25 by Dec. 31,
2015.

GOAL
Improve mobility on the freight
network to enhance freight
movement and to support
economic competitiveness.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

SMT Member: Rice/
Perkins‐Smith
Reduce the Travel‐Time Index
on northbound Interstate 25
(from Colorado Blvd. to
Interstate 70) from 1.64 for
2014 YTD to 1.47 by Dec. 31,
2015.

CY

S

M

Achieve a B+ level of service for snow‐and‐ice control on southbound
Interstate 25 (I‐70 to Colorado Boulevard) for 100 percent of storm
events from Jan. 1, 2015 to May 31, 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

Increase the percentage of entrance ramps with ramp meters on
southbound Interstate 25 (from I‐70 to Colorado Boulevard) from 35
percent (5 of 14 ramps) in 2014 to 57 percent (8 of 14 ramps) by Dec.
31, 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

I‐25 NORTHBOUND
LAG MEASURE

Return to Agenda

CY

CY

M

Clear 80 percent of reported blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on
northbound Interstate 25 (from Colorado Boulevard to I‐70) during
evening peak hours.

A

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Kyle Lester

S

M

Achieve a “B+” level of service for snow‐and‐ice control on
northbound Interstate 25 (from Colorado Blvd to I‐70) for 100 percent
of storm events from Jan. 1, 2015 to May 31, 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Ryan Rice

CY

M

Increase the percentage of entrance ramps on northbound Interstate
25 (from Colorado Boulevard to I‐70) with ramp meters from 13
percent (2 of 15 ramps) in 2014 to 20 percent (3 of 15) by Dec. 31,
2015.
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10

IV. Highway
Freight
Movement
(2/2)
GOAL
Improve mobility on the freight
network to enhance freight
movement and to support
economic competitiveness.

CY

FUTURE LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Debra Perkins‐Smith

Lag metrics for the following critical freight corridors will
be developed by June 30, 2015:
1. North Interstate 25 SB and NB, from Interstate 70 to
State Highway 66. (Consider effects from express toll
lane.)
2. Interstate 25 South from US 24 to Baptist Rd.
3. Interstate 70 from C‐470 to Pena Blvd.
4. Interstate 76 From I‐70 to US 85.
Critical freight corridors are roadways with the highest
volume of commercial vehicle traffic and significant
bottlenecks.

FUTURE LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Debra Perkins‐Smith

CY M
SMT Members: R. Rice, D. Perkins‐Smith

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE

TBD by June 30, 2015.

CY

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE

A

Reduce truck crashes in identified
Commercial Motor Vehicle crash hot
spots from X in calendar year 2015 to Y in
calendar year 2016. Metric to be finalized
by June 30, 2015.

Return to Agenda

A

SMT Members: R. Rice, D. Perkins‐Smith

CY

A

Address two identified Commercial Motor Vehicle crash hot
spots per calendar year. Program to address such hot spots
to be developed by June 30, 2015. Year 1 implementation to
be completed by December 2016
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11

V. Environmental
Stewardship
LEAD MEASURE 1
SMT Member: Debra Perkins‐Smith

LAG MEASURE
GOAL
Enhance the performance of the
transportation system while
minimizing the impact to and
encouraging the preservation of
the environment.

FY

SMT Member:
Debra Perkins‐Smith M
Maintain zero
environmental notices of
violation/enforcement
actions (to CDOT) from
state and federal
environmental regulatory
agencies.

FY

M

Increase the percentage of construction storm‐water
inspection findings responded to within 48 hours from 91
percent in FY14 to 93 percent in FY15. The FY16 target is 94
percent.

LEAD MEASURE 2
SMT Member: Debra Perkins‐Smith

FY

M

For FY15 and FY16, train* 720 people per year in water‐
quality issues.
Training includes the Transportation Erosion Control Supervisor (TECS) Program;
Maintenance Transportation Erosion Control Supervisor (MTECS) Program; Best
Management Practices (BMP) Selection; Storm Water Management Plan (SMWP) I and II;
STIC CDOT Revegetation Training; Maintenance Permanent Control Measures (MPCM)
Training; Water Quality Permits and Regulations for the Transportation Professional;
Conducting Storm Water Compliance Inspections for Construction Activities; Conducting
Storm Water Compliance Inspections for Maintenance Personnel; Landscape Design module
for Transportation Engineering Training Program (TETP); and Introduction to Water Quality
for New Employees.

Return to Agenda
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VI. Reduced
Project‐
Delivery
Delays 1/2
GOAL
Reduce project costs, promote
jobs and the economy, and
expedite the movement of
people and goods by
accelerating project completion
through eliminating delays in
the project development and
delivery process. This includes
improving CDOT’s work
practices.

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for construction program spending for calendar year 2015. As
of December, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.74.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY
Q

Expend 100 percent of planned
construction program dollars by
December 31 following the close of
the fiscal year. CDOT will be tracking
this measure for Q4 CY14, with first
results available in January 2015.

CY M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for the Surface Treatment program for calendar year 2015. As
of November, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 1.16.
The spending target for each calendar year (e.g., CY15) will
equal the program budget for the fiscal year that ends June
30 of that year (e.g., FY15).

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for the On‐System Bridge program for calendar year 2015. As
of November, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.83.
The spending target for the calendar year (e.g., CY15) will
equal the program budget for the fiscal year that ends June
30 of that year (e.g., FY15).

LEAD MEASURE 4. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value for the
Colorado Bridge Enterprise of 1.00 for calendar year 2015. As
of November, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.52.
The spending target for the calendar year (e.g., CY15) will
equal the program budget for the fiscal year that ends June
30 of that year (e.g., FY15).

LEAD MEASURE 5. SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY M

Achieve a Schedule Performance Index (SPI) value of 0.9 for
RAMP Partnership and Operations projects each month in
calendar year 2015.
Return to Agenda
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VI. Reduced Project‐Delivery Delays 2/2
LEAD MEASURE 6

CY

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for the Regional Priority Program (RPP) for calendar year
2015.

LEAD MEASURE 7
LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Josh Laipply
GOAL
Reduce project costs, promote
jobs and the economy, and
expedite the movement of
people and goods by
accelerating project completion
through eliminating delays in
the project development and
delivery process. This includes
improving CDOT’s work
practices.

CY M

Expend 100 percent of planned
construction program dollars by
CY
December 31 following the close of the
fiscal year. We will be tracking this
measure for Q4 CY14, with first results
available in January 2015.

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for the FASTER Safety mitigation program for calendar year
2015.

LEAD MEASURE 8
SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) for
calendar year 2015.

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE SMT Member: Josh Laipply CY M
Achieve a Schedule Performance Index value of 0.9 for the
current year’s construction program each month in calendar
year 2015. Reporting to begin April 1, 2015.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Josh Laipply

LEAD MEASURE

CY M

CY
Ensure that no more than 2 percent of
local agency projects are inactive by Dec.
31, 2015.
Return to Agenda

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY

M

Notify at the start of each month the Local Agency (LA)
contact at all Local Agencies with inactive projects.
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VII. Transit/
Multimodal
(1/2)

LAG MEASURE

Improve mobility and access
through transit and other
transportation modes. Maintain
the transit fleet in a state of
good repair.

A

SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

LEAD MEASURE

Maintain the percentage of vehicles in the
rural Colorado transit fleet to no less than
65 percent operating in fair, good or
excellent condition, per Federal Transit
Administration definitions. (Data available
January 2015).

SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

LAG MEASURE
GOAL

CY

SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

CY

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

Return to Agenda

LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

CY M

Ensure that Bustang operators perform 100 percent of
recommended preventive maintenance inspections and
routine repair in calendar year 2015 within ± 600 miles of the
contractually indicated intervals.

LEAD MEASURE

FY M
M

Reduce turnaround time for 85 percent of
transit operating grant invoices to a three‐
month rolling average of 45 days by June
30, 2016. Tracking to begin in April 2015.

M

Increase the percent of grant partners with completed asset
management plans from 20 percent (14 of 70) as of
December 2014 to 35 percent (25 of 70) by December 2015.

A

Ensure that 100 percent of the
Interregional Express (Bustang) fleet is in
good to excellent condition, per Federal
Transit Administration definitions,
throughout calendar year 2015.

CY

SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

FY

M

Obtain Colorado Association of Transit Agencies (CASTA)
board approval of CDOT’s revised invoicing reimbursement
procedures for transit operating grants by June 30, 2015.
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VII. Transit/
Multimodal
(2/2)

LEAD MEASURE 1
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

CY

M

CY M

Ensure that 100 percent of origin pick‐up times
are zero minutes early to 10 minutes after
scheduled times in calendar year 2015.

Achieve Bustang fare box recovery rate of
at least 20 percent by Dec. 31, 2015.

FUTURE LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

CY M

Metric related to custodial/cleanliness
performance of Bustang contractors. Metric will
be established by Jan. 31, 2015, and tracking
will begin when the Bustang service begins
operations.

GOAL
Improve mobility and access
through transit and other
transportation modes. Maintain
the transit fleet in a state of
good repair.

FUTURE LAG MEASURE FY A
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff
A metric related to populations connected
by Bustang or Bustang ridership per capita
will be established by June 30, 2015.
Metric will include a goal for June 30,
2016.

Return to Agenda
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FUTURE LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Mark Imhoff

FY M

Metric will be established by June 30, 2015, with
a goal for June 30, 2016.
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VIII.
Business
Excellence
(1/4)
GOAL
Promote efficiency and
excellence in workforce
development and department‐
wide business practices.

LAG MEASURE

CY

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Richrath/Laipply CY M

M

Reduce cash balance from $1.40 billion in
June 2014 to $710 million by Dec. 31,
2015.

Increase work under contract from $582 million in November
2014 to $1.0 billion by March 31, 2015. Maintain at $1.0
billion every March 31 through 2017. Work Under Contract is
the remaining contract value in contracts under which at
least $1 has been spent.

LAG MEASURE

CY

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Richrath/Laipply CY M

M

Achieve an Expenditure Performance Index (XPI) value of 1.0
for construction program spending for calendar year 2015. As
of December, the year‐to‐date XPI value for 2014 was 0.74.

SMT Member: Scott Richrath

SMT Member: Scott Richrath

Reduce cash balance/cash equivalents
from $1.83 billion in June 2014 to $1.13
billion by Dec. 31, 2015.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY
M

Decrease the time from Personnel Change
Request (PCR) to employee start date
from an average of 82 days in fiscal year
2014 to an average of 78 days by June 30,
2015.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY
M

Decrease the average number of days
from Personnel Change Request (PCR) to
Referral from 46 days in fiscal year 2014
to 44 days by June 30, 2015.
Return to Agenda

LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY M

Increase from zero percent to 90 percent by June 30, 2015,
the percentage of Appointing Authorities, Superintendents
and PEIII’s who have participated in training engagements on
completing a Personnel Change Request (PCR) and
streamlining the process from referral to start date. Note:
This includes training on required timelines and related
topics that will increase the chances that PCRs are ready to
process when submitted and positions are filled as soon as
possible after referral.
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VIII.
Business
Excellence
(2/4)
GOAL
Promote efficiency and
excellence in workforce
development and department‐
wide business practices.

LAG MEASURE

Reduce the time from shopping cart to
execution for personal services contracts
from 85 days on June 30, 2014, to 62 days
by June 30, 2015.

LAG MEASURE

LEAD MEASURE

M

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

M

Ensure by June 30, 2015, that the period
from bid opening to contract award lasts
no more than 30 days for 90 percent of
construction contracts.

LAG MEASURE

SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY

FY Q

Fully train at least two contract writers in processing
construction contract approvals by June 30, 2015.

FY

LEAD MEASURE

M

Reduce the time from shopping cart to
execution for Intergovernmental
Agreements (IGAs) from 158 days in Q1
fiscal year 2015 to 126 days by June 30,
2015.

LAG MEASURE

CY

SMT Member: Josh Laipply

M

Reduce the time from shopping cart to
award for professional services contracts
from an estimated 20 weeks for Dec. 31,
2014, to 17 weeks by Dec. 31, 2015.
Return to Agenda

LEAD MEASURE

FY M
<
Identify three employees (e.g., Business Managers, Local
Agency Coordinators, Program Manager Assistants) per
Transportation Region by June 30, 2015, to serve as quality
assurance coordinators and train them in completing
Personal Services shopping cart requests.

SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY

SMT Member: Heidi Humphreys

FY M

Secure legal services for each local agency coordinator by
June 30, 2015. There is one coordinator per region.

LEAD MEASURE
SMT Member: Josh Laipply

CY M

Create a monthly action plan for all professional services
contracts exceeding 13 weeks in duration.
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VIII.
Business
Excellence
(3/4)
GOAL
Promote efficiency and
excellence in workforce
development and department‐
wide business practices.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson

CY
M

Decrease the processing time for single‐
trip permits from 15 minutes in fiscal year
2014 to 10 minutes by Dec. 31, 2015.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson

CY
M

Decrease the processing time for Chapter
6 special permits from six hours in fiscal
year 2014 to three hours by Dec. 31,
2015.

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson

FUTURE LAG MEASURE

Increase the percentage of permits that are self‐issued to 50
percent by Dec. 31, 2015.

LEAD MEASURE 2. SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson CY M

CY

Reduce the number of faxed applications to zero by Dec. 31,
2015.

M

LEAD MEASURE 3. SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson CY M

Decrease the processing time for super‐
load permits from 10 days in fiscal year
2014 to five days by Dec. 31, 2015.

SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson

LEAD MEASURE 1. SMT Member: Scot Cuthbertson CY M

Increase the number of people attending in‐person training
on the oversize/overweight permitting process and the
number of unique visits to online tutorial video to 300
by Dec. 31, 2015. (The target includes the number of people
trained in‐person plus the number of unique online visits.)

CY
M

Decrease the average processing time
for oversize/overweight permits (metric
limited to single‐trip, Chapter 6 and
super‐load permits) from 60 minutes in
fiscal year 214 to 32 minutes by Dec. 31,
2015. Note: This metric is being revised to
include all oversize/overweight permits
and will go live in January 2015.
Return to Agenda
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VIII.
Business
Excellence
(4/4)
GOAL
Promote efficiency and
excellence in workforce
development and department‐
wide business practices.

Return to Agenda

LAG MEASURE
SMT Member: Darrell Lingk

CY
M

LEAD MEASURE 1

CY M
<
Increase the number of safety engagements performed by
Transportation Maintenance Foremen (TM‐IIIs) and
Transportation Maintenance Jr. Foremen (TM‐IIs) with direct
reports from 12,054 in calendar year 2014 to 12,500 in
calendar year 2015.
SMT Member: Darrell Lingk

• Reduce workers’ compensation claims
by 10 percent in calendar year 2015
compared to calendar year 2014 levels.
(Final 2014 numbers will be available in
mid‐January 2015. There were 263
claims from January 2014 through
October 2014.)
• Reduce lost‐time claims (a subset of
workers’ compensations claims) by 10
percent in calendar year 2015
compared to calendar year 2014 levels.
(Final 2014 numbers will be available in
mid‐January 2015. There were 127 lost‐
time claims from January 2014 through
October 2014.)

LEAD MEASURE 2

CY M
<
Ensure that 40 percent of maintenance, traffic and specialty
trade supervisors achieve CDOT Safety Leader status by Dec.
31, 2015.
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Attachment B

CDOT Lead/Lag Project Performance Metrics. Feb. 6, 2015.
CDOT has produced the performance metrics below as part of its Lead/Lag Metrics Project ("L2 Project"). These metrics align with The Four Disciplines of Execution (4DX), an approach to executing
strategic goals taught by the FranklinCovey Co. Desired outcomes are "lag" metrics. Processes that influence those outcomes are "lead" metrics.
LAG METRIC

LEAD METRIC
Goal: Safety
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the FASTER Safety mitigation program.
● Achieve an average annual reducJon of 12 fataliJes.
● Achieve an average annual reducJon of 2.5% in fataliJes per 100 million
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP).
Achieve an average benefit/cost ratio of at least 2.0 for HSIP projects.
VMT.
Increase the % of FASTER Safety Projects that address LOSS 3 and LOSS 4 locations to at least 90%.
● Achieve an average annual reducJon of 90 serious injuries.
Achieve 65,000 dedicated law enforcement contact hours for traffic safety enforcement for CY 2015.
● Achieve an average annual reducJon of 2.9% in serious injuries per 100
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the rockfall mitigation program.
million VMT.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for estimated NHTSA grant funds.
Goal: Infrastructure Condition
Achieve high/moderate Drivability Life for 76% of state highway system
Achieve 80% or more match between Surface Treatment projects & pavement management system guidance.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Surface Treatment program.
pavement in FY15.
Achieve an overall Maintenance Levels of Service grade of B- for the state
Achieve at least an 80% match for 01/2015 to 06/2015 between recommendations made by the pavement management
highway system in FY15.
system and expended Maintenance Resurfacing projects of $50,000 or more.
Achieve a minimum retro-reflectivity for long-line striping of 80 mcd/m²/lux.
Achieve a B for snow-and-ice control on the state highway system for 80% of storm events from 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
Reduce the number of overdue repair findings on major structures from 74 in 12/2014 to 62 by 6/30/15.
Maintain % of state highway total bridge-deck area that is Not Structurally
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the On-System Bridge program.
Deficient at or above 90% each fiscal year.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Colorado Bridge Enterprise.
Goal: System Performance
● Decrease the Planning Time Index for EB I-70 (Vail to C-470) from 2.2 in
Reduce average clearance time for Heavy Tow program on EB I-70 (Vail to C-470) from 18:05 minutes for winter 2013-14 to
16:00 minutes for winter 2014-15.
winter 2013-14 to 1.95 in winter 2014-15.
● Reduce number of days with delays of more than 90 minutes on EB I-70
Clear 80% of blocked lanes w/Courtesy Patrol on EB I-70 (Vail to Idaho Springs MP 242) on Sundays, winter 2014-15.
(Vail to C-470) from 4 days in winter 2013-14 to zero days in winter 2014-15. Achieve a B+ for snow-and-ice control on I-70 (Vail to C-470) for 100% of storm events for 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
● Reduce closure Jme on EB I-70 (Vail to C-470) from 335 hours in winter
Decrease the downtime of essential equipment to less than 20% from 12/1/14 to 5/31/15.
2013-14 to 268 hours in winter 2014-15.

Reduce Planning Time Index for EB I-70 (Vail to C-470) on Sundays from 2.4 in
summer 2014 to 2.0 by 9/6/15.
Reduce Planning Time Index for SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) during peak
hours. Reduce morning PTI from 3.53 in Jan.-June 2014 to 3.00 for CY15.
Reduce evening PTI from 3.72 in Jan to June 2014 to 3.16 for CY15.

Clear 80% of blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on EB I-70 (Vail to Idaho Springs MP 242) on Sundays during summer 2015.
Clear 80% of blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) when Patrol is on duty.
Achieve B+ for snow-and-ice control on SB I-25 for 100% of storm events (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.), 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
Increase % of entrance ramps w/ meters on SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) from 35% (5/14) in 2014 to 57% (8/14) by 12/31/15.

Reduce the Planning Time Index for NB I-25 (from Colorado Blvd. to I-70)
during peak evening hours from 4.52 for January-July 2014 to 3.60 for CY
2015.
State highways congested corridors Travel-Time Index. TBD 6/30/15.

Clear 80% of blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on NB I-25 (Colo. Blvd. to I- 70) during evening peak hours.
Achieve a B+ for snow-and-ice control on I-25 (Colo. Blvd. to I-70) for 100% of storm events from 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
Increase % of entrance ramps on NB I-25 (Colo. Blvd. to I-70) w/meters from 13% (2/15) in 2014 to 20% (3/15) by 12/31/15.
TBD 6/30/15.
Goal: Highway Freight Movement
Reduce the Travel-Time Index on SB I-25 (from I-70 to Colorado Blvd.) on
Clear 80% of blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) when Patrol is on duty.
Achieve a B+ for snow-and-ice control on SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) for 100% of storm events from 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
Sundays from 1.39 for 2014 YTD to 1.25 by 12/31/15.
Increase % of entrance ramps w/ meters on SB I-25 (I-70 to Colo. Blvd.) from 35% (5/14) in 2014 to 57% (8/14) by 12/31/15.
Reduce the Travel-Time Index on NB I-25 (from Colorado Blvd. to I-70) from Clear 80% of blocked lanes with Courtesy Patrol on NB I-25 (from Colo. Blvd. to I-70) during evening peak hours.
Achieve a B+ for snow-and-ice control on NB I-25 (Colo. Blvd. to I-70) for 100% of storm events from 1/1/15 to 5/31/15.
1.64 for 2014 YTD to 1.47 by 12/31/15.
Increase % of entrance ramps on NB I-25 (Colo. Blvd. to I-70) w/ meters from 13% (2/15) in 2014 to 20% (3/15) by 12/31/15.
Lag metrics for following critical freight corridors TBD 6/30/15: N. I-25 SB and TBD 6/30/15.
NB, from I-70 to State HW 66; I-25 South from US 24 to Baptist Rd.; I-70 from
C-470 to Pena Blvd.; Interstate 76 From I-70 to US 85.
Reduce truck crashes in identified Commercial Motor Vehicle crash hot spots Address 2 identified Commercial Motor Vehicle crash hot spots per CY. Program to address such hot spots TBD 6/30/15. Year
from X in CY 2015 to Y in CY 2016. TBD 6/30/15.
1 implementation to be completed by 12/2016.

Goal: Environmental Stewardship
Maintain zero environmental notices of violation/ enforcement actions from Increase % of construction storm-water inspection findings responded to within 48 hours from 91% in FY14 to 93% in FY15.
For FY15 and FY16, train 720 people per year in water-quality issues.
state federal environmental regulatory agencies.
Goal: Reduced Project-Delivery Days
Expend 100% of planned construction program dollars by 12/31 following the Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for construction program spending.
close of the fiscal year.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Surface Treatment program.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the On-System Bridge program.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Colorado Bridge Enterprise.
Achieve a preconstruction SPI value of 0.9 each month for current year's construction program.
Achieve a SPI value of 0.9 for RAMP Partnership and Operations projects.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Regional Priority Program.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the FASTER Safety mitigation program.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for the Highway Safety Improvement Program.
Ensure no more than 2% of local agency projects are inactive by 12/31/15.
Notify at the start of each month the Local Agency (LA) contact at all Local Agencies with inactive projects.
Goal: Transit/Multimodal
Maintain the % of vehicles in the rural Colorado transit fleet to no less than Increase the % of grant partners with completed asset management plans from 20% (14 of 70) as of 12/2014 to 35% (25 of
65% operating in fair, good or excellent condition.
70) by 12/2015.
Reduce turnaround time for 85% of transit operating grant invoices to a 3
Obtain CASTA board approval of CDOT's revised invoicing reimbursement procedures for transit operating grants by 6/30/15.
month rolling average of 45 days by 6/30/16.
Ensure 100% of Bustang fleet is in good or excellent condition.
Ensure Bustang operators perform all preventive maintenance checks in ± 600 miles of contracted intervals.
Achieve Bustang fare box recovery rate of at least 20% by 12/31/15.
Metric related to populations connected by Bustang TBD 6/30/15.
● Reduce cash balance from $1.40 billion in 06/2014 to $710 million by
12/31/15.
● Reduce cash balance/cash equivalents from $1.83 billion in 06/2014 to
$1.13 billion by 12/31/15.
● Decrease the Jme from PCR to employee start date from an average of 82
days in FY 2014 to an average of 78 days by 6/30/15.
● Decrease the average number of days from PCR to Referral from 46 days in
FY 2014 to 44 days by 6/30/15.
Reduce the time from shopping cart to execution for personal services
contracts from 85 days on 6/30/14, to 62 days by 6/30/15.
Ensure by 6/30/15 that the period from bid opening to award lasts no more
than 30 days for 90% of construction contracts.
Reduce the time from shopping cart to execution for Intergovernmental
Agreements from 158 days in Q1 FY 2015 to 126 days by 6/30/15.
Reduce time from shopping cart to award for professional services contracts
from 20 weeks for 12/31/14, to 17 weeks by 12/31/15.
● Decrease processing for single-trip permits from 15 minutes in FY14 to 10
minutes by 12/31/15.
● Decrease the processing Jme for Chapter 6 special permits from 6 hours in
FY 2014 to 3 hours by 12/31/15.
● Decrease the processing Jme for super- load permits from 10 days in FY
2014 to 5 days by 12/31/15.
● Decrease the average processing Jme for oversize/overweight permits from
60 minutes in FY 14 to 32 minutes by 12/31/15.
● Reduce workers’ compensaJon claims by 10% in CY2015 compared to CY14
levels.
● Reduce lost-Jme claims by 10% in CY15 compared to CY14 levels.

Ensure that 100% of origin pick-up times are 0 minutes early to 10 minutes after scheduled times.
Metric related to custodial/cleanliness performance of Bustang contractors. TBD 1/31/15.
TBD 6/30/15.
Goal: Business Excellence
Increase work under contract from $582 million in 11/2014 to $1 billion by 3/31/15. Maintain at $1.0 billion each 3/31
through 2017.
Achieve an XPI value of 1.0 for construction program spending.
Increase from 0% to 90% by 6/30/15, the % of Appointing Authorities, Superintendents and PEIII’s who have participated in
training engagements on completing a PCR and streamlining the process from referral to start date.

Identify 3 employees per Transportation Region by 6/30/15 to serve as quality assurance coordinators and train them in
completing Personal Services shopping cart requests.
Fully train at least 2 contract writers in processing construction contract approvals by 6/30/15.
Secure legal services for each local agency coordinator by 6/30/15.
Create a monthly action plan for all professional services contracts exceeding 13 weeks in duration.
Increase the % of permits that are self-issued to 50% by 12/31/15.
Reduce the number of faxed applications to zero by 12/31/15.
Increase the number of people attending in-person training on the oversize/overweight permitting process and the number of
unique visits to online tutorial video to 300 by 12/31/15.

Increase the number of safety engagements performed by Transportation Maintenance Foremen and Transportation
Maintenance Jr. Foremen with direct reports from 12,054 in CY 2014 to 12,500 in CY 2015.
Ensure that 40% of maintenance, traffic and specialty trade supervisors achieve CDOT Safety Leader status by 12/31/15.

CY= Calendar Year. FY=Fiscal Year. VMT = Vehicle Miles Traveled. XPI = Expenditure Performance Index. HSIP = Highway Safety Improvement Program. LOSS = Level of Safety Service. NHTSA = National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. SPI = Schedule Performance Index. RPP = Regional Priority Program. CASTA = Colorado Association of Transit Agencies. PCR = Personnel Change Request.
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 18, 2015
Transportation Commission
Josh Laipply, Chief Engineer
Maria Sobota, Budget Director
Richard Zamora, Office of Program Management Director
Program Management Workshop

Purpose
The Program Management Workshop provides the Transportation Commission with
an update on the delivery of programs and significant projects. This month there is
a focus on the FASTER and HSIP programs as well as RAMP Partnership and
Operations Program with an emphasis on CDOT Delivered projects and the overall
Program.
Details
A primary performance metric for the integration of Cash Management and
Program Management is the cash balance. Included in the Powerpoint is a diagram
reporting actual cash balances for all CDOT funds—including Local Agency, Flood,
etc.—against our path to target that has been set. The Cash balance is
approximately $1,257.0 million, $212.0 million above the target. The Cash plus
Cash Equivalents balance is approximately $1,621.0 million, $49.3 million over the
target. The higher Cash plus Cash Equivalents balance is driven primarily from
receipt of a significant portion the FHWA Continuous Resolution (CR) obligation in
January 2015. This balance is now closer to our normal expectations for this time
of year.
We are continuing to monitor program delivery at the statewide level the
expenditure performance index (XPI) to evaluate actual construction expenditure
performance as compared to planned. This month the XPI increased to 0.77, a
fifth consecutive monthly improvement of XPI as the Department draws nearer to
its $900 million 2015 expenditure goal.
This month’s presentation includes a focus on the FASTER and HSIP programs as
well as overall and CDOT delivered RAMP Partnership and Operations Program.
The Transportation Commission receives updates monthly for all programs and
receives a rotating focus into individual programs. These updates are included in
the attached PowerPoint presentation.
The PMO Reporting Overview slides provide a status update of the four main
programs being reported on by the Program Management Office. The SPI for Flood

4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 262, Denver, CO 80222
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remained at 1.00, 2014 Asset Management decreased slightly and the 2015 Asset
Management and RAMP programs both increased.
HSIP and FASTER funds are allocated to projects within multiple programs and as a
result this makes it difficult to report an SPI for these programs. Provided are
snapshots of how these programs are performing expending funds and delivering
projects to date.
The Chief Engineer and Chief Financial Officer have made it a priority that all
RAMP partnership projects be managed so that scope and project costs do not
exceed their original TC approved project amounts, or exceed the thresholds
established by PD703 or commission resolutions. Of the sixteen partnership
projects contained on the RAMP Partnership Program Controls Update table
provided, none of the projects are seeking TC approval this month. Several
project teams held workshops to explore scalability and local contribution
opportunities, while others are engaged in discussions with their local partners
and/or moving forward with independenct cost estimates to address project costs.
Region staff are to present their findings and recommendation to the staff-level
RAMP Sponsor Coalition and/or CE and CFO for approval before any project returns
to the commission for additional funding requests. As of February, $11,627,747 of
the Transportation Commision Contingency RAMP Reserve has been used for two
projects and the balance remains at $28,373,253. Details are included in this
month’s Supplement.
An update on RAMP Local Agency and CDOT Adminitered Projects that require
Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) are shown in the PowerPoint presentation.
As of January 31st, 2014, a total of 40 RAMP IGA’s have been executed, 4 are
awaiting local review/signature, 8 are being drafted at HQ, and 3 are pending
submittal to HQ. Of the eleven (8+3) IGAs still in draft stage, none are currently
delaying CDOT construction; seven are associated with devolution, three contain
unique local in-kind match to be documented in the IGA, and one is the third
phase of a local agency project already underway.

Attachments
1. Powerpoint Presentation
2. RAMP Partnership Program Controls Update (table)

4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 262, Denver, CO 80222
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RAMP Partnership Program Controls Update

February 2015

Original TC
Approved
Budget

Current
Forecasted
Cost
Estimate

Prelim.
Scalable
Review

Additional
Non-CDOT
Contribution

$74,000,000

$74,000,000

Scalable to
budget, with
CMGC input.

$1,015,000

$1,565,573

$2,500,000

18331 I-25 AND CIMARRON
19039 EXPRESSWAY

US 50 / SH 45 Interchange,
19056
Wills to Purcell - Pueblo
19751
(companion Ops project 2-10)

PCN

19192

Project Name

I-25/ARAPAHOE RD
INTERCHANGE

19954 US 160 Turnouts

19906

19094

US50/Dozier/Steinmeier
Intersection Improvement &
Signal Improvements
(companion Ops project 2-9)

I-70 Simba Run Underpass
(Vail Underpass)

SH 9 - Frisco to Breckenridge:
Iron Springs Alignment and
19930
Vail Pass Multi-use Path
Devolution

Additional
CDOT
Contribution

Project Controls Comments

Unlikely

$0

CMGC (ICE Consultant is part of the
project team)
Planned FOR is 2/25/15

Estimated
($600,000)

Unlikely

$0

Meeting with Local Partners on
2/20/15; Total Project Cost Estimate
exceeds 7.5% threshold.

$2,500,000

Yes

Unlikely

$0

Scalability and Local Contribution
under region review

$95,000,000

$116,093,450

Completed
($11,500,000)

$2,050,000

$14,043,450

FINAL RFP submitted; Apparent
successful proposer to be identified on
2/26/15; TC Approved additional
RAMP Contigency funds for GMP

$11,200,000

$11,075,452

Bundled
Projects

$0

$0

Awarded; Total Project Cost proposed
(Ramp + Surface Treatment) is
$13,426,152

$0

CMGC (ICE #1 completed in
November); Scope review workshop
held; Potential cost saving option
identified; Additional design work
needed to quantify; Planned FOR on
4/2/15; Total Project Cost Estimate
exceeds 7.5% threshold

$20,800,000

$29,000,000

In-Progress

$21,985,000

$26,595,518

In-Progress

Possible

$0

CMGC; Value engineering effort is
underway; Planned FOR is 3/24/15;
Total Project Cost Estimate exceeds
7.5% threshold

$0

Scalability and Local Contribution
under region review; Total Project
Cost Estimate exceeds 7.5% threshold

$0

Bids Opened; Increased Local
Contribution; TC Approved additional
RAMP Contigency funds needed to
Award

I-70 Exit 31 Horizon Drive
Roundabouts

$5,000,000

$5,800,000

Possible

Possible
($400,000
from Utility
Co)

19910

SH 9 CO River South Wildlife &
Safety

$46,000,000

$52,627,747

Completed
($4,200,000)

Completed

19909

US 550 Sky Rocket Box Culvert
Replacement

19908 SH 172 / 151 SIGNALIZATION

$5,000,000

Likely
($2,500,000
or more)

19911

US 287: Conifer to Laporte
12372 Bypass (Phase 1 - SH1 to
Laporte Bypass)

Additional
RAMP
Contigency

$6,627,747

$22,000,000

$26,350,468

Possible

Completed

$0

ICE Complete; Bids Opened; Project
team is redesigning;
Total Project Cost Estimate exceeds
7.5% threshold

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

No

Unlikely

$0

Project is currently tracking within
budget; Bid alternates being
considered.

$1,800,000

$1,800,000

No

Unlikely

$0

Project is currently tracking within
budget; Bid alternates being
considered.

19397

SH 145 AT CR P SAFETY
IMPROVEMENTS

$1,660,194

$1,640,221

No

Unlikely

$0

Project is currently tracking within
budget; Bid alternates being
considered.

18972

US 285 Antonito Storm
Drainage System Replacement

$2,742,429

$3,343,337

Bundled
Projects

Completed

$0

Awarded; Local in-kind contribution
increased by $350,000; (Bundled with
$7.0 mil SUR project for bidding
economy)

$13,791,257

$13,463,955

Likely

Unlikely

$0

Scalability is on-going during design

$2,497,090

$2,597,090

Yes

Unlikely

$0

Scalability and Local Contribution
under region review; project to be
bundled with $8 mil SUR project.

$323,990,970

$370,452,811

($600,000)

$4,950,000

$11,627,747

$14,043,450

($15,240,644)

Total Forecast

Total Scope
Reduction

Total Local
Contribution

Total RAMP
Contingency

Total CDOT
Contribution

Remaining Projected Liability

SH 62 Ridgeway Street
19411 Improvements (pending
approval of local match)

19643

US 24 Enhancement Project in
Buena Vista
Subtotals

Total Original
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Program Management Update
February 18, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Cash & Equivalents
Target Balance
RAMP
Announced

Target Established

As of February 4, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Expenditure Performance Index
Total Construction Expenditures FY 15
$1,800

Cumulative
Monthly Actual
(Label Refers to
XPI)

$1,600

Path to $900 M
(2015 Goal)

$1,400

$1,200

Path to $750 M
(FY14 Actual)

Millions

$1,000

$800

Path to $500 M
(Historical
Average)

$600

$400
0.77
$200

0.68

0.72

0.75

0.63
$0

0.59 0.52

As of February 2, 2015
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PMO Reporting Overview
by Program
Schedule
Performance

Financial Performance
($Millions)
Program

Quarterly
Rotation

Program
Expenditure
through
12/19/2014

Program
Expenditure
through
1/23/2015

$
Change

SPI

Flood

$118.0

$122.1

$4.1

1.00

Apr. 2015

RAMP P&O (Overall)

$137.2

$148.0

$10.8

0.88

Feb. 2015

$1.4

$1.4

$0.0

0.89

Apr. 2015

$135.8

$146.6

$10.8

0.88

Feb. 2015

FASTER and HSIP

$419.2

$430.7

$11.5

-

Feb. 2015

Asset Management

$680.2

$692.1

$11.9

*

Mar. 2015

RAMP P&O
(Local Agency)
RAMP P&O
(CDOT)

Notes:
1. SPI’s shown are for Preconstruction.
2. FASTER and HSIP funds are used on projects in multiple programs and as a result, an SPI is not provided for these programs.
3. Asset Management expenditures are a combination of 2014, 2015, 2016 and include MLOS and Roadway Equipment.
(Note: MLOS and Road Equipment are excluded from SPI calculations)
4. * The SPI’s for each Asset Management program are provided on the next page
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As of January 23, 2015

PMO Reporting Overview
by Program
Precon.
SPI This
Month

Precon.
SPI Last
Month

1.00

1.00

Flood ($227.8 M)

0.88

0.81

RAMP P&O Total Program ($711 M)

0
89
0.89

0 55
0.55

RAMP P&O Local Agency ($112.2 M)

0.88
0.
0.88

0.86
0.
0.86

RAMP P&O CDOT ($598.8 M)

N/A

N/A

2016 Asset Management ($612.8 M)

0.75

0.71

2015 Asset Management ($630.2 M)

0.98

0.99

2014 Asset Management
($622.9
M))
g
(($

Financial Performance (Precon. and Construction)

Safety
HSIP
($212.7
Safe
Sa
fety
ty
y - HSI
H
SIP
P ($
($21
212.
2.7
7 M))
Safety
S f t -F
FASTER
ASTE
AS
TER
R ($
($469.9
($46
$469
9 9 M)
0%

20%

Expenditure (%)

40%
Encumbered (%)

60%

80%

Unencumbered (%)

100%
Unbudgeted (%)

Total Cumulative Program Amounts are for the duration of the program. Program amounts and duration vary for
each program. RAMP P&O refers to RAMP Partnership & Operations.

As of January 23, 2015
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Overview of FASTER Safety
Program
FASTER Program Financial Status

FASTER Program Project
Status

$500.0

300

$450.0
$400.0

250

$300.0

200

Projects

Millions

$350.0

$250.0
$200.0
$150.0

150

100

$100.0
50

$50.0
$0.0

0

As of February 3, 2015

Unencumbered
(Millions)

$60.8

Encumbered (Millions)

$81.2

Expenditure (Millions)

$330.7

Pre-Construction

As of February 3, 2015
88

In Construction

35

Complete

151

Total Number of Projects

274

From FY10 to Date.

As of February 3, 2015
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Overview of HSIP Program
HSIP Program Financial Status

HSIP Program Project
Status

$160.0

180

$140.0

160

$120.0

140

$100.0

120

Projects

Millions

$180.0

$80.0
$60.0

80

$40.0

60

$20.0
$0.0

100

40
As of February 3, 2015

Unencumbered
(Millions)

$22.6

Encumbered
(Millions)

$31.6

Expenditure (Millions)

$100.0

20
0
Complete

As of February 3, 2015
81

On-Going

90

Total Number of Projects

171

From FY10 to Date.

As of February 3, 2015
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Overview of RAMP P&O Program
Monthly SAP Expenditures & Encumbrances
$700,000,000

$600,000,000

$500,000,000

$400,000,000

$300,000,000

$200,000,000

$100,000,000

$0

SAP Expenditure
Return to Agenda
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SAP Remaining Project Budget

Status of RAMP IGAs
Current IGA Progress - RAMP Program

3
5%

Regional Staff Submit
IGA Packet to HQ
HQ Drafts IGA
Documents

8
15%
3, 5%

40
73%

Document Review by
Local Agency

1, 2%

CDOT HQ Review &
Final Signatures
IGA Executed

As of January 30, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Status of RAMP IGAs
RAMP Partnership IGA's
60

50

Number of Partnership IGAs

7

6

3

3

40

2

16
34

23
18

40

30

18

16

5

12

4

3

11

11

19

8

8
10

49

0

3

22
14

7

7

1

1

8

8

5

3
1

33

34

4

5

4

4

1

1

15

8
10

8

3

18
16

3

2

14
7

3

8
8

20

3

15

25

27

29

18

6
1

1

Regional Staff Submit
IGA Packet to HQ
HQ Drafts IGA
Documents
Document Review by
Local Agency
CDOT HQ Review &
Final Signatures
IGAs Executed
Total Number of IGA's

Goal was to have IGA’s completed by December 31, 2014.

As of January 30, 2015
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Remaining RAMP IGA Summary
• 40 RAMP IGA’s have been executed, 4 are awaiting
local review/signature, 8 are being drafted at HQ,
and 3 are pending submittal to HQ.

• Of the eleven (8+3) IGAs still in draft stage, none
are currently delaying CDOT construction; seven
are associated with devolution; three contain
unique local in-kind match to be documented in
the IGA, and one is the third phase of a local
agency project already underway.
As of January 30, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Remaining IGAs (CDOT) –
Planned Advertisement & Execution Date

As of January 30, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Remaining IGAs (Local Agency) –
Planned Advertisement & Execution Date

As of January 30, 2015
Return to Agenda
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Coming Attractions
• Update of Cash Balance
• Updated Expenditure Performance Index
• Update on Asset Management

Return to Agenda
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Transportation Commission of Colorado
Statewide Plan Committee Meeting
Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, February 18, 2015 – 4:00 P.M. – 4:15 P.M.
4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, Colorado
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director
Division of Transportation Development
Kathy Gilliland, Chair
District 5, Livermore

Shannon Gifford
District 1, Denver

Kathy Connell
District 6, Steamboat Springs

Steven Hofmeister
District 11, Haxtun

Douglas Aden
District 7, Grand Junction


Introductions – Kathy Gilliland – 3 minutes



Approve minutes of January Joint Asset Management / Statewide
Plan Committee – Kathy Gilliland – 2 minutes



Statewide Transportation Plan (SWP) Final Draft Executive Summary
– Michelle Scheuerman – 10 minutes



Adjourn

THE AGENDA MAY BE ALTERED AT THE CHAIR’S DISCRETION.
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 18, 2015
Statewide Plan Committee of the Transportation Commission
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director, Division of Transportation Development
Statewide Transportation Plan Executive Summary

Purpose
To provide an opportunity for final review of the revised Statewide Plan Executive Summary document.
Action
Provide final comments at the February Statewide Plan Committee meeting and recommend March
adoption of the SWP to the Transportation Commission, subject to no significant changes based on
Februrary 20 STAC recommendation.
Background
Since the close of the public review and comment period, enhancements and minor refinements have
been made to the draft Executive Summary based on the comments received. CDOT has discussed and
addressed the comments received by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Denver Regional
Council of Goverments (DRCOG). Both agencies expressed satisfaction with the revisions incorporated
into the SWP Executive Summary.
Key revisions and enhancements to the SWP Executive Summary include:

Added text to clarify the relationship between the transportation facilities of the State Highway
System, the National Highway System (NHS), and those owned and maintained by local
jurisdictions

Provided more detail on performance measures, and their correlation to investment decisions

Described the MPO planning process and coordination with CDOT in more detail

Labeled graphics to clarify ownership of facilities being highlighted

Minor refinements to the Needs and Gap analysis

Added brief section on economic benefits of transportation investments

Provided more detail on future SWP monitoring and reporting processes
Key Benefits
This workshop will provide an opportunity to receive final comments on the SWP Executive Summary.
Next Steps

March 2015 – Transportation Commission adoption of the 2040 SWP
Attachments
Attachment A –Internal Review Copy of the Revised SWP Executive Summary.

4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 262, Denver, CO 80222-3400
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JOINT ASSET MANAGEMENT AND STATEWIDE PLAN COMMITTEE MEETING
Date: January 21, 2015
Joint Committee Members Attending: Commissioner Les Gruen, Commissioner Heather Barry,
Commissioner Steven Hofmeister, Commissioner Kathy Connell, Commissioner Sidny Zink,
Commissioner Kathy Gilliland, Commissioner Doug Aden, Commissioner Shannon Gifford
Other Commissioners Attending: Commissioner Gary Reiff, Commissioner Bill Thiebaut, Commissioner
Ed Peterson
Others Attending: CDOT HQ: Don Hunt, Debra Perkins‐Smith, Jeff Sudmeier, Erik Sabina, Michelle
Scheuerman, Gail Hoffman, Aaron Willis, Jason Wallis, William Johnson, Kavya Rajasekar, Richard
Zamora, Scott McDaniel, Josh Laipply, Scot Cuthbertson, Maria Sobota, Herman Stockinger, Angie
Drumm, Amy Ford, Barbara Gold, Bill Schiebel, Ryan Rice, Ty Ortiz, Saeed Sobhi, Mark Nord, Bob
Group, Tromila Maile. CDOT Regions: Myron Hora, Dave Eller, Karen Rowe, Tony DeVito. Others: Vince
Rogalski, STAC chair; Carla Perez; and Charles Dwyer and Greg Mohrman, AECOM.



Meeting Minutes: Minutes of the November 19, 2014 meetings of the Asset Management
Committee and of the Statewide Plan Committee were approved.
Asset Management Metrics and Targets: Debra Perkins‐Smith, Director of the Division of
Transportation Development, , provided an overview of the purpose of the meeting, which was to
approve transportation asset management metrics and targets and decide how to best include
these metrics in Policy Directive (PD) 14.
Recommendation: Following the discussion, the Asset Management Committee agreed that the All
CDOT Asset Management Metrics and Performance Targets (Developed by CDOT Staff) table
updated from the Risk‐Based Assessment Plan in the meeting packet should be referred to in and
attached to the final version of Policy Directive (PD) 14. The committee acknowledged that the
objectives in the table will be refined and evaluated. Two revisions are already anticipated to the
table.
William Johnson, manager of the Transportation Performance Branch, presented information on
performance metrics and targets.
o Attachment B contained more detailed information on the meaning of the performance metrics
and target, and how candidate project selection is informed by the metric and target.
o The table includes the Infrastructure Condition targets already in PD 14 for bridges, pavement,
and maintenance, as well as additional fiscally constrained and aspirational targets for bridges,
buildings, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), roadway equipment, culverts, geohazards,
signals, walls and tunnels.
o Currently, CDOT exceeds the objectives in PD 14 for bridges, which pertain only to the
percentage of bridge deck area that is not structurally deficient. For the other bridge objectives
in the table, CDOT estimates that CDOT has a $900 million backlog.
1
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o CDOT is not meeting the 80% High/Moderate Drivability Life objective for pavement condition
on Interstates and National Highway System (NHS), but expects to by 2023.
o Regarding pavements, Commissioner Gary Reiff commented that CDOT’s current requirement
that only 70 percent of surface treatment projects in the CDOT Regions must match the model
recommendations is a big variation. Chief Engineer Laipply suggested that CDOT update the
Chief Engineer Policy Memo 10 to reflect the 80 percent target.
o CDOT is not meeting its roadway equipment target. CDOT is seeking a roadway equipment
manager to get a better handle on needs and expenditures. CDOT Deputy Director Scot
Culbertson said CDOT also is considering a buy‐back lease method of acquiring roadway
equipment.
o Geohazards are rock fall sites, rockslides, debris flows, landslides, embankments and
engineered slopes, and sink holes. CDOT is one of the first state departments of transportation
that is applying performance measures to geohazards.
o CDOT Executive Director Don Hunt praised the Asset Management program as coming a long
way since it began as a formal program.
o Debra Perkins‐Smith pointed out that the performance curves for some of the assets indicate
that they may never reach their targets. She said CDOT could use different approaches than in
the past, such as leasing rather than owning roadway equipment.
o William Johnson stated that to achieve fiscally constrained targets, CDOT would need to fund at
these annual levels: signals, $34 million; buildings, $29 million; and road equipment, $42
million. He suggested that all asset programs could achieve performance targets at some point
during the next 20 years, but not all concurrently. Additionally, asset programs are considering
other approaches to achieve performance targets with no added investment.
Policy Directive 14:
Recommendations: The Statewide Plan Committee recommended to the full Transportation
Commission that it adopt PD 14 in February after PD 14 is revised in response to comments from
commissioners. The committee also agreed that the All CDOT Asset Management Metrics and
Performance Targets (Developed by CDOT Staff) table in the meeting packet should be referred to
in and attached to the final version of Policy Directive (PD) 14.
Before discussion began, Debra Perkins‐Smith said PD 14 is typically revised before work on the
Statewide Transportation Plan begins. The Transportation Commission has not formally adopted PD
14 because not all the measures or objectives were decided. The highlighted items in the asset
management table are already in PD 14 and the other objectives in the table were recently
developed. Jeff Sudmeier, manager of the Multimodal Planning Branch, reviewed PD 14 with the
committees, highlighting the areas that are new or revised. Comments dealt with three areas of PD
14: Infrastructure Condition, System Performance, and Planning Principles.
o Infrastructure Condition – Chief Engineer Josh Laipply said that without more objectives in PD
14, it appears to some policy makers that CDOT is allocating too much money to bridges, for
example. Don Hunt said the Risk‐Based Asset Management Plan could simply be referenced in
2
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PD 14, as it is now. Some commissioners, however, said they liked having all the objectives that
guide distribution of funds in one place.
o System Performance – The Planning Time Index (PTI) measure was changed to reflect current
data for traffic for the 90th percentile of Interstates, NHS (excluding Interstates), and Colorado
Freight Corridors centerline miles. For Interstates and Colorado Freight Corridors, the PTI is 1.25
or less; for NHS, it is 1.08 or less, reflecting that it doesn’t include the congested segments of
the Interstates. The higher the PTI number, the more congestion, said Erik Sabina, manager of
the Information Management Branch. Concerning two different measures often used in
assessing traffic flow, Erik Sabina said in layman’s terms PTI compares a really bad day to an
ordinary bad day, while Travel‐Time Index (TTI) compares a typical bad day to free‐flow
conditions.
 Minutes of Delay Measure ‐ The minutes of delay measure for congestion is recommended
for deletion because it was based on an older methodology. The future statewide travel
model should assist CDOT in developing a new metric for measuring congestion.
 Data ‐ Don Hunt requested a map of the state with the PTI information based on analysis for
performance measures in PD 14.
 Colorado Freight Corridors ‐ The Colorado Motor Carriers Association worked with CDOT on
identifying the Colorado Freight Corridors detailed in the draft Colorado Freight Plan. The
Colorado Freight Corridors were selected based on average annual daily traffic for trucks,
percentage of trucks to the rest of the traffic, functional class of highways, and input from
the Project Management Office. Don Hunt requested a map of the freight network in the
state.
 Rail ‐ Commissioner Kathy Gilliland asked why CDOT isn’t including rail in system
performance in PD 14 since it is another mode of travel. Debra Perkins‐Smith said PD 14 is
to provide guidance on where CDOT money should be invested, and rail, owned and
operated by the private sector, is largely outside CDOT’s purview, except where highways
cross railroads. David Krutsinger of the Division of Transit and Rail said CDOT has a
methodology of determining where limited funds for improvement of rail‐highway crossings
should be spent, and Josh Laipply outlined some recent steps that CDOT has taken to
improve cooperation with the railroads. Freight Rail will be added to the Safety section of
PD 14, in addition to Truck Freight, Debra Perkins‐Smith said.
o Planning Principles – The planning principles are recommended for deletion because they are
either adequately addressed in PD 14 or will be in future goals and objectives. One of those
principles dealt with economic vitality. Commissioner Kathy Gilliland said she thought economic
vitality should be in PD 14 because it helps build the case for more transportation investment.
Debra Perkins‐Smith said that while CDOT is using an Economic Toolkit to select projects based
on the jobs created and the multiplier effect on the economy, it doesn’t yet have the tools to
measure how transportation investment impacts the economy statewide. She said Economic
Vitality will be added as a goal area later.
o Implementation Plan – Although no commissioners commented on this area, it was mentioned
that additional measures and objectives will be brought to the Transportation Commission for
3
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consideration for incorporation into PD 14 as they are developed. Potential new areas are Bike
and Pedestrian (for system performance), Truck Freight and Freight Rail (for safety), and new
goal areas for Economic Vitality and Environmental Sustainability.
Statewide Plan Update and Next Steps: Michelle Scheuerman, manager of the Statewide Planning
Section, reviewed comments received during the public comment period on the Regional
Transportation Plans and the Statewide Transportation Plan website and Executive Summary. More
than 2,000 individuals accessed the website (www.coloradotransportationmatters.com) during the
public review period, and 32 comments on a variety of topics were submitted. None of the
comments will require substantive changes to the Executive Summary or the Regional
Transportation Plans. Commissioners said they want to see revisions to the Executive Summary of
the Statewide Transportation Plan (SWP) on the website before recommending approval of the
SWP to the full Commission. All changes in the Executive Summary will be reflected in the web‐
based Statewide Transportation Plan.
o Governor’s State of the State Address – Don Hunt said that Governor John Hickenlooper stated
in his State of the State address that he wanted to improve capacity for I‐25 and I‐70 (although
he didn’t say how he hoped to pay for it) and asked how that charge is reflected in the
Statewide Transportation Plan. Debra Perkins‐Smith said that expansion needs were included in
the overall needs and gaps analysis section, but the two corridors were not called out
specifically.
o Utilization of Statewide Plan Website – Commissioner Ed Peterson asked if the statewide
planning website is being underutilized. Michelle Scheuerman said future town hall meetings
on transportation issues will drive more people to the website, and the website also will be
used to track progress on the Statewide Transportation Plan.
o Thanks to Staff – Commissioner Doug Aden commended all CDOT employees involved in public
outreach on the plans, saying it was far more inclusive than for past plans.

4
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STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION PLAN

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S

On behalf of the Colorado Transportation Commission, I would like to thank you for your
interest in the future of transportation in Colorado and invite you to read this Statewide
Transportation Plan.
The Statewide Transportation Plan is a vision document that outlines what our transportation
options will look like over the next 10 and 25 years.
These are exciting but challenging times for transportation in our state. Increasing population
and employment are putting greater demand on the existing statewide transportation system.
Changing demographics and travel behavior are increasing demand for greater modal choice.
Our transportation system is a key element of a vibrant and globalized state economy.
Transportation investments will create and enhance access to jobs, enhance freight movement,
support increased trade, and improve economic competitiveness.
Annual funding for transportation can no longer keep pace with the costs of operating,
maintaining, and improving the statewide transportation system. Like many other states,
Colorado needs to explore funding options and finance mechanisms to stretch dollars further,
replace declining gas tax revenues, and reduce dependency on uncertain federal funding.
With limited funding available, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) has
developed a vision for the Statewide Transportation Plan that guides investment for Colorado’s
multimodal transportation system that balances:

Preservation and maintenance,

Efficient system operations and management practices, and

Capacity improvements, while incorporating risk-based asset management and cash

management practices to optimize cost-effective project delivery.
CDOT has developed this plan in a web-based format as a better way to communicate with the
public. I am excited about the different media we are using to communicate with the public,
as our population has diverse interests and learning styles.
Thank you for your interest in our Statewide Transportation Plan and for helping CDOT to
develop the kind of transportation system that Coloradans expect and deserve!

Sincerely,

Commissioner Ed Peterson,
Chair of the Colorado Transportation Commission

PAGE i | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Welcome to Colorado’s Statewide Transportation Plan, located at: www.coloradotransportationmatters.com. The
state of Colorado has one of the most diverse and challenging transportation systems in the country. With over
23,000 lane miles, 3,400 bridges, and 35 mountain passes that are kept open year round, we at the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) are proud of the work we do to connect the people of Colorado to one
another, and connect our state to the rest of the nation and the world.
In order to provide, operate, and maintain a multimodal transportation system that is best for Colorado and
supports economic vitality, we need a Statewide Transportation Plan that maps out how we can safely move
people, goods and information in the most effective way, given limited funding.
With the participation of over 60,000 Coloradans, our 10 rural Transportation Planning Regions, and five
Metropolitan Planning Organizations, and in coordination with individual modal plans for transit, rail, aviation,
freight, bicycles and pedestrians, we have created an integrated plan that outlines four goals for our multimodal
transportation system – safety, mobility, economic vitality, and maintaining the system. We have identified
strategic steps to achieve our goals and priority corridors to focus on within the next decade.

To improve SAFETY, we have data-driven processes to reduce crashes and education strategies to modify

driver behavior, helping move Colorado towards zero deaths.

To enhance MOBILITY, we are going to improve operational efficiencies regionally and at a corridor level;

future projects will look at opportunities to provide more mobility choice and connections. We will launch a
new inter-regional express bus service between Denver, Ft. Collins, Glenwood Springs, and Colorado Springs.
We are going to enhance travel reliability and reduce congestion by employing more cost-effective operational
strategies. When appropriate, managed lanes that include HOV lanes and tolled express lanes will be
implemented.

To promote ECONOMIC VITALITY, CDOT will consider economic benefits when selecting projects, including job

creation, job access, and economic savings. We are also exploring alternative funding sources to ensure the
transportation system helps maintain our state’s economic competitiveness.

To preserve and MAINTAIN THE SYSTEM, CDOT will implement its risk-based asset management plan, which

focuses more on preventative maintenance and using risk factors to determine which roads, bridges, tunnels,
culverts, and other assets need to be addressed first - doing the right repairs at the right time.
Over time, CDOT will continue to explore options for more sustainable funding, continue to improve business
practices, enhance our system resiliency to address extreme weather events, implement sustainability and
environmental initiatives, and prepare our organization and our workforce for the future.
Throughout the implementation of our Statewide Transportation Plan we will continue to engage you on our
progress. Working together we can deliver the transportation system that Colorado deserves.

Sincerely,
ADD SHAILEN BHATT SIGNATURE
Don Hunt
Executive Director, Colorado Department of Transportation

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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OUR STATEWIDE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
“Our state’s safety and economy are dependent on infrastructure and the Statewide Transportation Plan
details our commitment to finding solutions to critical transportation needs such as I-25 and I-70. We also
need to think creatively about how we fund those solutions. We cannot wait for the federal government to
solve the transportation funding problems in Colorado. It is up to us to build our roads to the future.”
-Governor John Hickenlooper

TOGETHER WE’RE MOVING COLORADO FORWARD
The Colorado Department of Transportation’s (CDOT)
mission is to provide the best multi-modal transportation
system for Colorado that most effectively and safely moves
people, goods, and information.

vitality, and maintenance. Strategic actions and
investment strategies proposed in this plan are focused
on helping CDOT meet the goals and performance
measures set for our transportation system.

WHAT IS THE STATEWIDE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN?

MODERNIZING CDOT

CDOT’s roadmap for 10 and 25 years ahead is called the
Statewide Transportation Plan and we couldn’t have
created it without your vision. This plan identifies
future needs for your transportation system and
provides strategic direction to achieve these goals. It
also discusses ways to balance maintaining the system
and capacity improvements, new travel choices, and
increasing efficiency. The Statewide Transportation
Plan combines perspectives from: regional stakeholders,
multi-modal transportation interests, and the public.
Coloradans know that transportation matters – for our
state, our economy, and our future. The transportation
system connects people to the places that they
live, work, and play. When it breaks down – in terms
of capacity, reliability, or choice – time is wasted,
opportunities are missed, and connections are gone.
This is why the Statewide Transportation Plan is
performance-based. CDOT has developed a series of
performance measures to better indicate how well we
are meeting our goals for safety, mobility, economic
PAGE 1 | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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As stewards of transportation dollars, CDOT is looking
for better ways to get things done, more economically
and quicker. That is why CDOT has been modernizing
its structure to be more efficient, effective, and smart.
CDOT’s Action Plan articulates the progress made in the
past four years and outlines next steps. The Action Plan
is located on CDOT’s Statewide Plan website,
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com. The new
Program Management Office has been created to help
keep money moving to projects and help track, monitor,
and evaluate project delivery. The new Division of
Transportation Systems Management and Operations is
using cost effective solutions and technology to keep the
system moving and help you make informed decisions
about travel times and options. CDOT is also getting more
out of the system by making wise decisions on the best
way to maintain and preserve our transportation system
using a risk based approach. The new Office of Emergency
Management will enhance our ability to communicate
during extreme weather events and introduce proactive
strategies in vulnerable areas to prevent transportation
system degradation.
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COLORADO’S HIGHWAYS
are not on the NHS; for example, US 350 and a portion
of US 160. State Routes, for example, sections of SH
318, and SH 149 are additional highways not on the NHS
that are owned, operated, and maintained by CDOT, and
provide important state connections between cities,
towns, and other highways. Colorado Non-NHS routes total
approximately 4,680 highway miles.

The State Highway System, as defined in this plan,
includes all of the highways that CDOT owns, operates,
and maintains.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM AND
COLORADO’S STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM

The State Highway System includes roadways in both rural
and urban areas, many of which serve as main streets or
key arterial roads in local communities. Colorado’s State
Highway System has approximately 9,103 highway miles
of which: 952 miles are interstates, 3,497 miles are US
Highways, and 4,654 miles are State Routes.

A subset of the State Highway System includes a portion
of the National Highway System (NHS) routes. All NHS
facilities are routes designated as important to the
nation’s economy, defense, and mobility. NHS facilities can
be either on-system (CDOT maintained and operated), or
off-system (locally owned and maintained by cities and
counties). The off-system NHS routes are not part of the
state highway system.

Local Roads: The remaining roads throughout the state
are local roads that CDOT does not operate or maintain.
Local roads are generally the responsibility of the local
cities and counties. However, certain local roads are part
of the NHS, and receive federal transportation funding
for improvements. Some of these local roads are labeled
off-system NHS because they are not part of the State
Highway System as defined above. Local roads in Colorado
total approximately 12,068 highway miles, including 485
miles of Off-System NHS routes. Many local roads are
neighborhood streets with low traffic volumes.

The State Highway System includes:
NHS On-System routes, which include all of the Interstates
(i.e., I-70, I-25), various US Highways (i.e., US 40, US 50)
and certain State Routes (i.e., SH 13, SH 71). Colorado NHS
on-system routes total approximately 4,423 highway miles.
Non-NHS routes, which are US Highways and State Routes
that are not designated on the NHS but are owned,
operated, and maintained by CDOT. A few US Highways
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TRANSPORTATION NEEDS –
WHAT WE HAVE FOUND
CDOT conducted a data driven analysis to determine our
multi-modal transportation needs to 2025 and 2040. In
the next 25-years, there will be 7.8 million Coloradans.
That’s a population increase of 47 percent. There will be
5.0 million jobs, an increase of 51 percent (Source: DOLA,
2012). Although the number of miles per capita traveled
in Colorado is expected to remain flat, the increase in
population and employment means the demand for travel
will increase by about 47 percent. Growth of this size
will put unique demands on our transportation system.
At the same time, CDOT has to maintain its existing
transportation assets for the long-term, including more
than 23,000 lane miles of roads, over 3,400 bridges, 35
year-round mountain passes, and help support interregional
transit as well as more than 55 urban and rural general
public transit providers, and over 100 human services
agencies providing transportation services. Based
on this and other data, this plan identifies needed
levels of investments to: maintain the existing system,
invest in multi-modal expansion, and improve system
operations, interregional and rural transit, and safety.
Annual funding for transportation can no longer keep pace
with the costs of operating, maintaining, and improving
the statewide transportation system. The gas tax, CDOT’s
main source of funding, has a flat rate that hasn’t increased
in the past 20 years. The future growth in population
and driving will put more pressure on our transportation
system, while increased fuel efficiency of vehicles will
translate to less revenue collected at the pump. At the
same time, Coloradans are asking for more travel options,

improved mobility, better connectivity, reliable travel
times, less congestion, and above all, improved safety.
Colorado will need to find new long-term funding
solutions to support a transportation system that
balances safety, mobility, and expansion needs with the
need to maintain the existing system. In the meantime
we’re maximizing the existing system through improved
operations, greater modal choice, and innovative
financing partnerships to stretch our resources further.
Based on what we heard across the state and the needs
identified, CDOT has developed goals, performance
measures, and strategic action items as part of this
plan to build on our work to-date and address the
challenges that lie ahead.
In this executive summary document you will find
discussion of:

Plan goals and objectives
How this plan was developed
Identification of our multi-modal transportation
system

Our multi-modal transportation needs, revenue
sources, and the funding gap between needs and
revenue

Economic benefits of transportation
CDOT’s overall investment strategy
Top strategic actions to meet the plan goals
Where we go from here to implement the Statewide
Plan and tracking our progress

COLORADO’S WEB-BASED TRANSPORTATION PLAN
CDOT developed this plan with a focus on communicating
better with the public using technology and on providing
information that the public and stakeholder groups can
use to discuss transportation issues. The web-based
format allows CDOT to actively implement and report
on this plan in a manner that responds to the changing
needs of the state in the years ahead. A combination
of text, video, audio, and interactive presentations
demonstrate where Colorado stands today, the challenges
we face, and how we will continue to make progress in
the future. Data, comment features, and interactive
maps give you the tools to learn, explore, and continue
the transportation conversation with CDOT.

and Moving Forward. The Statewide Transportation Plan can
be found at www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com.

The plan discusses the current state of our transportation
system and presents a plan for Colorado’s transportation
future in four parts: The Colorado Transportation Story; The
Planning Process; Key Data Findings, Needs and Revenue;
PAGE 3 | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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MULTI-MODAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
CDOT and the Transportation Commission spoke with the public, stakeholders, and elected officials to develop
four basic goals for the transportation system based on the plan vision. For each of these goals, a series of basic
objectives and anticipated performance measures were identified. Policy Directive 14 (PD 14), available at
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com, guides the development of this Statewide Transportation Plan, its
implementation and future investment decisions that balance: preservation and maintenance, efficient system
management and operation strategies, and capacity improvements. PD 14 identifies specific targets for performance
measures associated with the Statewide Transportation Plan goals and objectives. PD 14 will be revised, as needed,
to update performance objectives and incorporate additional objectives and measures for goal areas such as Freight Rail,
Economic Vitality, and Environmental Sustainability. The five MPO Plans and various CDOT plans, including but not limited
to the: Transit, Strategic Highway Safety, and Transportation Systems Management and Operations Plan were used to develop
the goals, objectives, performance measures, and targets identified in the Statewide Transportation Plan and PD 14. For a
complete list of CDOT Plans, see page five. For more information about the actual targets for each performance measure,
see the PD 14 Technical Memorandum on the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

GOAL

SAFETY: Move
Colorado toward zero
deaths by reducing
traffic-related deaths
and serious injuries.

OBJECTIVES

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

FATALITIES AND SERIOUS INJURIES: Reduce the
number and rate of all transportation fatalities and
serious injuries, economic impact of crashes, and
the number of bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities and
serious injuries.


Number of fatalities

Fatalities per vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

Number of serious injuries

Serious injuries per VMT

Economic impact of crashes

Number of bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities involving
motorized vehicles


Number of bicyclist and pedestrian serious injuries
involving motorized vehicles

HIGHWAYS:
HIGHWAYS: Prevent the spread of congestion to
uncongested highway segments and the growth of
congested highway segments.

MOBILITY: Improve
mobility and
connectivity with a
focus on operations
and transportation
choice.

TRANSIT: Increase ridership of small urban and
rural transit agencies: maintain or increase the
total number of miles of regional, inter-regional,
and inter-city passenger services operated for the
general public.
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN: Develop data and
resources to identify measures of the level of
service provided by bicycle and pedestrian facilities.


Planning Time Index - Additional time required above the
time needed at free-flow speed to ensure on-time arrival
on an average day, regardless of the time of day
Interstates
National Highway System
Colorado Freight Corridors

TRANSIT:


Transit Utilization - Ridership statewide and by
subcategory: small urban and rural


Transit Connectivity - Miles transit vehicles are available to
the general public

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN:


Under development -- obtaining data
ECONOMIC VITALITY:
Improve the
competitiveness of
the state economy
through strategic
transportation
investments.

FREIGHT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: Support
strategies and operational improvements that
facilitate multimodal freight movement and
promote state, regional, and local economic goals.

ASSETS:


Condition of National Highway System bridges and
pavement condition, including Interstates


Condition of bridges and pavement on state highway system

Condition of other assets

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE: Maintain snow and ice
removal performance and overall maintenance of
the highway system.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE:

TRANSIT: Maintain the percentage of rural Colorado
transit fleet vehicles operating in at least fair
condition. Require all CDOT transit grantees to have
Asset Management Plans by 2017.

TRANSIT:

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
Return to Agenda

freight data

JOB ACCESS: Ensure transportation system provides
access to jobs within reasonable commute times.
ASSETS: Maintain the condition of bridges; highway
pavement; other assets (buildings, ITS, roadway
equipment, culverts, geohazards, tunnels, traffic
signals, and walls) and rural transit fleet vehicles.

MAINTAINING THE
SYSTEM: Preserve and
maintain the existing
transportation system.


Under development -- obtaining economic and road/rail


Level of service for snow and ice removal

Overall maintenance level of service achieved for the
highway system


Transit asset condition
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT – THE PLANNING PROCESS
Planning is a continual process. Once a plan is done, work
begins on implementation and measuring progress. To date
the steps in developing the Statewide Transportation Plan
included:


Statewide
OTHER CDOT PLANS
Performance Based
Transportation Plan:

Transit
This plan addresses

Strategic Highway Safety
Federal and State
planning factors.

Transportation System
Management and
Both Federal and
Operations
State transportation
legislation require

Freight
the plan to address

Freight and Passenger Rail
specific planning

Bicycle and Pedestrian
factors. Plan goals

Aviation
and objectives,

Risk-Based Asset
and performance
Management
measures were

CDOT Action Plan
developed in PD 14
and incorporated
into the Statewide Transportation Plan. Strategic
actions were identified to address the goals and
objectives. Success will be measured through
performance measures consistent with federally
legislated goals for performance measurement.


Transportation Commission Policy Setting: The
Transportation Commission develops a policy
directive that provides an overall framework
for the transportation planning process through
which the multi-modal, comprehensive
Statewide Transportation Plan is developed.

Revenue Projections and Program Distribution:
The Transportation Commission approves long-term
transportation revenue forecasts and a plan for
the anticipated distribution of those revenues
among programs.

PLAN
INTEGRATION
(RTPs, MPOs,
FREIGHT, etc.)

P

LI
UB

C & AGEN
CY

IDENTIFY
NEEDS AND
GAP

IC
RT
PA

THE
PLANNING
PROCESS


Identify Needs and Gap: Based on
data analysis and the other plans CDOT
identifies needed investments in the
transportation system at a program level.
This is compared to the forecast for revenue
and a funding gap (or shortage) is calculated for
the time frame of the plan.

PAGE 5 | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Plan Integration: In addition to 10 rural Regional
Transportation Plans (RTPs) and five Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) Plans that have been
developed, CDOT has developed several other plans
whose important findings are integrated into the
Statewide Transportation Plan. The 10 rural RTPs
were developed in conjunction with the Statewide
Transportation Plan and have been integrated into
the Plan as they were developed. Information from
the five MPO plans has been incorporated
into the Statewide Transportation
REVENUE
Plan as data from these Plans has
PROJECTIONS
become available. Vision, goals,
AND PROGRAM
and performance measures
DISTRIBUTION
from various CDOT Plans
and the five MPO plans
were reviewed and
incorporated into
TRANSPORTATION
the Statewide
COMMISSION
Transportation Plan
POLICY
Strategic Actions
(see pages 22-23
of this Executive Summary). More
information about the integration of
the 10 RTPs and the five MPO Plans
is included in the Plan Integration
Technical Memorandum.

STATEWIDE
PERFORMANCE
BASED
TRANSPORTATION
PLAN

NEW STATEWIDE
TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (STIP)

ING

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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Public and Stakeholder Participation: Those involved in planning the future transportation system include:


Planning partners - 10 rural transportation planning regions and five metropolitan planning organizations.
Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) - A group of elected or appointed officials representing the
planning partners. STAC meets monthly to advise CDOT on transportation planning issues.

Other Stakeholders and advocacy groups.
State and federal agencies including:
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
• US Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
• Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment (CDPHE)
• US Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS)
• State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
• US Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD)
For more information about state and federal agency involvement, please see the Environmental Coordination Technical
Memorandum.

Tribal governments including: The Southern Ute Tribe and Ute Mountain Ute Tribe.
Public - The public took part in plan development by participating in various plan activities described on the
following page.
After this Statewide Transportation Plan is developed, CDOT then links the Plan goals to the project programming process
through the development of the four-year Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). Working with its planning
partners, CDOT in the future will develop a 10-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) of specific projects and initiatives.
The CIP will identify potential projects for design and will feed the STIP, which CDOT uses to directly program dollars to
projects.

Capital Improvement Program: The development of a 10-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) will bridge the gap
between the long-range Statewide Plan and the four-year term STIP, to increase program delivery efficiency. Some
benefits of a 10-year CIP include:

Communicate to the public and stakeholders the major project needs that can feasibly be achieved within the

10-year program window and the major project needs that could be achieved if additional funds were available.

Assist decision-makers in prioritizing major projects within the 10-year window and provide a foundation for the
identification of projects if additional funds become available.

Provide a vision of the next 10-years to assist staff in anticipating upcoming projects and planning priorities for
staffing and design needs.

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT - WHAT WE HAVE HEARD
In developing the plan, CDOT sought input from the
public in defining the long-term vision for the multi-modal
transportation system. This public input helped to shape the
plan goals, objectives, and recommended Strategic Actions.

GOAL

There were several key results from the public outreach
that were important for the development of the plan. These
are linked to the plan goals below.

PUBLIC OUTREACH RESULTS

SAFETY


Many telephone town hall participants cited safety as their top priority for CDOT to pursue.

Surveys showed that most Coloradans believe transportation is important because it “moves people and
goods safely.”

MOBILITY


Reducing congestion and increasing travel choice were also important concerns highlighted by the public
surveys.

Two hot topics during the majority of the Telephone Town Halls statewide were the need for improved
transit and better bicycle infrastructure.

ECONOMIC
VITALITY


Public Surveys indicated that Coloradans see a clear connection between their transportation system and
the economic vitality of their area and the state.

Job creation, commuting, freight movement, tourism, agriculture, and energy development were
common topics of conversation statewide during the telephone town halls.

MAINTAINING
THE SYSTEM


Survey questions on Coloradans’ top priorities in light of limited funding showed that maintaining the
existing system and improving highway pavement were central concerns.

The great majority of questions and comments received during the telephone town halls related to
specific local highway maintenance issues, indicating the importance which Coloradans place on their
travel experience.

Over 60,000 people participated in the public outreach
activities. Both traditional and innovative approaches were
used to reach out to the public for comment including:

Press releases, newspaper, radio, and public access TV
announcements

Statewide Transportation Plan Transportation Matters
Website – www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com

Public surveys

Environmental webinars with transportation planning
regions, state and federal agencies, and environmental
advocacy groups

16 Telephone Town Halls – an interactive public meeting
conducted over the telephone and hosted by local
officials and Colorado Transportation Commissioners

Public meetings with the Transportation Planning
Regions

PAGE 7 | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANS
Governments (PACOG). MPOs are required to update their
transportation plans every four to five years. The 10 rural
TPRs and the five MPOs are shown on the map below.

The 10 rural Transportation Planning Regions (TPRs) and
the five metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs)
each have developed their own regional plans that
are reflected in the Statewide Transportation Plan.
State law requires the 10 rural TPRs to each produce
a 20-year Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).

Important features of the rural RTPs are reflected in the
Statewide Transportation Plan, such as identification of
regional priority corridors and multi-modal needs. Each
RTP also includes a Regional Transportation Story that
describes the unique characteristics of the Region and the
transportation system, and informs the overall Colorado
Transportation Story in the Statewide Transportation Plan.

MPOs are federally required organizations designated
to carry out the metropolitan transportation planning
process in areas with populations of at least 50,000.
MPOs in Colorado include the Denver Regional Council
of Governments (DRCOG), Grand Valley MPO (GVMPO)
in Grand Junction, North Front Range MPO (NFRMPO)
in the Fort Collins-Loveland-Greeley area, the Pikes
Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) in the
Colorado Springs area, and the Pueblo Area Council of

The RTPs for the 10 rural TPRs and five MPOs can be viewed
online at: www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com.
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MODAL PLANS
The following two pages briefly discuss CDOT’s plans for
specific modes of transportation.

TRANSIT
CDOT has developed a Statewide
Transit Plan that provides a framework
in which to achieve the long-range
transit vision that: Colorado’s public
transit system will enhance mobility
for residents and visitors in an
effective, safe, efficient, and sustainable manner; will
offer meaningful transportation choices to all segments
of the state’s population; and will improve access
to and connectivity among transportation modes.
Using the Statewide Transit Plan as a foundation, CDOT
will implement policies and strategies for funding
enhanced transit services throughout the state. These
transit services will implement the vision above and
relieve congestion, promote environmental stewardship,
and improve coordination of services with other
providers in an efficient, effective, and safe manner.
Working with a Statewide Steering Committee,
implementation actions and performance
measures were created for each of the following
six transit goals in support of the vision:

System Preservation and Expansion – establish
public transit as an important element within an
integrated multi-modal transportation system.

Mobility/Accessibility – improve travel opportunities
within and between communities.

Transit System Development and Partnerships –
increase communication, collaboration, and
coordination within the statewide transportation
network.

Environmental Stewardship – develop the
framework of a transit system that is environmentally
beneficial over time.

Economic Vitality – create a transit system that will
contribute to the economic vitality of the state, its
regions, and its communities to reduce transportation
costs for residents, businesses, and visitors.

Safety and Security – create a transit system in
which travelers feel safe and secure and in which
transit facilities are protected.
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The implementation actions range from coordination to
operations to capital improvements and the processes
to support these initiatives through partnerships; all of
which are subject to the availability of state and federal
funds. With over 55 general public transit providers, over
100 human services agencies providing transportation
services, and many private providers, there is tremendous
need around the state to maintain and enhance existing
services, provide new services, and better coordinate
services to make the most of the statewide transit
system in meeting the needs of all Coloradans.
In spring 2015, CDOT will implement Interregional
Express bus service on I-25 between Fort Collins, Denver,
and Colorado Springs and on I-70 between Glenwood
Springs and Denver. CDOT has studied the possibility
of high speed transit along these two corridors and
concluded while the vision for high speed transit is
viable, the capital costs are prohibitive at this time.
To view the Statewide Transit Plan, please visit the
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

RAIL
CDOT developed the State Freight
and Passenger Rail Plan which
outlined the following vision for
the rail system: The Colorado rail
system will improve the movement
of freight and passengers in a safe,
efficient, coordinated, and reliable manner. In addition,
the system will contribute to a balanced transportation
network, cooperative land use planning, economic
growth, a better environment, and energy efficiency. Rail
infrastructure and service will expand to provide increased
transportation capacity, cost effectiveness, accessibility,
and intermodal connectivity to meet freight and passenger
market demands through investments which include
public-private partnerships. As most of the rail system is
privately owned, needs will be addressed primarily through
private funding.
The interregional passenger rail system is currently very
limited. Amtrak, with only two routes in the state, is the
only provider of long-distance passenger rail service. CDOT
will continue to support the retention of Amtrak services,
although funds are not available to do so financially.
To view CDOT’s State Freight and Passenger Rail Plan, visit
the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website. This
plan will be updated in 2016.
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CDOT has prepared the Colorado
Aviation System Plan which is used
as a tool to help the Division of
Aeronautics improve overall system
performance. The mission of the plan
is: in support of CDOT’s development
of a forward-looking multi-modal
transportation system in the 21st century, the Colorado
Division of Aeronautics shall promote partnering with
its public and private constituents to enhance aviation
safety, aviation education, and the development of
an effective air transportation system through the
efficient administration of the Colorado Aviation Fund.
Objectives of the plan are that the state airport system:

Has sufficient capacity to meet current and future
needs.

Has the ability to respond to unforeseen changes in the
aviation industry or in the local market area.

Provides support to the economy.

Leverages historic investment and makes the most out
of future investment.

Operates in such a way as to address security and safety
considerations, relative to perceived risks.

To view the Colorado Aviation System Plan, please visit the
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

FREIGHT
Highway freight movement plays
a significant role in Colorado and
is vital to both residents and the
economy. Almost everything we
see in our homes and communities
has been transported as freight. CDOT has developed a
Statewide Freight Plan, which has determined a vision
that: the Colorado transportation system will support
the economic vitality of the state by providing for the
safe, efficient, coordinated and reliable movement
of freight. In addition, the system will contribute to a
balanced transportation network, cooperative land use
planning, economic growth, a better environment, and
energy efficiency. Freight infrastructure and service will
expand depending on available funds to provide increased
transportation capacity, cost effectiveness, accessibility,
and intermodal connectivity to meet freight market
demands through investments which include public-private
partnerships.
CDOT has identified freight corridors, approximately
4,156 highway miles, which are critical to regional, state,
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
Return to Agenda

and national freight movement. The Freight Plan can be
reviewed on the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
website. To view CDOT’s State Freight and Passenger Rail
Plan, visit the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
website.

IN 2011

AVIATION

TRANSPORTATION OF

OF GOODS &
SERVICES

CONTRIBUTED

$4 BILLION
IN VALUE ADDED TO COLORADO’S ECONOMY

BICYCLES & PEDESTRIANS
Colorado ranks 3rd highest for commuter bicycling and
20th for commuter walking in the country. Colorado
ranked 6th in the 2014 Bicycle Friendly State Ranking
published by The League of American Bicyclists.
In 2012, CDOT adopted its first Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan. Through the plan: the
department intends to increase bicycling
and walking activity levels, for both
transportation and recreational purposes, through both
infrastructure projects and promotional programs, to help
achieve the broadly established and supported economic,
public health, environmental, and quality of life benefits.
The Plan’s focus was the development of investment criteria
for selecting biking and pedestrian projects and programs.
An important action for the Bicycle and Pedestrian System is
for CDOT to complete a comprehensive inventory of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. To view the plan, please visit the
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

COMMUTER MODE SHARE

IN COLORADO
AUTOMOBILE

TRANSIT

WALKING

BICYCLING

OTHER
WORK AT HOME
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COLORADO

NATIONAL

84.8%
3.3%
3%
1.3%
0.8%
6.5%

86%
5%
2.8%
0.6%
0.9%
4.3%
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COLORADO’S MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
to plan for the future, it’s important to examine and
understand the current state of the transportation system.

The Statewide Transportation Plan includes all elements
of the transportation system including transit, highways,
freight, rail, bicycle/pedestrian, and aviation. In order

POPULATION, EMPLOYMENT AND VMT

5.2 M

2012 POPULATION

7.8 M

6.4 M

2025 POPULATION

2040 POPULATION

COLORADO EMPLOYMENT

MOST
GROWTH
IS OCCURING ALONG THE

5

MILLIONS

4
3
2
1
0

2.9 M
2012

4.9 M

5.0 M

2025

2040

FRONT RANGE &
SELECT MOUNTAIN CORRIDORS
Source: Colorado Department of Transportation and
Colorado State Demographers Office, 2013

Source: Colorado Department of Transportation and Colorado State Demographers Office, 2013

TOTAL ANNUAL VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED ON COLORADO
STATE HIGHWAYS AND LOCAL ROADS 2014 -2040

48.1 B
2014 AVMT

57.8 B

69.7 B

2025 AVMT

2040 AVMT

Source: Colorado
Department
of Transportation, 2014
2014
Source: Colorado
Department
of Transportation,

16%
POPULATION

IS HERE
77 %

39%

LANE MILES OF

VEHICLE MILES

STATE
HIGHWAY

ON STATE

HIGHWAYS

84%

URBAN AREAS

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

RURAL AREAS

Population and employment are growing in Colorado, resulting in more people driving more miles on the state highway system.
These trends are expected to continue for the next 25 years.

POPULATION

IS HERE
23%

61%

LANE MILES OF

VEHICLE MILES

ON STATE

STATE
HIGHWAY

TRAVELED

HIGHWAYS

TRAVELED

Source:2013
Colorado Department of Transportation, 2013
of Transportation,
and U.S. Census, 2010
and US Census, 2010

Source: Colorado Department
Transportation,
2013
Source:ofColorado
Department
and U.S. Census, 2010

Urban areas are defined by the five MPO boundaries.
Rural areas are the areas that fall within the 10 rural
TPR boundaries.

HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES


23,000 total lane miles, 3,454 bridges, and
35 mountain passes open year-round.

Eighty-two percent of Colorado highways have
moderate to high drivability life and 98 percent
of Colorado bridges are in fair or good condition.

DRIVABILITY LIFE RATINGS
Greater than 10 years
4 to 10 years

MAINTAINS & OPERATES

3 years or less

68%

MODERATE

TOTAL

18%

LANE MILES

3,454

CDOT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR:

Local roads are owned, operated, and maintained
by cities and counties.

14%
HIGH

LOW

OF HIGHWAY

ENTIRE STATE HIGHWAY NETWORK
82% of Colorado Highways have Moderate to High Drivability Life

STATE-OWNED


Interstates, US Highways, and State Routes.

CDOT
23,000
BRIDGES

CDOT builds, maintains, and operates the state
highway system, which encompasses:

Source:
Colorado Department of Transportation,
Source: Colorado Department of
Transportation,
2014 2014

35

MOUNTAIN

PASSES

ALONG STATE HIGHWAYS

OPEN YEAR-ROUND

FREIGHT


Currently, 14 freight railroads operate in Colorado; these railroads operate more than
2,800 miles of track in the state and currently operate on approximately 2,700 miles of
those tracks. This freight rail network directly serves 48 of Colorado’s 64 counties.
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KEY FREIGHT

CORRIDORS
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TEXAS

PLAINS
CAMINO

THE


Colorado has 15 intermodal connectors on the national highway system (five truck/
rail facilities, six airports, and four truck/pipeline facilities) which allow freight to be
transferred from one travel mode to another.

THREE FEDERALLY-RECOGNIZED

COLORADO IS HOME TO


CDOT has identified approximately 4,156 highway miles, that are critical to regional,
state, and national freight movement.

REAL

TO

DENVER

COLORADO

EL PASO

TEXAS
TO

CANADA
VIA

DENVER
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OTHER ASSETS

CDOT manages a fleet of 3,299 vehicles, which are used for road construction, maintenance, and general purposes.


CDOT currently manages 1,217 geohazard sites.

CONGESTION
AHEAD


CDOT owns 21 tunnels with a total length of 6.9 miles.

CDOT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR:

3,299

VEHICLES

GEOHAZARD

INTELLIGENT

TRANSPORTATION

SYSTEM 6,064

(ITS)


CDOT maintains 6,064 culverts on the state highway
system.

1,217

SITES

2,024


CDOT owns 1,174 buildings.

DEVICES

CULVERTS

1,174

BUILDINGS


The Division of Motor Vehicles is responsible for issuing drivers license and
ID cards, registration and titling, and driving records.

AVIATION

TRANSIT AND RAIL
CDOT helps support approximately 55 urban and rural public
transit providers, interregional transit, and over 100 human
services transit providers that cover approximately 25,000
square miles.

Elderly/ Disabled Providers – 10,000 square miles

Rural Transit Providers – 13,000 square miles

Urban Transit Providers – 2,300 square miles

In Spring 2015, CDOT
will implement
interregional express
bus service on I-25
between Fort Collins, Denver, and Colorado Springs and
on I-70 between Glenwood Springs and Denver.

CDOT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR:

Local transit agencies, such as RTD, are responsible for
transit services in rural and urbanized areas.

Amtrak has only two routes, the California Zephr and the
Southwest Chief, in the state and is the only provider of
long-distance passenger rail service.


The Colorado Airport System includes a total of 74
public-use airports, of which 14 are categorized as
commercial service airports and 60 categorized as
non-commercial service general aviation airports.

The projected average annual increase in airport
aircraft landings and takeoffs is 2.4 percent from
2010-2030.

A greater concentration of Colorado aviation
activity is occurring at Denver International Airport,
accounting for 94 percent of all passenger activity
in 2013 compared to 92 percent in 2005.

Almost all 74 airports are accessed via the state
highway system, thereby making those highways
priority corridors for purposes of aviation.

According to a 2013 study, Colorado airports
create the following annual economic benefits:
265,700 jobs statewide and total economic output
of $36.7 Billion.

CDOT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR:

Airport operations and maintenance are the
responsibility of the individual airport.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
CDOT operates a number of bicycle and pedestrian facilities which include shoulders and dedicated bike lanes. CDOT
also maintains four trails across the state consisting of approximately 57 miles. CDOT is currently inventorying bicycle
and pedestrian facilities on and along the state highway system. CDOT also plans to designate a route system that serves
recreational and commuter markets and that provides connectivity.

CDOT operates a well-established system of designated Scenic and Historic
Byways.

These 25 routes frequently include bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

In Colorado there are 76 trails identified by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
consisting of approximately 664 miles of trails.

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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factors including, but not limited to congestion and
safety. These are corridors that serve important
statewide travel needs, support freight movement,
and energy development. There are a total of 54
statewide major corridors covering 4,593 miles.

CORRIDORS
Transportation corridors are a key part of the overall
framework for the multi-modal transportation system
and this plan. CDOT has established a framework of
308 corridors across the state covering all interstate,
US, and state highways. CDOT defines a corridor as
a transportation system that includes all modes and
facilities within a described geographic area. For this
plan the corridor framework has been used as part of
the identification of transportation needs, development
of priorities, and as a focus for public and agency
input. The Statewide Transportation Plan includes
two specific corridor designations - statewide major
corridors and regional priority investment corridors.

The freight corridors represent the highways most critical
for freight movement in the state. The corridors were
developed in coordination with MPOs, other planning
partners, and motor carriers by examining the classification
of roadways, for example all interstate highways were
included, the number of trucks using the roadway
on an average day, and the percent of trucks on the
roadway as a percent of total traffic. The state highways
that have been identified as key energy development
corridors for the oil and gas industry experienced an
approximate 35 percent increase in truck traffic over
the ten year period between 1997 and 2007 when the oil
and gas boom occurred in Colorado. This information is
currently being updated with a new oil and gas study.

STATEWIDE MAJOR CORRIDORS
Statewide major corridors were determined by considering
the National Highway System (NHS) designated routes
along with freight and energy corridors and other
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RURAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING REGIONS (TPR) REGIONAL PRIORITY INVESTMENT CORRIDORS
The 10 rural TPRs identified 65 regional priority corridors,
covering approximately 3,507 miles.

Eastern – 8 corridors, 656 miles

Southeast – 4 corridors, 353 miles

San Luis Valley – 5 corridors, 209 miles

Gunnison Valley – 6 corridors, 268 miles

Southwest – 5 corridors, 293 miles

Intermountain – 7 corridors, 332 miles

Northwest – 7 corridors, 490 miles

Upper Front Range – 10 corridors, 397 miles

Central Front Range – 6 corridors, 238 miles
 South Central – 7 corridors, 271 miles

Rural TPR regional priority investment corridors were
determined by each of the individual 10 rural TPRs. A
regional priority investment corridor is a corridor that has
been selected by the stakeholders of the 10 rural TPRs
as having high importance to the region’s transportation
system or it is important because of a need for near-term
improvements. These are the corridors designated by the
10 rural TPRs as higher priorities for investment should
funding be available. More information on priorities for
individual corridors can be found in the TPR plans, located
on the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.
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*MPO Corridors were not prioritized as part of the Statewide Plan. Any priorities are identified in the MPO plans.
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COLORADO’S TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
The following sections identify key trends driving Colorado’s
long-term transportation needs for each of the four goal
areas of the Statewide Transportation Plan. Using these
trends, along with statewide and corridor specific data and
information on the condition of the existing transportation
system, CDOT was able to estimate the needed levels
of investment in the transportation system for the next
10-years (to 2025) and to 2040.

How is Colorado preparing for change in transportation
needs and demand from the present day outward to 2025
and 2040? In response to this question, CDOT has looked at
various forms of data that may affect future transportation
needs including: population growth, an aging population,
changes in travel patterns and behavior, traffic congestion,
preferred transportation modes, and the locations of key
industry job growth.

SAFETY
fatalities and serious injuries remained fairly constant
between 2006 and 2011, with a slight increase in 2012,
decreasing again in 2013 (Source: CDOT, 2014). CDOT does
not have sufficient data to determine a trend in regard to
transit, but in 2012 there were 77 transit collision incidents,
2 transit collision fatalities, and 105 transit collision injuries
in Colorado (Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
State Transportation Statistics 2014).

Colorado has made substantial progress in reducing deaths
and injuries on the statewide transportation system over
the past decades. New technology, ongoing educational
campaigns, and targeted safety investments are critical
to supporting CDOT’s goal of Moving Towards Zero Deaths.
Over the past decade, Colorado has seen a steady decrease
in traffic fatalities (from 742 in 2002 to 472 in 2012) and
serious injuries (from 5,014 in 2002 to 3,242 in 2012)
(Source: CDOT, 2014). This is despite the fact that both
population and total vehicle miles traveled have increased
during the same period of time. Bicyclist and pedestrian

CDOT has partnered with stakeholders to develop the
Strategic Highway Safety Plan, which includes many
actions and initiatives to reach the safety goal.

MOBILITY
implementing the Transportation Systems Management
Increasing population and employment are putting
and Operations Plan. Operational strategies, such as ramp
greater demand on the existing statewide transportation
metering, managed lanes, and/or traveler information
system, leading to congestion and impairing mobility.
provide a less expensive, short-term alternative to major
At the same time, changing demographics and travel
capacity projects and can often improve congestion and
behavior are increasing the demand for greater modal
‘buy time’ before costly improvements become necessary.
choice in the transportation system. CDOT is working
to improve mobility by enhancing system operations,
providing greater travel options and
Percentage Increase in Population, Annual VMT, and Lane Miles
travel reliability, increased connectivity,
From 1980 Projected to 2040
and investing in focused capacity
250%
expansion as limited funding allows.
Colorado’s population is projected to
increase 47 percent between 2012 and 2040
(Source: State Demographers Office, 2013).

Vehicle Miles Traveled
Population
Lane Miles

200%
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One method CDOT will use to enhance
the overall mobility of the transportation
system in a cost effective manner is

1982

150%
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per capita
decreased between 2006 and 2013. It
is now projected to stay constant. Due
100%
to population and employment growth,
however, total VMT is projected to increase
47 percent between 2012 and 2040 (Source:
50%
CDOT and State Demographers Office, 2013).

Note: Lane Miles and Annual VMT are for state highways and local roads.
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ECONOMIC VITALITY

COLORADO

5
4

MILLIONS

The transportation system is a key element of
a vibrant and globalized state economy, and
transportation investments will create and enhance
access to jobs, enhance freight movement,
support increased trade, and improve economic
competitiveness. CDOT is emphasizing economic
benefits such as job creation, job access,
and economic savings in making investment
decisions. Additional investments will be
needed just to ensure the transportation system
continues to function at the level necessary to
maintain the state’s economic competitiveness.

3

0

Employment is forecasted to grow by
51 percent between 2012 and 2040 (Source: DOLA, 2012).
Most of those jobs will require some form of commute. In
2013, estimated traffic delays on congested corridors during
peak hours cost the state $133 million (Source: CDOT, 2013).
Colorado has a number of significant industries that are
particularly reliant on the transportation system, such as
agriculture, energy development, tourism, and freight.
For example, the agriculture industry, which generates
more than $5 billion in economic output annually (Source:
OEDIT, 2014), depends on the transportation system to

MAINTAINING THE SYSTEM

The Risk-Based Asset Management Plan also focuses on
more preventative maintenance and using risk factors to
determine which roads, bridges, and other assets need to
be addressed first.

2012

2025

get goods to market. The energy industry relies on the
transportation system to move equipment and product. As
of July 2014, there are over 52,000 active oil and gas wells
in Colorado (Source: Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission, 2014). Visitors rely on the transportation
system to access tourist destinations and provide an
enjoyable experience. A record 57.9 million visitors spent
$14.6 billion in Colorado in 2011 (Source: OEDIT, 2014).

DRIVABILITY
LIFE
ON DRIVER’S
EXPERIENCE

PRIORITY BASED

PRIORITIZED ROADS WILL RECEIVE

MORE

MINOR TREATMENTS
ENTIRE SYSTEM WILL RECEIVE

MORE

FREQUENT TREATMENTS

MORE LANE

MILES TREATED
PER YEAR
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2040

NEW METHOD

CDOT is implementing its Risk-Based Asset Management
plan to drive its performance on maintaining the
system. A key part of this is Drivability Life, which
is a new method used to assess pavement condition
that promotes more frequent surface treatment and
optimization of pavement investment. This new method
is anticipated to increase treatment miles by 64 percent
between FY 2012 and FY 2017 (Source: CDOT, 2014).

GROWTH

2
1

With limited funding available, CDOT is focused on
maintaining the existing state highway system in the
most cost-effective manner possible. CDOT maintains
over 23,000 lane miles of highways, over 3,400 bridges,
and keeps 35 mountain passes open year-round. Every
$1 spent now to keep a road in good condition avoids
$6-14 needed later to rebuild the same road once it has
deteriorated beyond repair (Source: AASHTO, 2009).

EMPLOYMENT
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TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT NEEDS


ASSET MANAGEMENT: Replacing and rehabilitating
existing and future transportation facilities on a
long-term basis, including preventative maintenance.
Also referred to as capital maintenance.

MAINTENANCE: Everyday maintenance of the
transportation system, for example: snow plowing,
equipment maintenance, and minor road and bridge
repairs. Also referred to as annual maintenance.

EXPANSION: Investments that add capacity to the
multi-modal transportation system by enhancing
existing facilities or creating/building new
infrastructure and services.

ITS/OPERATIONS: Activities to improve traffic flow
without adding capacity. This includes intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) which provide traveler
information and use technology to better manage
traffic flow. The needs identified for ITS/Operations
represent a significant increase above prior levels of
funding in these areas. Operational elements are also
embedded in other categories such as Expansion, as
projects involving expanding the system often include
operational fixes as well such as managed or toll lanes.


SAFETY: Safety is generally enhanced with every
project. The safety category includes education and
targeted safety focused projects such as rail crossings
and safety hot spots.

RURAL AND INTERREGIONAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION: CDOT investments and grants
in rural and small urban local and regional transit,
and interregional transit services, including the new
Bustang interregional service.

BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN NEEDS: CDOT currently has
insufficient data to fully determine bicycle and pedestrian
needs and is conducting an inventory of bicycle and
pedestrian facilities on and along the state highway system.
As this is under development, only example bicycle/
pedestrian needs were considered as part of the analysis.
LOCAL NEEDS: The needs discussed above only represent
needs on the state transportation system. The state
transportation system does not include local road systems,
transit in major cities or aviation. For urban areas, MPOs
address local system needs and revenues in their plans.
TOTAL NEEDS: CDOT, in its role as owner-operator of
the state’s multi-modal transportation system, requires
approximately $45.8 billion (in 2016 dollars) in funding
over the next 25-years. $19.1 billion in needs have been
identified in the next 10-years. The total needs are an
estimate of funding required to reach the goals and
objectives identified on page 4. They represent total
dollars of needed improvements and were calculated
independently from estimates of the funding available. The
funding gap, which is the difference between the estimated
needs and the funds available, and an investment strategy
to use available funds to best address the needs, given the
limited funding available, are identified on subsequent
pages. The charts below provide a summary of the needs
identified by category.
Rural, Small Urban, and
Interregional Public
Transportation Needs
Summary

2016 Dollars (Millions)

State Highway Needs Summary

$11,500
$8,761
$1,604
$5,841
Asset
Management

$4,118

$8,775

$2,746
Maintenance

Expansion

Years 11-25 (2026 to 2040)
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$388

$1,203

$322
ITS/Operations

2016 Dollars (Millions)

Transportation investment needs are generally defined
as the dollars required to accomplish the plan goals
for safety, maintaining the system, mobility, and
economic vitality. CDOT used a range of data to
identify multi-modal investment needs. The needs
are divided into categories and into two time periods:
a short-term planning horizon (2016 to 2025) and a
long-term planning horizon (2026 to 2040). For more
information about how the transportation investment
needs were determined, please see the Transportation
Needs Estimate and Gap Technical Memorandum on the
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

$262
$254

Safety

Years 1-10 (2016 to 2025)
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AVAILABLE REVENUE AND FUNDING GAP
Projected revenues for the Statewide Plan
include nearly $800 million in years 20162020 in funds provided by legislation called
Senate Bill 228. These funds would provide
for important strategic highway and transit
projects. More recent forecasts of revenue,
however, suggest that these funds may be
substantially reduced or eliminated with the
latest forecast calling for only a little over a
total of $200 million.

CDOT, through legislative authority, uses transportation revenues from various taxes and fees to fund the entirety of its
transportation program. CDOT forecasts future revenues based on projected federal funding, population growth, vehicle use and
turnover, and future fuel efficiency. This baseline revenue forecast shows higher revenue levels between 2016 and 2020 as it includes
nearly $160 million per year from Senate Bill 228. From 2020 on, revenue is forecast to grow at less than 0.5% per year, lower than the
anticipated rate of inflation. Two baseline revenue projection lines are shown above. The top line is the baseline revenue projection
in future year inflated dollars. The bottom line shows the effects of inflation on the baseline revenue forecast in terms of reduced
future purchasing power.

CDOT compared the 25-year needs estimate to an estimate
of transportation revenue available over the same time
period. This resulted in a funding gap. Projected revenues
are less than the needs estimated, and will only cover
approximately 46 percent of the projected needs. The
projected needs exceed revenues by $24.5 billion. For the
next 10-years alone the funding gap is $8.77 billion.
CDOT faces a significant funding challenge for the present
and the future in part due to a decline in purchasing power.
When adjusting for inflation and rising construction costs,
CDOT’s annual revenues have declined to pre-1991 levels.
In addition to inflation and rising construction costs, CDOT
revenues have been hurt by decreases in state and federal
gas tax revenue, which were 61 percent of all revenues in
fiscal year 2013. Colorado’s combined state and federal
gas tax is 40.4 cents per gallon and does not rise with the
price of gas. Colorado last increased its gas tax in 1992
Purchasing Power
$1.20
$1.00
$0.08
$0.60
$0.40
$0.20

2034

2028

2022

2016

2010

2004

1998

1992

$0.00

In 1992 one tax dollar collected would purchase one dollar of
construction work. Accounting for inflation, that same dollar will
likely purchase less than 20 cents of goods and labor by 2034.
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CDOT
REVENUES

$21.3
BILLION

$24.5
BILLION

GAP
2016 - 2040

TOTAL
NEEDS IDENTIFIED

BY CDOT

$45.8
BILLION

Source: Colorado Department of Transportation, 2014

Source: Colorado Department of Transportation, 2014

and it ranks below 34 other states (Source: American
Petroleum Institute, 2014). Revenue is also decreasing
due to more fuel efficient vehicles and the elimination of
state general fund transfers that CDOT received between
1998 and 2009. Fuel efficient vehicles are great for the
environment and allow their owners to fill up gas tanks
less frequently. But these fuel efficient vehicles put just as
much wear and tear on the highway system. Due to these
funding challenges, CDOT only has enough money to
maintain the infrastructure in its current condition for
the next 10-years. During the next 10-years, the system
will be maintained, but expansion projects will be very
limited. With growing population and travel demand, this
means CDOT will not be able to achieve all of its goals and
objectives for mobility and addressing congestion.
Between 2025 and 2040, CDOT will no longer have the
money to maintain the system in its current condition,
resulting in lower ability to address needed maintenance,
increasing travel times, and decreasing traveler
convenience with ripple effects on the economic vitality of
the state.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The current revenue picture and funding gap require
difficult choices. CDOT’s current investment strategy
reflects today’s funding reality, and charts a balanced
approach that seeks to maintain the system and optimize
our limited funding.
CDOT’s investment strategy is reflected in the Program
Distribution process. Program Distribution is a part of the
planning process statewide Transportation Plan and outlines
the assignment of projected revenues to various program
areas for the time period of the Plan (2016-2040).
Revenues are updated and programs are funded annually
through the annual budget process. However, Program
Distribution provides a long-term view of what revenues
are likely to look like, and how they will likely be allocated
among programs in the future. Program Distribution reflects
an investment strategy based on Policy Directive 14 (PD 14).
CDOT’s investment strategy includes:

1. Safety is considered in every project type and will be
addressed not only through targeted safety investment
programs (such as HSIP and FASTER Safety), but through
all programs and projects.

2. Optimizing limited funding, CDOT has placed
an emphasis on maintaining our existing system
rather than expanding capacity or focusing on
other discretionary programs. CDOT maintains the
transportation system through annual maintenance and
the asset management program (capital maintenance).
For each asset category (i.e. pavement, bridge, etc.),
goals have been set to achieve a performance level
which considers the limited funding and other factors
such as the current overall condition of the assets in
that category. This investment strategy will be driven
by CDOT’s Risk-Based Asset Management Plan.

3. Operational strategies will be considered before more
costly capacity expansion. CDOT will use operational
strategies such as active traffic management, managing
travel demand, traveler information, incident
management, and lane configuration changes as costeffective ways to improve the mobility and travel time
reliability of the existing transportation system where
feasible. Operational strategies can provide immediate
relief to some congestion issues and delay the need for
many costly long-term solutions.

considered during the planning and development of
capacity improvements on state highways.

5. CDOT will continue to invest in a multi-modal
transportation system through a balanced investment
approach that considers highway, transit, aviation, and
bicycle and pedestrian needs. As an example, CDOT’s
Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy requires that the needs
of bicyclists and pedestrians shall be included in the
planning, design, and operation of transportation
facilities, as a matter of routine.

6. CDOT will use performance measures and objectives
identified through PD 14 as a guide to making
investment decisions in the different areas identified
above. PD 14 is directly linked to the goals and
objectives of the statewide plan and can be viewed on
the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.
Reflecting the investment strategy outlined above, Program
Distribution prioritizes investment in asset management
and maintenance. In the first year of Program Distribution,
a substantial allocation of funds go to debt service - paying
down debt used to fund some major improvements in the
past. In 2018, CDOT will have paid this debt off. As the
debt is retired, Program Distribution anticipates those funds
will be available to help meet asset management (capital
maintenance) and annual maintenance goals. Between 2016
and 2025 the proportion of CDOT’s program going to asset
management and annual maintenance increases from 45
percent to 64 percent as debt service funds are redirected
to maintaining the system. While this helps to achieve
goals for asset management and maintenance for the next
10 years, it is insufficient to achieve those goals beyond
2025. Revenues remain relatively flat between 2025 and
2040, as does the proportion of revenues going to asset
management and maintenance. However, as construction
costs increase and purchasing power declines the funds
allocated to asset management and maintenance must also
increase to achieve plan goals beyond 2025, and that means
new sources of revenue.
Your CDOT Dollar tracks CDOT performance and
transportation expenditures, for more information please
visit: www.yourCDOTdollar.com.

4. CDOT will invest in focused capacity expansion as
limited funding allows, primarily through the use of
managed lanes including high occupancy vehicle lanes
and tolled express lanes. CDOT’s Managed Lanes Policy
requires that the use of managed lanes be strongly
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2016
2%

2025

2040

20%
27%

25%

37%

27%

36%

14%
4%

20%

3%
1%
18%
11%
4%

16%

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

ASSET MANAGEMENT

DEBT SERVICE

2%
1%
13%
4%

17%

PASS-THROUGH GRANTS

REGIONAL PRIORITY PROGRAM

CONTINGENCY

Asset Management and Maintenance funds are temporarily supplemented in the early years of Program Distribution through a program
called RAMP. RAMP is not new money – just better cash management of existing CDOT funds. RAMP will fund multi-year projects based
on year of expenditure, rather than saving for the full amount of a project before construction begins. Although not reflected in these
charts, RAMP helps to support a level of Asset Management and Maintenance funding in 2016 similar to what is anticipated in subsequent
years when the retirement of debt allows for additional funding. Asset Management, Maintenance, and the Regional Priority Program
(RPP) – a flexible program for important regional projects- represent the bulk of CDOT’s discretionary funds. Pass-through grants are
funds that CDOT passes on to local and other agencies. Examples of pass-through grant programs include Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality (CMAQ) funding, Surface Transportation Program (STP)-Metro funding, and certain transit grants. Special programs are funds
dedicated to alternate modes, targeted safety projects, and transportation systems management and operations.

TRANSIT INVESTMENT STRATEGY
With limited funds for transit available, maintenance of
the existing transit system is a top priority for all areas of
the state. The aging population poses new challenges for
transit agencies in providing the needed transit services to
elderly and disabled persons to access education, medical,
service, shopping, and employment centers. Many transit
providers are faced with diminishing operating funds due to
rising costs, often resulting in a reduction in service at a time
when transit services need to be increased to meet growing

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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demand. Based on surveys and stakeholder input, there is an
increasing desire for additional operating funds to enhance
mobility options throughout the state, as well as continuing
to maintain the fleet and facilities in a state of good repair.
Implementation of CDOT’s first ever Statewide Transit Plan
will be instrumental in allocating limited resources to make
the statewide transit system as efficient as possible through
strong partnerships and coordination through data-driven
decision-making.
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS
Investments in our transportation system are directly linked to achieving the Statewide Transportation Plan’s goal for
improving economic vitality. To demonstrate this, CDOT has analyzed the economic benefits of several different types of
improvements that are similar to those that would be developed under this plan. CDOT’s economic analysis identified the
following types of benefits of transportation improvements on the economy:

Total transportation performance benefits – these are the benefits to users of the transportation system including
improved travel times, reduced costs of operating vehicles, and fewer crashes.

Total business output – this is how much businesses will grow or expand as money moves through the economy as a
result of the investment in transportation.

Permanent and temporary construction related jobs created.
Different types of transportation improvements will return benefits to Colorado’s economy in diverse ways. Based on
CDOT’s economic analysis:

Reconstruction (resurfacing or overlays) or maintenance of an existing highway to address its long-term condition
may return $1.50 to $2.00 to Colorado’s economy for every dollar invested. The investment in preserving our
existing system ensures that people and businesses maintain access to key destinations in an efficient manner
without interruptions or safety concerns due to poor road and bridge conditions.

Enhancing the operations of an existing, heavily traveled highway through improving interchanges and bridges and
making needed minor capacity improvements may return $3.00 to $4.00 to Colorado’s economy for every dollar
invested. The investment in enhancing the operations along the highway improves travel times and access to key
destinations.

A major multimodal capacity expansion, including highway improvements, additional transit, and bicycle pedestrian
facilities in a heavily congested location, may return $10.00 to $15.00 to Colorado’s economy for every dollar
invested. This type of investment significantly improves travel times and access for the long-term but typically at a
much higher initial cost.
The return on investment of transportation funds will vary greatly between projects depending on the location, level of
congestion, access maintained or enhanced, and the safety and maintenance concerns addressed. CDOT is committed to
enhancing its evaluation of its programs and projects on the economic vitality of the state as part of the implementation
of this plan.
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STRATEGIC ACTIONS FOR THE STATEWIDE PLAN
To assist in addressing the goals and objectives for the
transportation system, CDOT has identified the Strategic
Actions to focus on, as limited funding allows. The Strategic
Actions are the emphasis of specifically the next 10-years
of plan implementation. Some of the actions are quickly
implementable and build on existing CDOT activities. Others
will take longer to implement. To ensure the list of actions

was multi-modal and covered all of the goal areas, CDOT
incorporated actions from various plans for different modes
of transportation and different topics (safety, operations,
maintaining the system) as well as recent CDOT policies
and stakeholder and public input. The Strategic Actions are
organized by goal area and an icon in the right hand column
shows which modes are the focus of each Strategic Action.

SAFETY GOAL: Move Colorado toward zero deaths by reducing traffic-related deaths and serious injuries.
SAFETY FOCUS AREAS: Focus targeted safety investments and strategies on eight emphasis
areas: aging road users, bicyclists and pedestrians, data, impaired driving, infrastructure,
motorcyclists, occupant protection, and young drivers.
REDUCE CRASHES: Identify and prioritize local road safety problems on all roadways using data
driven processes and implement infrastructure, operations, and policy improvements as well
as behavioral educational programs to reduce roadway crashes.

MOBILITY GOAL: Improve mobility and connectivity with a focus on operations and transportation choice.
OPERATIONS: Develop Region Operations Implementation Plans and Corridor Operations Plans
and tools to better focus cost-effective transportation systems management and operations
solutions at the regional and corridor level.
INTERREGIONAL TRANSIT: Implement Bustang (CDOT’s new interregional express bus service)
on I-25 between Fort Collins, Denver, and Colorado Springs and on the I-70 mountain corridor
between Glenwood Springs and Denver.
MANAGED LANES: Enhance travel reliability and reduce congestion through the use of
managed lanes, which includes high occupancy vehicle lanes and express toll lanes. CDOT’s
policy is to strongly consider managed lanes during the planning and development of capacity
projects.
MULTI-MODAL SOLUTIONS: Consider multi-modal transportation opportunities and choices in
all project development. Cooperate with local entities to coordinate and support efforts to
implement multi-modal transportation infrastructure improvements (i.e., transit stations, bus
bike racks, park-and-rides, transit slip ramps) that meaningfully integrate bicycle, pedestrian,
and transit connectivity in the state’s transportation network.
BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN: Complete an inventory of bicycle/pedestrian assets on the state
transportation system to assess needs and gaps for future prioritization.

ECONOMIC VITALITY GOAL: Improve competitiveness of the state economy through strategic transportation investments.
PROJECT SELECTION: In selecting projects, consider economic benefits such as job creation,
job access, and economic savings.
FREIGHT: Implement freight project criteria from the State Freight Plan in project decision
making and selection.
FUNDING TO MAINTAIN COMPETITIVENESS: Investigate alternative funding sources to meet
the needs of the transportation system and ensure the transportation system continues to
function at the level needed to maintain the state’s economic competitiveness.

ICON LEGEND
PEDESTRIAN

HIGHWAY

AVIATION
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MAINTAINING THE SYSTEM GOAL: Preserve and maintain the existing transportation system.
PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT: Continue to implement a drivability life approach to pavement
management which measures the conditions drivers notice most including smoothness,
pavement distress, and safety, and considers the amount of traffic highways carry. Through
this updated approach, pavement condition can be optimized within available funds, driving
surfaces will remain safe and all of Colorado’s highways will receive periodic treatment.
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE: Conduct more preventative maintenance on pavements and
bridges. Address preventative maintenance on all assets.
ASSET MANAGEMENT: Implement and expand a program for prioritizing assets in different
categories (e.g., pavement, bridges, buildings, culverts, etc.) by analyzing budget trade-offs
across asset programs.
MAXIMIZE FUNDING: Create opportunities to maximize existing maintenance funding through
increased efficiencies, innovation, and shared resources.

STRATEGIC POLICY ACTIONS: Address multiple goal areas through key policies and initiatives. These five
actions are expanded upon in the sections that follow.
SUSTAINABLE FUNDING: Work with transportation partners and elected officials to pursue
sustainable transportation funding by investigating funding alternatives. Expand the use of
partnerships with the public and private sector to help fund and deliver projects.
CDOT ACTION PLAN: Continue to implement improved business practices as outlined in the
CDOT Action Plan, which covers the first few years of plan implementation.
PROJECT SELECTION AND PROGRAMMING: Continue to make more effective and efficient
use of limited funding through the enhanced application of data-driven decision making
processes, particularly for project selection.
RESILIENCY AND REDUNDANCY: Improve the resiliency and redundancy of the transportation
system to address the potential effects of extreme weather and economic adversity,
emergency management, and security. CDOT will develop further planning efforts in this
area including identification of key corridors and coordination with other agencies.
SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT: Continue to implement CDOT’s Sustainability
Plan and other environmental initiatives. Ensure all projects undergo timely and proper
environmental review and compliance under the National Environmental Policy Act and
other state and federal statutes.

The strategic policy actions are discussed in greater detail on subsequent pages because they each include
multiple action items that will help address all of the goals areas.
Implementation of the Strategic Actions will be a collaborative effort including:

The Colorado Transportation Commission.

CDOT staff from various parts of the organization including all regions of the state.

Federal Highway Administration.

Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee.

Our partners in local governments, rural Transportation Planning Regions, and Metropolitan Planning Organizations.

Other state and federal agencies including resource agencies.

Members of the public.
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STRATEGIC POLICY ACTION - SUSTAINABLE FUNDING
Annual funding for transportation can no longer keep pace
with the costs of operating, maintaining, and improving
the state transportation system. Like many other states,
Colorado needs to explore funding options and finance
mechanisms to stretch dollars further, replace declining
gas tax revenues, and reduce dependency on uncertain
federal funding. CDOT needs a long-term, sustainable source
of revenue. Options that could be considered include:

decline of the state’s transportation system after the next
10 years. CDOT will employ innovative business practices,
operational strategies, and data driven decision making
to stretch existing funds while exploring new partnerships
and revenue sources for the future. CDOT has developed
“Your CDOT Dollar” as a tool to help citizens track CDOT
spending, performance, and construction projects. You
can access it via the www.YourCDOTDollar.com website.


Establishing a dedicated state sales tax for
transportation.

Increasing the state gas tax and indexing it to inflation.

Exploring road user charges, which are fees on a per-mile
basis for driving.

Other user charges, like tolling new roadway capacity.

Using more public-private partnership financing
mechanisms.

While no single approach is likely to resolve all of CDOT’s
revenue challenges, a solution is necessary to prevent the

Gas taxes are the main source of funding for Colorado Highways.
The price of gas has risen, but the tax per gallon—18.4¢ federal
+ 22¢ state—has remained the same since 1992.

STRATEGIC POLICY ACTION – CDOT ACTION PLAN
CDOT is enacting several key program and policy changes to modernize business practices and provide an organizational
structure that is responsive to today’s demands. CDOT has been working on multiple initiatives that are captured
in the CDOT Action Plan. The Action Plan describes key program and policy changes and can be accessed via the
www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.

EXPENDITURE BASED
CASH MANAGEMENT
APPROACH

To get as much money as quickly as possible to construction, CDOT will continue to
implement a program which looks at the schedule of projects that can go to construction
and matches available cash to those construction schedules.

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

Tracking project schedules and budgets is critical to expenditure-based cash management.
The program management office has been established to track all project and program
schedules and budgets at CDOT.

ASSET
MANAGEMENT

CDOT has developed the Risk-Based Asset Management Plan to define a framework for
implementing new asset management strategies. This Plan outlines the current and
forecasted condition of assets, performance goals, and specific investment strategies that
CDOT will implement to maintain the transportation system at the lowest cost, and a
framework for how risk will be included in asset management decisions.

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
AND OPERATIONS

CDOT will focus on implementing low cost, high value improvements to get more out of the
existing system through the recently formed Division of Transportation Systems Management
and Operations. Traffic operations strategies include traffic signal timing, ramp meters,
traveler information, dynamic re-routing, and the limited use of shoulders as travel lanes
during peak periods to reduce congestion.

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

Based on what we learned during the flood of 2013, a new Office of Emergency Management
was created to respond quickly and efficiently when emergencies and disasters strike.

PREPARE OUR
WORKFORCE

As CDOT employee’s responsibilities change and grow, so must their skill sets. Training
programs are being put into place to develop the skills needed to deliver Colorado’s next
generation transportation system.

FUTURES FORWARD
INITIATIVE

CDOT is working proactively on short- and long-term planning efforts to anticipate a variety
of future trends and scenarios. Five work groups are focusing on areas of big data (new data
sources), technology, extreme weather events, workforce adaptation and funding/finance.

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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STRATEGIC POLICY ACTION –
PROJECT SELECTION AND PROGRAMMING
CDOT is continuing to make more efficient and effective
use of limited resources. A key element of this involves the
continued application of more data-driven decision making.
One of the best examples of this is Asset Management.
CDOT uses a defined data-driven process for core asset
management categories including pavement, bridges,
maintenance, ITS, road equipment, culverts, geohazards,
signals, walls, tunnels, and buildings.
The Asset Investment Management System (AIMS) is a
budget and performance tool that assesses trade-offs
between various asset funding scenarios, which incorporates
data from individual asset management systems. AIMS
uses data to assist decision-makers in identifying the most
appropriate funding levels for assets (bridges, pavement,
tunnels, etc.), based on the forecasted condition over
many years. It also generates candidate project lists and
recommended treatments for achieving the optimal lifecycle at the least cost. While AIMS represents a significant
shift towards data-driven investment decision making, it is
not inclusive of all asset categories. Tunnels and walls are
asset categories that are currently being developed in AIMS.
The expansion of AIMS to include these asset categories
represents an opportunity to further strengthen the Asset
Management program. This will also better position AIMS to
perform cross-asset optimization; allowing decision makers

to better understand how asset performance metrics and
targets, along with performance data, inform project
selection and development. CDOT is also developing a
transit capital asset inventory of vehicles, facilities, and
park-and-rides for use in Asset Management analysis per FTA
and MAP-21 requirements.
Many other CDOT programs are also data-driven, including
FASTER Safety and the Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP). Others may be less data-driven but have
established project selection processes (such as competitive
grant programs). There are, however, other programs that
could benefit from more defined criteria and data-driven
processes to support decision-making. Examples include
the selection of major capacity or mobility projects which
typically require multiple funding sources, and special
programs such as the federal TIGER program. Recent efforts
to develop and implement more defined, data-driven
process include the processes used to select projects for the
RAMP program. The continued development and refinement
of these processes going forward provides an opportunity to
better inform decision-making, ultimately resulting in the
more efficient and effective use of limited resources.

STRATEGIC POLICY ACTION –
RESILIENCY AND REDUNDANCY
Building on lessons learned from the 2013 flooding and
recent wildfires, CDOT will develop a resiliency and
redundancy initiative for the Colorado’s transportation
system. Resiliency and redundancy are needed to be better
prepared for natural and man-made disasters, including
structural and economic impacts, and security issues. CDOT
plans to:


Refine preliminary asset risk and vulnerability
assessment.

Adopt CDOT policies that consider risk, resiliency
and redundancy in planning, project selection,
programming, design, and construction.


Obtain and consider all relevant information obtained
from the Futures Forward Initiative, particularly from
the Extreme Weather Work Group.

Continue participation with the Colorado Resiliency
Work Group.

CDOT’s Emergency Management Office will develop an
emergency preparedness and response program focusing
on community and agency coordination/communication
protocols, and identification of key alternate routes to
use in the event of an emergency.
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Before and after 2013 flood at Highway 24 and MP 116 East.
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STRATEGIC POLICY ACTION SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
As part of implementing the Statewide Transportation
Plan, CDOT will continue several key initiatives
related to sustainability and the environment.

projects and, after feedback and recommendations,
will become a fixture in CDOT design and construction.


CDOT’s Sustainability Program and Plan: CDOT is
committed to developing and supporting a sustainable
organization and transportation system. Sustainability
is defined by CDOT as meeting present and future
transportation needs while preserving and restoring
environmental and ecological systems, fostering
community health and vitality, promoting economic
development and prosperity, and ensuring equity
between and among population groups and over
generations. CDOT is concurrently developing a
Sustainability Program as part of mitigating the effects of
the transportation system on environmental resources.

Alternative Fuels Program: CDOT has partnered
with the Colorado Energy Office (CEO), Regional Air
Quality Council (RAQC), and Colorado Department of
Local Affairs (DOLA) to foster the development of a
sustainable, statewide market for compressed natural gas
(CNG) and other alternate fuel vehicles. The ALT Fuels
Colorado program is funded with Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality (CMAQ) funds as well as Energy and
Mineral Impact Assistance funds administered by DOLA.

Environmental Compliance: CDOT will continue to
comply with State and Federal requirements and
continue to improve its environmental performance,
mitigation measures, and endeavor to be a leader in
sustainability efforts.


Storm Water Management: CDOT has developed
a strategic initiative to address permanent water
quality storm water management, which makes
more efficient use of resources. The initiative will
achieve a holistic (regional) approach to permanent
water quality treatment, rather than storm water
management on a project-by-project basis, through
the creation of a special water quality pool. The
initiative includes a local partnership element that
should result in larger mitigation projects with
greater water quality impact and the incentive for
local governments to take on the responsibility of
on-going maintenance. In support of this effort, CDOT
is working to inventory storm water management
infrastructure statewide and develop a Statewide
Permanent Water Quality Plan, linked to the STIP, which
will help guide locals in identifying early partnership
opportunities for mitigation projects related to planned
transportation improvements on the part of CDOT.

C-PLAN: As part of the development of the Statewide
Transportation Plan, CDOT developed C-PLAN, an on-line
mapping system that allows for better coordination
with resources agencies on environmental data as well
as public access to data. CDOT has used the C-PLAN
to conduct multiple webinars in coordination with
environmental agencies. C-PLAN can be accessed via
the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com website.


Innovation: As new and innovative sustainability
tools and environmental mitigation techniques are
developed those techniques will be tested on CDOT

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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SUMMARY AND IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN
This Statewide Transportation Plan provides CDOT’s
roadmap for the next 10 and 25 years and identifies:

Goals and objectives for the statewide transportation
system related to safety, mobility, economic vitality,
and maintaining the system.

Investment needs, revenue sources, and a funding gap.

Strategic Actions to meet the plan goals.

An overall Investment Strategy.

CDOT to achieve the plan goals and objectives and move
forward with the Strategic Actions and Investment Strategy.
The following provides a summary of these initial and
ongoing steps to ensure the implementation plan. The steps
have been divided into three categories:

CDOT’s Role in Plan Implementation, which are
implementation steps primarily being taken by CDOT
staff.


Performance measures to evaluate progress towards
plan goals and objectives.


CDOT, Planning Partners, and Stakeholders Roles in Plan
Implementation, which are implementation steps that
CDOT will partner with others on.

The implementation of the Statewide Transportation Plan
will include several important initial steps to best position


Public Engagement and Plan Implementation, which are
implementation steps that involve the general public.

CDOT’S ROLE IN PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Implement the next steps of CDOT Action Plan: Move
forward with the steps outlined in the CDOT Action
Plan, which includes key activities and initiatives for
the next four years. The Action Plan can be accessed
via the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
website.

Develop work plans to implement the Strategic
Actions: Begin with implementing the plans developed
for the various modes of transportation (transit,
bicycle/pedestrian, rail, aviation, and freight) and the
Transportation Systems Management and Operations,
Risked-Based Asset Management, and Strategic Highway
Safety plans. CDOT will also develop work plans for
implementation of the Strategic Actions not covered by
the above mentioned plans.


Futures Forward Initiative: Implement the Futures
Forward Initiative, which will allow CDOT to be
proactive in adapting the transportation system to
future trends. It will also help CDOT to prepare for
the next update of the Statewide Transportation
Plan. It includes taking proactive steps to ensure that
short-term (5-years or less) and long-term (5-20 years)
planning anticipates a variety of potential future trends
and scenarios. Through the Futures Forward Initiative,
CDOT will identify, predict, and develop strategies to
ensure that we will be poised and prepared to address
short- and long-term needs and requirements. Five
work groups are focusing on areas of big data (new
data sources), technology, extreme weather events,
workforce adaptation and funding/finance.

CDOT, PLANNING PARTNERS, AND
STAKEHOLDERS ROLES IN PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Addressing the Funding Gap: The Transportation
Commission and CDOT will work closely with planning
partners as well as elected officials to develop
proposals to address the funding gap identified in the
plan.

MPO Plan Integration and Implementation: Coordinate
with Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) partners
on the continued integration of MPO plans into the
Statewide Transportation Plan. CDOT sits on the
board and other committees of each of the MPOs and
was involved in the development of each of the MPO
plans. MPO plan implementation will be part of and

PAGE 27 | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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coordinated with the ongoing implementation of the
Statewide Transportation Plan. Specific coordination
will occur on the development of the Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).

Rural Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
Implementation: Coordinate with the rural
Transportation Planning Regions on the implementation
of their RTPs including their individual implementation
actions and priorities. Specific coordination will occur
on the development of the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP).
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Measuring our Performance: Performance

measurement is how an organization measures its
progress toward attaining its goals. Organizations
like CDOT undertake performance measurement to
understand and communicate how well they are doing.
CDOT has been measuring its performance in a variety
of areas for some time.
 The most recent federal transportation reauthorization
law, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century
Act (MAP-21) enacted in 2012 is the first federal
transportation reauthorization law to set national
goals for transportation. The national goals are for
safety, infrastructure condition, congestion reduction,
system reliability, freight movement and economic
vitality, environmental sustainability, and reduced
project delays. MAP-21 also describes what should be
measured or leaves establishment of measures to later
rulemaking.
 The Transportation Commission has updated the
Statewide Transportation Planning policy, Policy
Directive 14 (PD 14), to refine performance measures
and objectives and to bring them into alignment with
MAP-21. PD 14 provides an overall framework for the
transportation planning process, including the Statewide
Transportation Plan, which optimizes the transportation
system by balancing preservation and maintenance,
efficient transportation congestion management and
operations practices, and capacity improvements.
 CDOT will use performance measures and objectives
identified in PD 14 as a guide to making investment
decisions. The performance measurement framework
in PD 14 supports for annual tracking of CDOT’s
performance in addressing the goals set forth in the
Statewide Transportation Plan.


Moving from Planning to Projects: Working with its
planning partners, CDOT will develop a 10-year Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) of specific projects and
initiatives. The CIP will identify potential projects for
design and feed the four-year Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP), which CDOT uses to
directly program dollars to projects. The goals,
objectives, investment strategy, and performance
measures set through the Statewide Transportation Plan
will inform and provide a basis for the programming of
projects.

Plan Monitoring: Monitoring of the plan will be an
ongoing and continuous process to ensure the state
moves efficiently and effectively towards meeting its
goals and objectives and implementing the Strategic
Actions. Close monitoring will reveal the potential
need for any adjustments in Strategic Actions and
other priorities that may be necessary to address
changing conditions or unforeseen circumstances. As
with plan development, monitoring of the plan will
involve various parts of CDOT, multiple regional and
local planning partners, FHWA and other state and
federal agencies and the public. Monitoring will also
include receiving feedback from planning partners and
the public on progress in implementing the Strategic
Actions. The Statewide Transportation Advisory
Committee (STAC) will advise CDOT staff on the
mechanisms and issues for additional public discussion
as the plan is implemented.

Plan Implementation Roadshow: CDOT will conduct a
series of events with planning partners and stakeholders
in various parts of the state to update them on the key
results of the Statewide Transportation Plan and the
plan implementation process.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Ongoing Outreach: Statewide transportation planning
shouldn’t end with the development of the Statewide
Transportation Plan. It is an ongoing process. CDOT
will use the web-based plan and Executive Summary as
a framework for continued engagement of the public
and planning partners on important transportation
issues, key data, and findings. This continuous plan
implementation process will guide the path for
monitoring our progress and implementing the Strategic
Actions and investment strategy. CDOT will track
progress made on Regional Priority Investment Corridors.
This ongoing outreach will ultimately lead to the
development of the next Statewide Transportation Plan.

www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
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Continued Engagement Ideas: Public Engagement
will occur using a host of outreach methods including
telephone town halls, web site content, mini-surveys,
and social media throughout the next four-years,
leading to the next plan update. The focus of this
outreach will be key current transportation issues and
will be a collaborative effort with MPO and rural TPR
planning partners.

Plan Progress Report: CDOT will prepare an annual
report card for stakeholders and the public on plan
implementation, which will be updated and available
on the www.ColoradoTransportationMatters.com
website. CDOT will work with the STAC in developing
the format and content of this web-based report.
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 18, 2015
Transportation Commission
Maria Sobota, Director, Office of Financial Management and Budget
Jeff Sudmeier, Manager, Multimodal Planning Branch
FY 2016-2019 STIP

Purpose
To provide the Transportation Commission (TC) with background on the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP), including a review of the STIP development process, changes to the format and structure of the FY
2016-FY 2019 STIP, and the timeline for adoption.
Action
No action requested at this time.
Background
The current FY 2012-FY2017 STIP was adopted by the Transportation Commission in May 2011. The new draft FY
2016-FY 2019 STIP is in the final stages of development and will be the subject of a March TC Workshop. A required
30 day public review and comment period is scheduled for March through April, with TC adoption anticipated in
May. After TC adoption, the STIP is forwarded to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) for approval by June 30, 2015. The new STIP will become effective on July 1.
Details
The STIP is “a statewide prioritized listing/program of transportation projects covering a period of four years that
is consistent with the long-range statewide transportation plan, metropolitan transportation plans, and TIPs, and
required for projects to be eligible for funding under title 23 U.S.C. and title 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53.”
The STIP must be fiscally constrained, cover a period of at least four years, be consistent with the long-range
Statewide Transportation Plan, Metropolitan Transportation Plans, and Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
Transportation Improvement Programs (TIPS), and be updated at least every four years. The STIP is developed
through the transportation planning process in close coordination with the Transportation Planning Regions (TPRs)
and MPOs.
Key changes to the approach for the FY 2016-FY 2019 STIP include:

Expenditure-Based- Projects will be included in the STIP on an expenditure basis to align with cash
management processes. This is in contrast to the previous approach wherein projects were included in the
STIP according to the budget year of funds.

Rolling Four Years- In the past the STIP was developed as a “static” six-year program, with years five and
six considered additional “illustrative years” not part of the official STIP. These illustrative years were
not fully developed or programmed. The FY 2016-FY 2019 STIP will be a four year “rolling” STIP meaning
that once per year the STIP will be amended to add in an additional year of projects to maintain a four
year time horizon. The current four year update schedule will remain, meaning that the STIP will be
amended in 2016, 2017, and 2018 with a new four year STIP developed and adopted in 2019.

Streamlined STIP- The FY 2016-2019 STIP will be streamlined to better align with federal requirements
and reduce the need for frequent amendment. Amendments will be planned twice per year- in December
and June, although more frequent amendments can still occur if necessary.
Next Steps
Transportation Commission review of the draft STIP document at a March TC workshop.
Attachments
STIP Presentation

4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 262, Denver, CO 80222-3400
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Overview of the FY 16-19 STIP

February 2015

Background on STIP
•

The Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) is:
–
–
–
–
–

Return to Agenda

Federally Required (23 U.S.C. 134, 135 and 450, and 23 CFR, Part
450);
Fiscally Constrained;
Contains statewide prioritized listing/program of transportation
projects;
Updated at least every four years;
Consistent with long‐range statewide transportation plan,
metropolitan transportation plans, and Transportation
Improvement Programs (TIPs).

04 STIP Workshop:Page 2 of 5

STIP Development Process / 4P
•

•

The STIP is developed through the continuing, cooperative, and
comprehensive statewide multimodal transportation planning
process CDOT carries out with the 15 TPRs.
The process includes:
–
–
–
–

•

Identification of transportation conditions and needs, forecasted
revenues, performance objectives, and policies;
The development of long‐range multimodal Regional
Transportation Plans (RTPs);
The development of the long‐range multimodal Statewide
Transportation Plan (SWP);
The Project Priority Programming Process (4P).

This process provides the foundation for the creation of the
STIP.

STIP Development Process / 4P

Return to Agenda
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Changes in FY 16-19 STIP
•
•

Coordinated changes and improvements with Regions and MPOs
Rolling four year STIP as opposed to “static” six year STIP

Streamlined to better align with federal requirements, increase
flexibility, and reduce need for frequent amendment
• More public‐friendly document‐ future improvements planned
for web‐based STIP
• Aligned with program and cash management
•

–
–

Expenditure‐based
SAP/PBF integration with PMO

STIP Approval Timeline
• Timeline
–
–
–
–
–
–

Return to Agenda

March: TC review of Draft STIP and approval to release for public
comment period
March – April: 30‐day public comment period
April: STIP Public Hearing at April TC meeting
May: TC approval of STIP
June: FHWA / FTA Approval of STIP
July 1st : FY 16‐FY 19 STIP effective

04 STIP Workshop:Page 4 of 5

Next Steps
•
•
•

Return to Agenda

Incorporate MPO TIPs into the STIP
Finalize STIP program of projects and draft STIP document
TC Workshop in March
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4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 158
Denver, CO 80222

MEMORANDUM
T0:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
PETER KOZINSKI, OFFICE OF MAJOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND MIKE
CHEROUTES, HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE
FEBRUARY 18, 2015
C-470: SCOPE, SCHEDULE & BUDGET UPDATE

Purpose
Staff wanted to update the Transportation Commission on the continued development of the C-470
RAMP or Tolled Express Lanes Project, and ascertain if additional information or clarity is needed
before asking the Transportation Commission in March 2015 to:
 Endorse the Scope, Schedule & Budget,
 Support the commitment of either a Net or Gross Toll Pledge toward debt service, and
 Concur with moving the Project from “red” to “green” on the RAMP list.
Action
No Action Required
Background
In August 2014 Region 1 Director DeVito provided the Transportation Commission a memo
detailing how the Project was structured after receiving $100 million in RAMP funds vs. the
$137 million originally requested. Please reference the attached Interim Schematic for a
pictorial representation of the Project Scope, that corresponds with the outlined below:






Westbound – two tolled express lanes from I-25 to Colorado; one tolled express lane from
Colorado to Wadsworth
Eastbound – one tolled express lane from Platte River to I-25
Auxiliary lanes where warranted
Direct connection ramps from I-25 to the westbound express lanes
Reconstruction between I-25 and Broadway in both directions and needed widening
/rehabilitation from Broadway to western termini

4201 East Arkansas Ave., Room 158, Denver, CO 80222
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It should be noted that the Project reduced its scope when it received the commitment of $100
million in RAMP funds vs. the $137 million.
At the time of the memo, the C-470 Project Design and Construction estimate was $230
million. The following tables outlines the sources and uses in August of 2014.
Table 2: C-470 – Original Uses of Funds (in $000)

Table 1: C-470 – Original Sources of Funds (in $000)

The disparity between the Project estimate
of $230 million and the $249 million shown in the uses table is a result of Project costs being
escalated to year of expenditure dollars by the financial advisor.
Over the last six months, the project team has continued to refine the Project and has updated
the cost estimate in light of market trends.
The most current Project estimate is $269 million. The following Uses table outlines how this
updated cost estimate carries into a total project (in year of expenditure dollars) cost. While a
$20 million increase in the Project
Table 3: C-470 - Update Uses of Funds (in $000)
estimate is substantial – there is also
good news that comes with the
continued refinement of the Project.
The preliminary Level 3 Traffic &
Revenue (investment grade) study has
affirmed the Level 2 Traffic & Revenue
predictions and is suggesting that the
Corridor has more borrowing capacity than originally anticipated.
Additional borrowing capacity helps close the gap between the original project cost and the
updated project cost, but does introduce another decision point for the Project.
Net vs. Gross Pledge Consideration
Should the C-470 Project and CDOT incur debt service under a Net Pledge of Toll Proceeds or a
Gross Pledge of Toll Proceeds?
Under the Net Pledge approach;
 Debt service would be paid after O&M, and

4201 East Arkansas Ave., Room 158, Denver, CO 80222
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Additional public sources of funding would be needed to close the estimated funding gap of
approximately $35 million.

Under the Gross Pledge approach;
 Debt service would be paid before O&M, and
 A contingency loan, of approximately $2 million, would be made available by CDOT in the
event toll revenues after debt
Table 4: C-470 - Update Sources of Funds (in $000)
service are insufficient to cover
O&M costs. (if base case
assumptions are met the
contingency loan would only be
needed in year one and repaid
within the first five years)
 No additional public sources of
funding would be needed to
deliver the Project.
The Sources table to the right shows how the Uses table could be achieved under a Gross
Pledge approach.
Next Steps
In March, Staff desires to ask the Transportation Commission to act on the following three items:
 Endorse the Scope, Schedule & Budget,
 Support the commitment of either a Net or Gross Toll Pledge toward debt service, and
 Concur with moving the Project from “red” to “green” on the RAMP list.
Direction in these items is needed for not only the ongoing NEPA process and the development of the
procurement documents, but also for the TIFIA Letter of Interest, that HPTE desires to submit in
March.
The following section outlines the schedule for future steps.
Schedule
The following key milestone schedule expands upon the next steps discussion.
 Issue Request for Qualifications – February, 2015
 Submit TIFIA Letter of Interest – March, 2015
 Issue Draft Request for Proposals – June, 2015
 EA Decision Document – September, 2015
 Issue Final Request for Proposals – September, 2015
 Select Design-Build Team – February, 2016
 Start Construction – Summer 2016
Attachments
Interim Schematic Lane Diagram & Presentation

4201 East Arkansas Ave., Room 158, Denver, CO 80222
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Transportation Commission
Update
February 18, 2015
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Location and Overview
Stakeholder Collaboration and Ongoing Support
Proposed Scope
Delivery Method
Schedule
Funding / Budget – Sources & Uses
Future Actions:
¾ Confirmation of Scope, Schedule & Budget
¾ Net vs. Gross Pledge of Toll Proceeds for Debt Service
¾ Move Project from Red to Green on RAMP Governance List

Return to Agenda
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Project Location
Revenue Reliability
• Congested Commuter Corridor
¾ Over 100,000 vehicles per day
¾ Projected to increase 40% by 2035
• Majority of Project within Douglas
County
¾ Median Income- 6th Highest county
in the Nation (CNN Money, 2014)
¾ Professionals with higher Value of
Time (VOT)
• E-470 and I-25 Connectivity

Return to Agenda
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Project Overview

• Westbound – two tolled express lanes from I-25 to Colorado; one tolled
express lane from Colorado to Wadsworth
• Eastbound – one tolled express lane from Platte River to I-25
• Auxiliary lanes where warranted
• Direct connection ramps from I-25 to the westbound express lanes
• Reconstruction between I-25 and Broadway in both directions and
needed widening /rehabilitation from Broadway to western termini

Return to Agenda
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Stakeholder Collaboration and
Ongoing Support
C-470 Coalition
Members:
• Counties of Douglas,
Arapahoe, and
Jefferson
• Cities of Lone Tree,
Centennial, Littleton,
Greenwood Village,
the Highlands Ranch
Metropolitan District,
Castle Rock, and
Parker
• Multiple Community
Partnerships &
Organizations
Return to Agenda

C-470 Corridor Coalition
• Formed in 2011
• Developed consensus for Preferred
Alternative in February 2013
• Significant local investment:
¾ $5M spent on planning and public
outreach
¾ $10M contributed for construction
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Proposed Scope

Return to Agenda
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Proposed Scope

Directly Connects I-25 and E-470 into Westbound express toll lanes
• Improves Safety
• Increases Trip Reliability

Return to Agenda
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Delivery Method
• February 2014 - CDOT Investigated Delivery Method (DB
Recommended)
• Spring 2014 – Preliminary Value for Money (VfM) Analysis Started

• August 2014
¾ Memo from RTD DeVito to TC Recommends DB
¾ HPTE Open House to Discuss P3 vs. Public Finance

• November 2014 – Preliminary VfM Analysis Recommends DB with
Public Finance (No P3)
• December 2014 – HPTE Board Concurred with VfM Recommendation

Return to Agenda
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2014 RAMP Funding / Budget
• Original RAMP Project Budget $200M
• $230M Project Estimate (as of August
2014) ¹

• Proposed Funding Sources
¾ $117M – Federal and State
¾ $103M – Projected via toll revenues
¾ $10M – Douglas County
¹ Given Project status (remaining time between VfM and
construction), E&Y applied an escalation factor taking the
design and construction cost estimate from $230M to $249M
in the VfM

Return to Agenda
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Sources & Uses
Original Finance Plan

Current Finance Plan

Values in $000

Values in $000
Sources

Sources
Tax-Exempt CIBs
Tax-Exempt CABs
TIFIA
CDOT - RAMP

38,000
-88,000
100,000

Tax-Exempt CIBs
TIFIA

108,000

CDOT - RAMP

100,000

FASTER + Local

FASTER + Local

12,000

O&M Loan Proceeds

Other Public Funding

29,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

12,000
2,000
$308,000

$267,000

Uses
Design & Construction

86,000

Uses
249,000

Design & Construction

269,000

Financing Fees¹

3,000

Transaction Costs¹

Interest During Construction

4,000

Interest During Construction

10,000

Debt Service Reserves

7,000

Project Reserves²

25,000

Operating Reserves²

4,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

Return to Agenda

$267,000

4,000

$308,000

¹ Includes debt issuance and related costs.
² Includes debt service, O&M, lifecycle, and ramp-up reserves,
plus a pre-funded account for O&M expenditures.
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Net vs. Gross Pledge
Under the Net Pledge approach, debt service would be paid after O&M with
the need for additional public sources to cover estimated funding gap.
►
►
►
►

The Net Pledge approach results in a lower amount of toll-backed debt and requires approximately $35
million of additional upfront public funding
No contingent O&M loan would be provided
Investors have claim to “net” toll revenue after O&M expenditures are paid
Excess revenues after debt service are slightly higher in the new pledge case because of the lower amount
of toll-backed debt (and related debt service)

Ramp Up Reserve Release

Revenues increase after final debt repayment date

Additional Public Funding

Return to Agenda
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Net vs. Gross Pledge
Under the Gross Pledge approach, debt service would be paid before O&M with
a contingent loan made available by CDOT in the event toll revenues after debt
service are insufficient to cover O&M.
►
►
►
►
►

The gross pledge allows for more toll-backed debt, eliminating the need for additional upfront public funds
The key feature of this approach is a contingent O&M loan provided by CDOT
The O&M loan is a credit enhancement tool for investment-grade debt structuring
Loan draws made as needed during first 5-10 years of operation (only used in year one if base case revenues
are achieved) in the event toll revenues are insufficient to cover both debt service and O&M
Repayment of the loan would occur during periods of where toll revenues exceed debt service and O&M

O&M Loan Draws/Repayment

Revenues increase after final debt repayment
date

Ramp Up Reserve Release

Return to Agenda
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Net vs. Gross Pledge
If the Transportation Commission agrees with the Project Scope as discussed,
the determination of how the Toll Proceeds are pledged have the following
impact on the Projects’ affordability:
• Net Pledge:
¾ Approximately $35M in upfront capital is need to fund the Scope
¾ Toll revenues above P&I Payments are anticipated in Year 3
• Gross Pledge:
¾ Approximately $2M would be drawn from a loan at substantial
completion
¾ That $2M loan would be repaid within the first 5 years of operations

Return to Agenda
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Schedule

Return to Agenda

Key Milestones

Date

Solicitation of Letters of Interests
for DB Services

January 8, 2015

Issue Request for Qualifications

February 26, 2015

Submit TIFIA Letter of Interest

March, 2015

Issue Draft Request for Proposals

June 2015

EA Decision Document

September 2015

Issue Final Request for Proposals

September 2015

Select Design-Build Team

February 2016

Start Construction

Summer 2016

05 C-470 Workshop:Page 18 of 21

Future Action
• In the March 2015 Transportation Commission meeting, the Staff will seek
confirmation and/or direction on three key items:
¾ Confirmation of Scope, Schedule & Budget
¾ Should the C-470 Project use a Net or Gross Pledge, of Toll Proceeds,
for Debt Service
¾ Does the Transportation Commission support Moving Project from Red
to Green on the RAMP Governance List

Return to Agenda
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Questions?
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Financial Model Assumptions
PROJECT ITEM

VALUE (DB)

FINANCING ITEM

SCHEDULE

VALUE (DB)

SENIOR DEBT

Financial Close

2016

Rating

BBB-

Revenue Operations

2018

Term

35 years

Term/Analysis Period

Construction + 40 years

Interest Rate

5.68%

Min DSCR (Pre / Post Ramp-Up)

1.40x / 2.35x
Next 12 months

CONSTRUCTION
Construction Cost

$269 million

DSRF

Base Year Costs ($)

Year-of-Expenditure (YOE)

TIFIA

Spend Curve

50%, 50%

Rating

BBB-

Construction Period

2 years

Term

35 years

Transaction Costs

$3 million

Interest Rate

3.29%

Cost Inflation

N/A

Min DSCR (Pre / Post Ramp-Up)

1.40x / 1.65x

DSRF

Next 12 months

OPERATIONS
T&R Scenario

Fixed III (Cambridge Systematics)

EQUITY

Leakage

10 % of Gross Revenues

Min IRR (Pre-Tax)

N/A

Ramp-Up (Yrs 1-4)

50%, 50%, 75%, 75%

Minimum Equity (% of total fin.)

N/A

Inflation

2.0-3.0%

OPERATING RESERVES

OTHER

O&M

Next 6 months

Road O&M Costs

$1.5 million / year

Lifecycle

100% / 66% / 33%

Toll Processing

$0.18/Transponder, $0.60/LPT

Ramp-Up

$3.0 million

Toll Lifecycle Costs

$10 million (10-yr cycle)

Pre-Funded O&M

$3.0 million
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Transportation Commission
February 18 & 19, 2015
Meeting Schedule & Agenda
4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80222
Ed Peterson, Chairman
Lakewood, District 2
Shannon Gifford
Denver, District 1
Gary M. Reiff
Englewood, District 3
Heather Barry
Westminster, District 4
Kathleen Gilliland
Livermore, District 5
Kathy Connell, Vice Chair
Steamboat Springs, District 6

Douglas E. Aden
Grand Junction, District 7
Sidny Zink
Durango, District 8
Les Gruen
Colorado Springs, District 9
William Thiebaut
Pueblo, District 10
Steven Hofmeister
Haxtun, District 11

THE CHAIRMAN MAY ALTER THE ITEM SEQUENCE OR TIMES
The times indicated for each topic on the Commission agenda are an estimate and
subject to change. Generally, upon the completion of each agenda item, the
Commission will immediately move to the next item. However, the order of agenda
items is tentative and, when necessary to accommodate the public or the
Commission's schedules, the order of the agenda items is also subject to change.
Documents are posted at http://www.coloradodot.info/about/transportationcommission/meeting-agenda.html no less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The
documents are considered to be in draft form and for information only until final
action is taken by the Commission.
Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are in CDOT HQ Auditorium.
*****************************************************
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING .................................. ......... Tab 06
9:00 a.m.

1. Call to Order, Roll Call

9:00 a.m.

2. Audience Participation; Subject Limit:
10 minutes; Time Limit: 3 minutes

9:00 a.m.

3. Comments of Individual Commissioners

9:05 a.m.

4. Executive Director’s Report (Shailen Bhatt)

9:10 a.m.

5. Chief Engineer’s Report (Josh Laipply)

9:15 a.m.

6. HPTE Director’s Report (Michael Cheroutes)
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9:20 a.m.

7. FHWA Division Administrator Report (John Cater)

9:25 a.m.

8. Act on Consent Agenda ........................................... ......... Tab 07
a) Resolution to Approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of January 22,
2015 (Herman Stockinger) ............................. Consent Agenda p01
b) Resolution to FY2016 and FY2017 FASTER Transit Project
Recommendation (Mark Imhoff) ..................... Consent Agenda p08
c) Resolution to Approve Additions to the Over $50,000 Project List for
2015 (Kyle Lester) .......................................... Consent Agenda p13

9:30 a.m.

9. Discuss and Act on 8th Supplement to the FY’2015 Budget (Maria
Sobota)........................................................................ ......... Tab 08

9:35 a.m.

10. Discuss and Act on the Resolution for the I-70E Project (Scott
Richrath) ..................................................................... ......... Tab 09

10:05 a.m. 11. Discuss and Act on the Resolution to Approve the Central City SIB
Loan (Maria Sobota) .................................................... ......... Tab 10
10:15 a.m. 12. Discuss and Act on the Approval of PD14 (Deb
Perkins-Smith) ............................................................ ......... Tab 11
10:25 a.m. 13. Discuss and Act on the Approval of FY2015 Safe Routes to School
Projects (Deb Perkins-Smith) ....................................... ......... Tab 12
10:30 a.m. 14. Acknowledgements
•
•
•

Shumate Remediation Project Team (Heidi Humphreys)
Executive Director’s Cup (Josh Laipply)
Scott Richrath

10:35 a.m. 15. Other Matters
10:40 a.m. 16. Adjournment
*****************************************************
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Transportation Commission of Colorado
Regular Meeting Minutes
January 22, 2014
Chairman Ed Peterson convened the meeting at 12:20 p.m. in the auditorium of
the headquarters building in Denver, Colorado.
PRESENT WERE: Ed Peterson, Chairman, District 2
Kathy Connell, Vice Chairman, District 6
Shannon Gifford, District 1
Gary Reiff, District 3
Heather Barry, District 4
Kathy Gilliland, District 5
Doug Aden, Chairman, District 7
Les Gruen, District 9
Bill Thiebaut, District 10
Steven Hofmeister, District 11
EXCUSED:

Sidny Zink, District 8

ALSO PRESENT: Don Hunt, Executive Director
Scot Cuthbertson, Deputy Executive Director
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director of Division of Transportation
Josh Laipply, Chief Engineer
Heidi Humphreys, Director of Admin & Human Resources
Barb Gold, Audit Director
Amy Ford, Communications Director
Scott McDaniel, Staff Services Director
Scott Richrath, CFO
Herman Stockinger, Government Relations Director
Mike Cheroutes, Director of HPTE
Mark Imhoff, Director of Division of Transit and Rail
Ryan Rice, Director of the Operations Division
Darrell Lingk, Transportation Safety Director
Tony DeVito, Region 1 Transportation Director
Karen Rowe, Region 2 Transportation Director
Dave Eller, Region 3 Transportation Director
Myron Hora, Region 4 Representative
Edward Archulets, Region 5 Representative
Kathy Young, Chief Transportation Counsel
John Cater, FHWA
Vince Rogalski, Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee
(STAC)
AND: Other staff members, organization representatives,
the public and the news media
An electronic recording of the meeting was made and filed with supporting
documents in the Transportation Commission office.
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Audience Participation
Commissioner Peterson stated that there was no one in the audience who wanted to
address the Commission.
Individual Commissioner Comments
Chairman Peterson stated that this is the last formal meeting that Executive Director
Don Hunt would be attending. Since there are future plans to celebrate his time at
CDOT, Chairman Peterson requested that the Commissioners withhold any parting
comments until a later time.
Commissioner Barry stated that her monthly Bagels meeting would take place on
January 29, 2015, and that she would have a longer report next month.
Commissioner Gilliland stated that she wanted to report on the introduction of
Bustang and the branding effort. The bus was at the Stock Show Parade. Amy Ford
did an excellent job as the voice of CDOT. There were employees who rode on the bus
and walked during the parade. They talked about what the website was. It was a very
fun experience, and they heard that people were excited about the new system and
asked lots of questions. The bus will be there again at the Stock Show for people to
see. It was a good introduction. CDOT is off and running with that. The buses really
do make an impact, especially the visual on them. She also stated that there will be a
significant meeting with many of the key leaders in Northern Colorado that will be on
Monday, January 26, 2015. This will be an open, exploratory conversation about
transportation issues and hopefully getting some creative ideas about how everyone
can participate together on working on the future of transportation in the system
throughout Northern Colorado. Executive Director Hunt will be attending that as
well.
Commissioner Gifford stated that she has attended several local meetings related to
the I-70 East project. There is concern about whether and how CDOT will bring the
financing together. There is a lot of focus on putting one foot in front of the other and
moving forward. At the city level, the city has been going through a number of
planning processes, small area plans that are directly adjacent to the area of the
project. A lot of these plans are founded on the I-70 East project moving forward, so
there is a lot of focus on this project. Ideally that will keep momentum going on a
local level and encourage everyone to step up the way they need to do.
Commissioner Thiebaut stated that on his drive from Pueblo to Denver, there were
twelve snow plows clearing the road after the storm. They were really doing a great
job. He congratulated the snow plowers and stated that it was a very dangerous job
that they were doing very well.
Commissioner Aden stated that he had continued his mission to talk to all of the
members of the Western Slope legislators. According to statute, one of the roles of the
Commission is to advise the Governor and the Legislature. He stated that he has
been advising them. He met with Representatives Hamner, Rankin, Mitsch Bush,
Coram, Willett, and Thurlow, and Senators Roberts and Scott. He has a few more,
including Senator Baumgardner and newly elected Senator Donovan, to still talk to.
He also met with Club 20. Bobby Peterson resigned as the Director of Club 20. They
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named Christian Rice as the new Executive Director; she is formerly a member of
Representative Tipton’s staff. She is from Western Colorado, and obviously being
involved with Representative Tipton in recent years, she knows the territory well and
seems very enthusiastic in her new role. He stated that he also met with Jay Seaton,
the publisher of the Grand Junction Daily Sentinel. He stated that Jay is very
interested in the link between transportation investment and economic development.
Mr. Seaton likes to keep up to date on what CDOT is doing and is a good friend.
Executive Director’s Report
Executive Director Hunt stated that his time at CDOT was an experience he would
cherish forever. There are some big challenges ahead, including Program
Management and really keeping the faith with getting the projects out and getting
money out the door, as well as keeping the faith with the RAMP program. CDOT is
also standing up the systems management operations and capability success. It is an
infant program and will still have to earn its way by proving its benefits. There are
some good foundations in program management and in operations. He stated that he
is certain with diligence going forward that both would be successful.
The midterm challenge is for CDOT to prove the story. The story is frequently told
that CDOT needs more funds, but it is necessary to continue to prove that CDOT is
doing everything as efficiently and effectively as it can. The voters do not believe it
yet. From a funding point of view, the Department pulled the last rabbit out of the
hat with RAMP and cash management. The residents and drivers will notice the
difference in 2017 if something is not done. Everything that has been done for the
last couple years will continue for another couple years and then will come to a
screeching halt. The last rabbit has been pulled.
He stated that CDOT has only started the change and transformation that will be
necessary for all state DOTs to go through over the next ten or twenty years due to
technology changes. These have affected everything else that people do, and it will
affect the highway system as well. He stated that he wrote an article that our
Workforce of the Future is a very important study. CDOT has a lot of great people but
does not have the right skill set for ten years in the future. It is necessary to hire data
scientists, economists, operation research analysts, systems integrators,
communications engineers and logisticians. CDOT is very short on those skill sets,
and so is every other state DOT. These will be imperative ten to twenty years ahead.
He stated that it is time for him to move onto other endeavors. He said that he would
not miss the duties and that he would be able to walk away from the job but that it
was very hard to walk away from the people. He thanked the Commissioners for the
support. He thanked the staff for their support. He thanked partners like John Cater
for their support.
Chief Engineer’s Report
Josh Laipply stated that he wanted to announce that Brett Johnson is the new
Director of OMPD. He came from the Treasurer’s Office and actually held Ben Stein’s
former position in the Treasurer’s Office. They wanted to find someone with
experience in public finance. Brett also has some great relationships with cities and
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counties that he has worked with throughout his time in the Treasurer’s Office. He
brings some great benefits to CDOT.
He stated that he has received a number of emails and voice mails concerning the
Executive Director’s Cup from the RTDs and their staff. He stated that he would have
to take full credit for it being a little late. He stated that he needed to revamp the
criteria to be more in line with the Action Plan that was presented to the Commission
earlier and the 5+1 Initiatives. There is quite a bit of quantitative analysis that will go
into it that will be announced in February. The RTDs requested that Headquarters
compile the quantitative data to remove any possible conflicts of interest. That will
come out next month.
He stated that he is leaving on January 25, 2015, with Johnny Olson to meet with
UPR. This will be the second meeting to discuss more of a partnering looking forward.
There are always some right-of-way issues with the UP, and that is the main focus.
But they would like to continue to build that relationship because the UPR is part of
commerce through Colorado.
FHWA Division Administrator Report
John Cater stated that there were a few things he wanted to make the Commission
aware of. He wanted to start out discussing inactive projects, which need to be kept
as low as possible and ideally at zero. The last several quarters, CDOT has done a
great job at that, hovering between .1% and .3%. The good news is that several other
states have joined Colorado in that same territory. Nationally, they are below 1% of
all federal aid funds in inactive projects. That is a great credit to the work that is
being done around the country. That helps a lot moving forward. MAP-21 is expiring
at the end of May, and this is one more way to show the transportation community
that the money is being used and projects are being done as expeditiously as
possible. He thanked everyone at CDOT who continue to work to keep Colorado at a
very low level and keep those inactives down.
One area that FHWA will have an emphasis in the coming year will be work zone
traffic control or maintenance of traffic, as it will be called. The Commission will hear
a lot more about that. FHWA will be more visible on projects. The will be more
involved with the people on the projects to make sure the work zone traffic control is
being followed according to what is in the plan. Beyond that, they will make sure the
plans that are in place are as effective as possible at moving traffic through the
projects in a safe and effective manner. One of the reasons for this is that those work
zones are one of the most visible places to interact with the public. The public sees
work zones. The better job that CDOT can do in getting the public through in a clear
and understandable manner, the less stress they have and the greater safety for both
the public and the workers. Everyone should be as safe as possible. That is an area
of interest that is coming. It is an area that fits a top priority.
He stated that finally, he would like to say something about Don Hunt’s departure.
He stated CDOT is much higher ranked among stated DOTs than it was four years
ago when Don arrived. He told Don that he had done a tremendous job and had been
a great partner for FHWA. It had been a pleasure working with someone who thought
outside the box and took on challenges in creative ways. It has been a great pleasure.
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Act on Consent Agenda
Chairman Peterson entertained a motion to approve the Consent Agenda.
Commissioner Connell moved to approve the Consent Agenda, and Commissioner
Gruen seconded the motion. Upon vote of the Commission, the resolution passed
unanimously.
Resolution #TC-15-1-1
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the Transportation Commission’s Regular Meeting
Minutes for December 18, 2014, are approved as published in the official agenda of
the January 21 & 22, 2015, meeting.
Resolution #TC-15-1-2
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the 2015 Master Calendar of the Transportation
Commission of Colorado is hereby approved as contained in the Official Agenda of
January 21 & 22, 2015.
Discuss and Act on the 7th Supplement to the FY2015 Budget
Scott Richrath stated that there was only one project for which he was asking
approval for $2.1 million on State Highway 21. He stated that he would entertain
questions if there were any.
Under new Policy Directive 703, he stated that he would continue to come before the
Commission with informational items that would have come before the Commission
previously. He gave credit to Region 1 for stepping forward and saying the Surface
Treatment model stated that the number should be one thing. It has not been
advertised, budgeted or funds moved toward that project. Engineering boots were put
on the ground to reassess the project. The actual project will be $4.2 million. Under
old Policy Directive 703, that is more than a 50% change. But this is not a project
cost increase. This is a reassessment of the scope of the project. There was
discussion about whether this should come to the Commission under the new Policy
Directive.
He requested approval of the budget supplement, which includes the single project.
Chairman Peterson entertained a motion to approve the 7th Budget Supplement for
the FY2015 Budget. Commissioner Barry moved for approval of the resolution, and
Commissioner Aden seconded the motion. Upon vote of the Commission, the
resolution passed unanimously.
Resolution #TC-15-1-3
BE IT SO RESOLVED, That the Seventh Supplement to the Fiscal Year 2014-2015
Budget as amended be approved by the Commission.
Acknowledgements
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Chairman Peterson stated that he had the honor and privilege of recognizing the
Executive Director at his last Commission meeting. He stated that this is the time on
the agenda when we normally acknowledge CDOT employees for their great work.
Don Hunt normally heads up the recognitions. However, the roles would be reversed,
and the Executive Director would be put in the spotlight instead.
He stated that it would be possible to spend a lot of time recapping Don’s many
accomplishments during his four years with CDOT. The media has done a great job
of that already. Most people in this room are already acquainted with Don’s efforts to
free more money for construction, RAMP, process improvement, getting more out of
the existing transportation system through capacity improvements and efficiency,
improving accountability and transparency in all CDOT programs, the first
improvements to I-70 west of Denver in 30 years, monumental flood recovery, and
Bustang. Many CDOT employees could readily recite Don’s 5+1 strategic goals for the
Department. Governor Hickenlooper called Don “a remarkable executive director for
the Colorado Department of Transportation.” Chairman Peterson concurred. Don
Hunt has helped lead achievements that speak for themselves.
He stated that Don Hunt’s role as a leader at CDOT goes much deeper. Media
reports do not cover the many road trips he has taken to sit down and visit face-toface with CDOT employees in all disciplines and in all parts of the state. He listened
carefully. He heard what our employees had to say, and he took action. Media reports
do not cover the monthly video chats Don Hunt held with employees from all over the
state, the most recent of which was on January 12, 2015, to introduce the incoming
Executive Director, Shailen Bhatt.
He stated that as a Commissioner, he enjoyed my business dealings and interactions
with the Executive Direct. Everyone has benefitted from his ability to build consensus
and to make solid business decisions based upon solid data. Managing change may
be one of the most difficult parts of a leader’s responsibilities. The four years of
Don’s leadership here at CDOT will long be known as a time of major change,
certainly change for the better. However, Don also showed time and time again that
he knew when to press the accelerator and when to apply the brakes.
Great leaders have great teams working for them, and that is certainly true here at
CDOT. As one of his final major contributions, Don Hunt sought a person he felt
would be another outstanding Executive Director, Shailen Bhatt, to take over the
reins. He wanted to be sure that everything would be okay, that CDOT’s established
culture of improvement and efficiency would continue, and that CDOT’s employees
would be valued as the Department’s greatest collective asset.
He thanked Don for his service, mentoring, leadership, and effectiveness. He stated
that hed deserve all of the great things that would be said about him over the next
month. Don said when he took over the reins four years ago that he would be a oneterm Executive Director, and it seems almost impossible that the time is over. He
wished the Executive Director the best in all future endeavors and stated that there
was now a better CDOT and a better state for the service Don had given.
Executive Director Hunt thanked Chairman Peterson for the kind words.
Other Matters
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Chairman Peterson stated that there were no other matters to come before the
Commission.
Adjournment
Chairman Peterson announced that the meeting was adjourned at 12:50p.m.
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4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room270
Denver, CO 80222-3406

DATE: February 19, 2015
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Mark Imhoff, Division of Transit and Rail
SUBJECT: FY 2016 and FY 2017 FASTER Transit Project Recommendations
Purpose
The purpose of this memo is provide background on DTR's FY 2016 and FY 2017 FASTER Transit project funding
recommendations.
Action
The Transportation Commission is requested to approve the attached resolution awarding FY 2016 and preliminary
FY 2017 FASTER Transit projects. This Item is Included on the February consent agenda.
Background
This item was presented last month at the quarterly Transit & Intermodal Committee meeting. There were no
comments, or suggested modifications. Hence, the project recommendations remain the same.
DTR receives $5M per year in FASTER Transit Local pool funding and $10M in Statewide pool funding. In the past,
FASTER Transit Local pool funds were distributed to the Regions by formula, and each Region recommended its
projects for Commission approval, while DTR recommended Statewide pool projects, all based on a competitive
application and evaluation process and a two-year planning horizon.
In 2014 the Commsission approved a new funding process and new funding categories for FASTER. The FASTER
Local pool is now awarded on a statewide competitive basis, with set-asides for the Colorado Springs and Fort
Collins urbanized areas. Because MAP-21 significantly reduced funding for the Bus and Bus Facilities program a
higher priority is given to bus replacements, relying increasingly on performance metrics and asset management in
the selection process. The Statewide pool is now divided into various categories, with set-asides for the Denver
urbanized area (RTD) and DTR’s interregional express bus service (Bustang), a competitive statewide program,
and a competitive program for operating assistance for regional bus services.
Details
A two-year Consolidated Call for Capital Projects was released to over 200 organizations and individuals in
October. This CCCP is a combined call for both FASTER (Local and Statewide) and FTA (Sections 5310, 5311 and
5339) capital programs. Assessing and programming all capital requests in one batch is a more comprehensive
approach to capital funding and lightens the burden on applicants. The process encompasses a full year of project
contracting as the federal funds to CDOT are awarded on the federal fiscal year (though awarded on a calendar
year basis), and the FASTER funds are awarded on the State fiscal year.
DTR received 140 separate applications from 50 organizations, totaling over $45.5M in requests over the two years.
DTR expects to have only about $27.5M available over the two years. DTR is recommending projects for award

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 270, Denver, CO 80222-3406 P 303.757.9025
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with FY16 FASTER funds. For FY17 DTR is recommending preliminary awards; projects given a preliminary award
can be expected to receive funding in FY17 provided they remain ready to proceed and maintain a favorable
evaluation score ranking. The Commission is not required to approve the FTA project lists.
The projects recommended for FASTER, from both the Local and Statewide pools, are found in the attached Tables
A through D for FY16 and Tables E through H for FY17. Table I lists conditions to be met by local agencies
receiving a FASTER award. Table J lists each of the projects not recommended for full funding from either the
FASTER or FTA programs, along with the rationale for not being selected (some of these projects could be funded
later if any awarded projects are withdrawn or are completed under budget).
The capital funding that is available in FY 16 is as follows:









$3M – Regional Transportation District (Denver large urbanized area set-aside, taken from the FASTER
Statewide pool), as shown in Table A.
$700K – Mountain Metropolitan Transit (Colorado Springs large urbanized area set-aside, taken from the
FASTER Local pool), as shown in Table A.
$200k –Transfort (Fort Collins large urbanized area set-aside, taken from the FASTER Local pool), Table A.
$4.1 M – FASTER Local pool, as shown in Table B.
$2.5 M ($2.0 M standard annual allocation plus $0.5 M unallocated regional operating assistance funds) –
FASTER Statewide competitive pool for capital projects, as shown in Table C.
$0.5 M ($1.0 M standard annual allocation minus $0.5 M unallocated and used to supplement the
Statewide competitive capital pool) – FASTER Statewide pool for regional operating assistance, as shown
in Table D.
$8.0M – FTA funding in Sections 5310, 5311 and 5339 (not shown).

Please note as Indicated above, staff is not recommending that the full $1M available for regional operating
assistance be awarded, based on our evaluation of the projects; we recommend, consistent with Commission
guidance, that the unawarded funds be transferred to the FASTER Statewide competitive pool, and the tables
reflect this recommendation.
Key Benefits
Critical capital funding and regional operating assistance is provided to Colorado transit operators, better enabling
us to reach our PD 14 performance goals.
Options and Recommendations
It Is recommended that the Transportation Commission approve the attached resolution awarding FY 2016 and
preliminary FY 2017 FASTER Transit projects. This is recommended to allow contract development and contract
execution by July 1, 2015. If the Commission has additional input or unanswered questions, the option is to
postpone the award of the projects until concerns are satisfactorily addressed.
Next Steps
It is recommended that the Transportation Commission approve the attached resolution for FY 2016 and
preliminary FY 2017 FASTER Transit projects.
Attachments
Resolution and Tables A through J.

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 270, Denver, CO 80222-3406 P 303.757.9025
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Resolution # TC –
Award of FY 2016-17 FASTER Transit Funds
February 19, 2015
WHEREAS, pursuant to 43-4-811 (2) the Department will receive, from the State
share of the FASTER program, $10 million for state fiscal year 2016 and for each
succeeding state fiscal year, to be used by the Department, pursuant to 19.43-4206, “for the planning, designing, engineering, acquisition, installation,
construction, repair, reconstruction, maintenance, operation, or administration of
transit related projects, including, but not limited to, designated bicycle or
pedestrian lanes of highway and infrastructure needed to integrate different
transportation modes within a multimodal transportation system, that enhance
the safety of state highways for transit users,” herein referred to as the FASTER
Transit Statewide funds; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to 43-4-811 (c)(2) the Department will receive, from the Local
share of the FASTER program, $5 million dollars for state fiscal year 2016 and for
each succeeding state fiscal year, to be used by the Department “to provide
grants to local governments for local transit projects,” herein referred to as the
FASTER Transit Local funds; and
WHEREAS, unprogrammed funds from prior fiscal years are available and are
being made available for redistribution in fiscal year 2016; and
WHEREAS, a portion of the FASTER Transit Statewide funds, not to exceed $1.0
million, will be used for administrative expenses associated with the Division of
Transit and Rail for FY 2016; and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission, in Resolution No. 1906, dated
September 16, 2010, established written guidelines to be followed in offering,
distributing and awarding the FASTER Transit funds, and those guidelines were
later revised to make them more consistent with guidelines established for
Federal capital improvement grant programs in order to establish a more uniform
capital improvement program; and
WHEREAS, Division of Transit and Rail staff distributed these guidelines
throughout the state and issued a consolidated call for capital projects for both
FASTER Transit funds as well as Federal Transit Administration funds; and
WHEREAS, the Division of Transit and Rail received applications from local
agencies requesting funds, evaluated and scored the applications based on the
guidelines and has developed a list of projects recommended for funding for
fiscal year 2016, attached hereto as Tables A through D; and
WHEREAS, the Division of Transit and Rail is recommending, for planning
purposes, the preliminary award of funding for fiscal year 2017, pending later
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written confirmation that each such project remains eligible and ready for
implementation, and a determination that each such project maintains an
evaluation score adequate to warrant funding relative to all applications received,
attached hereto as Tables E through H; and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission, by means of Resolution 3133, dated
January, 16, 2014, resolved that $3.0 million per year be allocated, beginning in
FY 2015, from FASTER Transit Statewide program funds to be used for the
operation, maintenance and capital needs associated with the interregional
express bus program; and
WHEREAS, the Division of Transit and Rail, with Transportation Commission
concurrence, has established, beginning in FY 2016, new funding categories
within FASTER, along with a maximum allocation amount for each such category;
and
WHEREAS, the new funding categories include up to $1 million allocated for the
operating expenses of regional bus services, and $3.9 million allocated for
urbanized areas over 200,000 population, under which $3 million is suballocated
to the Regional Transportation District, $700 thousand to the City of Colorado
Springs/Mountain Metropolitan Transit and $200 thousand to the City of Fort
Collins/Transfort; and
WHEREAS, Division of Transit and Rail staff have established certain conditions
to be met by all local agencies receiving FASTER funds, as well as any specific
conditions to be met by specified local agencies, in order to ensure prompt and
appropriate project implementation within FASTER and standard grant
guidelines, attached hereto as Table I;
WHEREAS, Division of Transit and Rail staff have developed a list of projects
which were awarded no funding or less funding than requested, and provided a
rationale for its determinations relative to those projects, attached hereto as
Table J; and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Commission directs staff to:
1) award $6,076,965 in FASTER Statewide Transit funds for Fiscal Year 2016 and
$4,114,930 in FASTER Local Transit funds for Fiscal Year 2016 to the projects set
forth in Tables A through D, dated February 6, 2015;
2) announce the tentative award of FASTER funds for fiscal year 2017 to the
projects set forth in Tables E through H, dated February 6, 2015, with the
provision that in order to be awarded funding in fiscal year 2017 each project
must remain eligible and ready for implementation, and maintain an evaluation
score adequate to warrant funding relative to all applications received;
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3) provide to all local agencies that have been awarded funds for fiscal year 2016
the appropriate conditions that will be applied to their projects, as set forth in
Table I, dated February 6, 2015.
4) provide to all applicants a listing of projects which were awarded no funding or
less funding than requested, along with a rationale for the department’s
recommendations relative to those projects, as set forth in Table J, dated
February 6, 2015.
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Recommended Funding for FASTER State Fiscal Year 2016
Table A: FY16 FASTER Urbanized Area Set‐asides ($3.9 million available)
Applicant
Regional Transportation District
Regional Transportation District
Regional Transportation District

2/6/2015

Project Description
East Colfax/15L Transit
Enhancements Project
Speer Blvd Light Rail Crossing Repair
and Replacement
Light Rail Vehicle Midlife
Refurbishment/Overhaul @ $880k
each, 4 requested, 2 awarded

$770,000

Statewide pool

$470,000

Statewide pool

$1,760,000
Statewide pool

Mountain Metropolitan Transit (Colorado Springs) Fixed Route Vehicle Replacement (3)
Transfort (Fort Collins)

Recommended
Award

FASTER Source

$700,000

Local pool

Match for FTA 5307 funding ‐
Replacement Vehicles (8)

$200,000

Local pool

$3,900,000

2/6/2015

Table B: FY16 FASTER Local Pool ($4.1m available)
Applicant/Applicant Prioritization (if more than
one application submitted)

Project Description

Project Type

Request Amount

Score

Recommended
Award Amount

Silver Key Senior Services 1 (Colorado Springs)

Minivan replacement

VR

$32,000

9

Durango, City of 4
Durango, City of 1
Via Mobility Services (Boulder)
Northeastern Colorado Association of Local
Governments (NECALG)
Southern Ute Community Action Program
(SUCAP) *

Type II Vehicle Replacement (4)
Type I Vehicle Replacement (2)
Bus Replacements (3)
2016 Vehicle Replacements (3
Minivans, 1 BOC)

VR
VR
VR

$256,000
$128,000
$900,000

8.5
8.5
8.5

$256,000
$128,000
$900,000

VR

$187,200

8.5

$187,200

Senior Center Van (FTA 5310 match)

VR

$8,800

8.5

$8,800

Silver Key Senior Services 2 (Colorado Springs)

BOC Replacements (2)

VR

$96,000

8.25

$96,000

City of Aspen

Bus Replacements (4 requested in
'16, 3 awarded)

VR

$1,080,000

8

$720,000

Mini van replacement

VR

$25,100

8

$25,100

BOC Replacement

VR

$54,630

8

$54,630

Northeastern Colorado Association of Local
Governments (NECALG)
Northeastern Colorado Association of Local
Governments (NECALG)
Mesa County

$32,000

Bus Replacements (3)

VR

$384,000

7.5

$384,000

Mountain Express 4 (Crested Butte)
Bent County**
Mountain Express 4 (Crested Butte)
South Central Council of Governments

Bus Replacement
Expansion Vehicle
Vehicle Replacement (1)
Van Replacements (2)

VR
VE
VR
VR

$113,600
$101,600
$52,000
$102,400

7.5
7.5
7
7

$113,600
$101,600
$52,000
$102,400

Upper Arkansas Area Council of Govts. *

match for FTA 5310 expansion vehicle

VE

$20,400

6.75

$20,400

Eagle County 3

Expansion fixed route cutaway vehicle

VE

$104,000

6.5

$104,000

Via Mobility Services (Boulder)

Rehab of 30‐ft public transit buses (2)

VR

$83,200

6

$83,200

Durango, City of 6
Snowmass Village, Town of
La Plata County

Type I Vehicle Replacement (1)
Bus Replacements (3)
1 BOC replacement and 1 van

VR
VR
VR

$64,000
$600,000
$82,000

5.5
5.25
5

* FASTER funding to be used as match for Federal grant programs
** Project originally awarded in FY14 under FTA 5310, but source was inappropriate so has been shifted to FASTER by agreement
VR=Vehicle replacement
VE= Vehicle expansion

Return to Agenda
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$64,000
$600,000
$82,000
$4,114,930

Table C: FY16 FASTER Statewide Competitive Pool ($2,544,450 available)
Applicant

Project Description

Project Type

Mountain Metropolitan Transit (Colorado Springs) Vanpool replacements
Regional Transportation District
North Front Range MPO
Roaring Fork Transportation Authority
Roaring Fork Transportation Authority
Summit County (Summit Stage)

2/6/2015
Request Amount

Score

Recommended
Award Amount

VR

$102,400

8

$102,400

Light Rail vehicle overhauls (4) (1
recommended in '16, 3 in '17)
Vanpool replacements
Carbondale PnR Expansion
Glenwood Springs Maintenance
Facility Expansion

VR

$880,000

8

$440,000

VR
F

$240,000
$802,050

7
7.75

$240,000
$802,050

F

$500,000

6.75

$500,000

Frisco Transfer Center Improvements

F

$460,000

6

$460,000
$2,544,450

2/6/2015

Table D: FY16 FASTER Regional Operating projects ($1m available)
Applicant
Steamboat Springs, City of
Transfort/City of Fort Collins
RFTA
Eagle County RTA
Gunnison Valley RTA

Project Description
Craig to Steamboat Springs
FLEX, Fort Collins to Longmont
Rifle to Glenwood Springs
Edwards to Vail
Gunnison to Crested Butte

Project Type
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.

Request Amount Score*
$132,515
$200,000
$200,000
$200,000
$183,000
$915,515

15.6
14.8
14.2
13
12.6

Recommended
Award Amount
$132,515
$200,000
$200,000
$0
$0
$532,515

* 20‐point scoring scale

Return to Agenda
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Recommended Preliminary Funding Awards for FASTER State Fiscal Year 2017
Table E: FASTER Urbanized Area Set‐asides (to be decided in next round of availability)
Applicant
Regional Transportation District
Mountain Metropolitan Transit
(Colorado Springs) *
Transfort (Fort Collins)

Project Description
Light Rail vehicle overhauls (4) (1
recommended in '16, 3 in '17)
ADA Paratransit Vehicle Replacements
(20)
TBD

Project Type

2/6/2015
Preliminary
Award Amount

Request Amount

VR

$1,320,000

VR

$900,000

TBD

$200,000

TBD
TBD
TBD

Table F: FY17 FASTER Local Pool ($4.1m available)
Applicant

Project Description

Silver Key Senior Services
(Colorado Springs)
Aspen, City of

BOC Replacements (2)
BOC Replacements (4)

Project Type

Disability Services, Inc. (Colorado
Springs)
Summit Stage
Chaffee Shuttle *
Aspen, City of
Telluride
Mesa County
Mountain Express
Mountain Express
Eagle County
Mountain Express
Southern Ute Community Action
Program (SUCAP)
Eagle County RTA
City of Cripple Creek
La Plata County
Telluride, Town of

Request Amount

Score

Preliminary
Award Amount

VR
VR

$80,000
$320,000

8.75
8.50

$80,000
$320,000

VR

$121,600

8.50

$121,600

BOC Replacement

VR

$97,600

8.50

$97,600

Match for FY16 5311

VR

$18,720

8.50

$18,720

BOC Replacement

VR

$97,600

8.50

$97,600

BOC Replacements (2)
Large Bus replacements (6 requested, 2
awarded due to funds availability
Match for FY16 5311 BOC
Large Bus Replacements (4 requested:
3 awarded in '16, 1 in '17)
Van Replacement
Bus Replacement‐FASTER 2017 (2)
Bus Replacement
Bus Replacement
Cutaway Replacement
Vehicle Replacement (1)
Road Runner Transit Fixed Route Bus
Replacement
Large Bus Replacements (5 requested, 3
awarded due to funds availability)
BOC Replacements (2)
1 BOC Replacment (2017)
Medium, Body on Chassis Diesel Bus
Replacement

VR

$104,000

8.25

$104,000

VR

$2,208,000

8.00

$736,000

VR

$16,800

8.00

$16,800

VR

$360,000

8.00

$360,000

VR
VR
VR
VR
VR
VR

$48,000
$272,000
$142,400
$142,400
$88,000
$137,600

8
8.00
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.5

$48,000
$272,000
$142,400
$142,400
$88,000
$137,600

VR

$64,370

7.5

$64,370

VR

$1,740,000

7.00

$1,044,000

VR
VR

$128,000
$64,000

7.00
7.00

$128,000
$64,000

VR

$84,800

6

$84,800

Northeastern Colorado Association
2017 Vehicle Replacements ‐ 2 BOCs
of Local Governments (NECALG)
Town of Telluride
Montrose County Senior Citizens
Transportation, Inc. *
Town of Telluride

2/6/2015

$4,167,890
* FASTER funding to be used as match for Federal grant programs

Return to Agenda
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Table G: FY17 FASTER Statewide Competitive Pool ($2m available)
Applicant
Project Description
North Front Range Transportation
Vanpool Replacements 2017
& Air Quality Council (NFRMPO)
Roaring Fork Transportation
New Castle Park and Ride Construction
Authority

2/6/2015

Project Type Request Amount

Score

Preliminary
Award Amount

VR

$185,600

7

$185,600

F

$600,000

7

$600,000
$785,600

Table H: FY17 FASTER Regional Operating projects, 1/9/2015 ($1m available)
Applicant
Steamboat Springs, City of
Transfort/Ft. Collins
RFTA

Return to Agenda

Project Description
Craig to Steamboat Springs
FLEX
Rifle to Glenwood Springs

Project Type Request Amount
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.
Existing Opns.
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$132,515
$200,000
$200,000
$532,515

Score
NA
NA
NA

Preliminary
Award Amount
TBD
TBD
TBD
$0

TABLE J: 2016/17 Unfunded Projects (either FASTER or FTA)

2/6/2015

Program

Request

Score

F

FTA 5311

$912,342

6.375

Parking structure

F

FASTER
Local

$800,000

6.25

Gunnison Valley RTA

45' Commuter Coach

VE

FTA 5311

$536,000

6.75

Request is large relative to amount available. Funding for one of the two buses requested is recommended, but not both .

Mountain Village, Town of

Gondola tower, terminal
painting

F

FTA 5311

$80,000

8.6

Total agency requests ($688K) high relative to available amt. Not a high priority in light other awards being made to this
applicant.

Mountain Village, Town of

Employee Shuttle Vehicle
replacement (5)

VR

FTA 5311/
FASTER
Loc

$120,000

8.5

Limited funding availability. While this vehicle scored high based on its performance metrics, utility trucks are not considered
a priority project relative to passenger vehicles.

Greeley, City of

Fixed Route Vehicle
Replacements (3) FASTER as
match request

VR

FASTER
Local

$247,800

7.25

Disability Services, Inc.

BOC Replacements (2)

VR

FASTER
Loc

$110,400

7

Boulder County

Planning study of BRT on SH7

P

FASTER

$60,000

5

RTD

Replace LRT structures for ADA
accessibility

F

RTD

Central rail repairs

F

SUCAP

OTR Coach Replacement (2)

VR

FASTER
Statewide
FASTER
SW
FTA 5311

vride

Vanpool pilot program

VE

FTA 5311

City of Denver 2

Bike Hub at DUS

F

City of Denver 1

Broadway Station

F

Applicant

Project

Cripple Creek, City of

Maintenance Facility

Arvada, City of

FASTER
SW
FASTER
SW

Town of Avon

Bus Replacement

VR

5339 Rural

Boulder County
vride

Planning study of BRT on SH7
Vanpool pilot program

P
VE

FASTER
FTA 5311
Total:

$1,144,000

7.4

$1,972,000

6.9

$631,951

8

$123,623

3

$1,439,680

6.125

$2,200,000

5.75

$350,000
$90,000
$181,876
$10,999,672

5.5
5
3

Rationale
Request large relative to amount available and size of program relative to all applicants and desire to spread funding around
the state.
Previous awards for this project ($2.4 M) were made out of the old Region 6 Local Pool. Due to changes in the FASTER
program the priority for the FASTER Local Pool is on vehicle replacement projects.

Applicant was awarded 80% funding for all buses requested through a combination of 5339 and other Federal funds.
Request for FASTER funds to serve as match is not recommended because 80% funding for other applicants' vehicles would
have been denied. Given the large relative request, it was deemed more approriate to fund as many vehicles as possible
rather than provide match for FTA grants.
Applicant also applied for Colorado Springs UZA Section 5310 funding; confirmed with PPACG that funding for this request
was approved.
Low priority for Local pool, given priority for vehicle replacements. Very limited Statewide pool funds available. No RTD
support or participation in the study, even though they'd be the most likely provider of service. Premature without RTD
participation.
Request is large relative to amount available. It is scalable, but other RTD request ranked higher. Weak as SW project, would
have little impact on increasing ridership
Request is large relative to amount available. It is scalable, but other RTD SW request ranked higher. Little impact on
increasing ridership
See SUCAP OTR Coach Replacement item above. Same rationale.
The applicant referenced a general need for vanpool vehicles cited in regional transportation plans but did not identify a
specific project or location, so only a general scope could be identified. Without project and location identified, project was
not deemed to be a priority project. Applicant, as a commercial entity, is ineligible as a recipient. Any grant would essentially
require CDOT to sponsor the project. Will instead meet with applicant prior to next round to determine best arrangement
for proceeding with a future application.
Very large request relative to amount available. Question of its' applicability as a statewide project. If not, then is a very low
priority for the FASTER Local Pool due to the priority of that program being on vehicle replacements.
Large request relative to amount available; mostly a street & interchange improvement, small transit benefit.
Request was for CY16, low score and limited funding in desired source. DTR will program this preliminarily for CY17 Rural
5339
See Boulder County item above. Same rationale.
See vRide item above. Same rationale.
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Table I
Conditions and Contingencies for Recommended FY16 FASTER Projects
February 6, 2015
The following general conditions apply to all FASTER funded projects:
A. In general, projects must demonstrate progress towards implementation. Funding may be
withdrawn by the Commission from projects failing to begin project implementation or failing to
at least demonstrate considerable and sustained progress towards implementation. Specifically,
projects awarded funds will be expected to begin developing a scope of work in cooperation
with CDOT in the spring of 2015 and begin procurement (for equipment projects) or final design
(for construction-related projects) no later than November of 2015. Exceptions must be
approved by CDOT and set forth in the scope of work.
B. If FASTER funds were proposed to be used to match a Federal grant and the Federal grant is not
yet awarded, CDOT’s expectation is that the Federal grant award is committed no later than
November of 2015; otherwise, CDOT may withdraw the awarded FASTER funds;.
C. The Division of Transit and Rail and the CDOT Engineering Regions will negotiate scopes of work
for the projects and will establish timelines and expectations related to the project.
D. All Local Agency projects must have a 20 percent local match. Local match must be in cash or
property linked directly to the project. Local match for equipment must be in cash. Local
construction oversight may be accepted as in-kind local match. Federal funds may not be used
as local match. The FASTER funds may be used to match a Federal grant only if set forth in the
contract scope of work.
E. No State funds may be used to pay for Local Agency staff unless otherwise provided for in the
contract scope of work.
F. Division of Transit and Rail staff shall work in collaboration with the CDOT Engineering Regions
to implement the projects, based on the type of project. Equipment-related projects, studies
and projects that are part of a larger Federal Transit Administration grant will normally be
administered by the Division of Transit and Rail. Construction-related projects will usually be
administered and overseen by the CDOT Engineering Regions as pass-through Local Agency
projects.
G. CDOT funding commitments will be held to the dollar amount awarded herein, not to the final
project cost. Recipients will be responsible for any increased costs to finalize and accomplish
the project as proposed in its application.
H. Any reductions or revisions in original scope, or change in project sponsorship, must be
approved in writing by CDOT.
I. If a Local Agency plans to also use Federal funds for completion of the project, this shall be
explicitly stated in the negotiated scope of work in order to ensure the project is designed and
budgeted with that in mind. Otherwise, Federal funds may not later be used for the project,
given that it would be too late to comply with Federal regulations.

Return to Agenda
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4201 East Arkansas Ave, 3rd Floor
Denver, CO 80222

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TO:
FROM:
CC:

Transportation Commission
Kyle Lester, Director of Highway Maintenance
Scot H. Cuthbertson, CDOT Chief Operating Officer
Scott Richrath, CDOT Chief Financial Officer
Karen Rowe, RTD Region 2
Adam Padilla, Maintenance Superintendent Region 2, Section 4

DATE:
SUBJECT:

February 5, 2015
Maintenance Project addition to the Over $50,000 Project List

PURPOSE:
Due to increased rain fall, and continued development along US Highway 24 without
proper drainage development by the city or county the existing drainage system
located at MP286.2 east of Woodland Park is not sufficient in size to carry storm water
flows, causing detrition of the drainage system and with some property and driveway
flooding. The area of highway in this location does not fall within the currently
designated Woodland Park city limits at this time Emergency stabilization work will be
completed by Maintenance Section 4 forces.
ACTION
The Division of Highway Maintenance is asking the Commission to approve the attached
resolution so that work on this project can commence immediately.
BACKGROUND
Colorado Revised Statute 24-92-109 requires CDOT to submit any project which will be
performed by CDOT forces costing between $50,000 and $150,000 to the
Transportation Commission for approval. These requirements are included in Policy
Directive 703.0. Region 2, Section 4 has made an estimate for this project of $65,000,
ANALYSIS
Work will include:
 Reconstruction and relining of approximately 460 feet of drainage ditch.
 Repair water inlet, and line ditch with rip rap and geotextile fabric to minimize
future erosion.
 Two 18” culverts will installed across property access to accommodate
increased waste water flow.

4201 East Arkansas Ave, Denver, CO 80222
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Reconstruction of the 46” culvert storm water drainage outlet including the
construction of a head wall.

Highway
US24

Begin
MP
286.2

End
MP
286.2

Type
Place culvert pipe

Estimated
Cost
$80,122.60

Total Equipment: 37,224.00
Labor cost: 25,527.60
Materials: 17,371.00
Total cost of project: 80,122.60
The estimated duration of the project is 3 weeks. Sufficient funds exist within the
Regions Maintenance Budget in the appropriate Maintenance Program Area’s to pursue
this additional project. The project is in accordance with the statute, directive, and
all other requirements.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution titled - Addition to Fiscal Year 2015 over $50,000 project list approval
Photos

4201 East Arkansas Ave, Denver, CO 80222
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Resolution #TCAddition to Fiscal Year 2015 over $50,000 project list approval
Approved by the Transportation Commission on: December 18, 2014
WHEREAS, under Senate Bill 98-148, public projects supervised by the
Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) are exempt from the
requirements of the “Construction Bidding for Public Projects Act;” and
WHEREAS, Section 24-92-109, Colorado Revised Statutes, as amended,
requires CDOT to prepare cost estimates for projects to be undertaken by
CDOT maintenance crews that exceed $50 thousand, but are less than or
equal to $150 thousand for submission to the Transportation Commission for
review and approval; and
WHEREAS, CDOT staff have prepared a cost estimate for this project to be
done in Fiscal Year 2015 as detailed in the memorandum entitled; Addition to
FY 15 over $50,000.00 project list dated November 13, 2014; and
WHEREAS, the funding for this project is contained in the Fiscal Year 2015
Budget.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Transportation Commission has
reviewed the cost estimate, as contained in the official agenda, and approves
CDOT Maintenance Forces undertaking the project therein.

Region 2 - Pueblo
Highway

Begin
MP

End MP

Type

US24

286.2

286.2

Place culvert pipe

Estimate

$80,122.60

Total - Pueblo

$

80,122.60

Statewide Total

$

80,122.60

Sufficient funds exist within the appropriate MPA’s to pursue this project. The
project is in accordance with the directive and all other requirements.

____________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary
Transportation Commission of Colorado

Return to Agenda
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Denver CO 80222

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 262
Denver, CO 80222-3400
(303) 757-9793

MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 19, 2015
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Maria Sobota, Budget Director
SUBJECT: Eighth Supplement – FY 2015

This supplement budgets projects for FY 2015 unless otherwise noted in the
explanations on the following pages. The project requests are consistent with the
FY 2012 through FY 2017 STIP. Funds are available from the Regions’ allocations
unless otherwise indicated.
Per Transportation Commission direction, Emergency Relief project updates are
included in the Budget Supplement.
As requested by the Transportation Commission, the current RAMP Partnership and
Operations Master Summary Report is included with this supplement. See
Attachment 1.

Return to Agenda
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Transportation Commission
8th Supplement FY 2015
February 2015
Page 2 of 8

Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve
Region 5


$402,000 – US 285 RR ROW ACQUISITION – Transportation Commission
Contingency Reserve- The region requests funding to purchase right of way from the
Iowa Pacific Holdings and San Luis & Rio Grande Railway currently encroached by US
285. (20629/1000…)
US 285 RR ROW ACQUISITION
Budget Components by Phase, Funding Program, Fiscal Year
Eighth Supplement Action
Phase
Funding
Current
Total
Year of Budget
of Work
Program
Budget
FY 2015
FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
TCCRF
$0
$402,000
$0
$0
$402,000
Right of Way
Total Right of Way
$0
$402,000
$0
$0
$402,000
Total Project Budget
$0
$402,000
$0
$0
$402,000
Total
Year of Expenditure
FY 2015
FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
$402,000
$0
$0
$402,000

Revised Expended
Budget
Budget
$402,000
$0
$402,000
$0
$402,000
$0

Staff Maintenance


$3,024,973 – Transfer from the Transportation Commission Contingency for Snow
and Ice to the various Maintenance cost centers shown below to complete winter
operations for the remainder of the winter season. Approximately 57% of statistical
winter remains. Statewide the Snow and Ice maintenance budget is down to 45%
remaining for the year. (PST-TCS-15/1000…)
Section Snow and Ice Report
January 11, 2015
CDOT Section
Greeley Maintenance
Grand Junction Maintenance
Durango Maintenance
Pueblo Maintenance
Aurora Maintenance
Craig Maintenance
Alamosa Maintenance
Eisenhower Tunnel
Aurora Traffic
Pueblo Traffic
Grand Junction Traffic
Greeley Traffic
Durango Traffic
Total

Return to Agenda

Section TC
Request
$ 320,815
$ 593,624
$0
$ 473,746
$ 1,125,570
$0
$ 116,287
$ 393,420
$0
$0
$0
$ 1,511
$0
$ 3,024,973
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Transportation Commission
8th Supplement FY 2015
February 2015
Page 3 of 8

Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSM&O)
$1,050,000 – Transfer from the Operations Cost Center to ITS Cost Center (OP100-010 to
for the design and integration of Phase II of Situational Awareness
Software building on work completed in Phase I. The funds will be transferred from the
TSM&O Performance Programs and Services operating budget. The budget was
originally established upon TC approval of a FY2015 Decision Item.

OI440-010/1000…)

Division of Transit and Rail (DTR)
$1,500,000 – Transfer within cost center D9635-010 from the operating budget to the
personal services budget to support the Bustang launch. During the development of the
Bustang detailed business plan and process design, critical resource needs were
identified. Support needs include an Office of Information Technology project manager,
two temporary employees to provide administrative support, and a process design
contractor and a consultant to design improvements to the Woodmen Road Park & Ride.
In addition, a feasibility study will be conducted to relocate the Woodmen Road Park &
Ride to a larger site. DTR is also evaluating resource needs to host Bustang’s INIT, Inc.
Intelligent Transportation Systems.
Per PD703.0, requests to transfer funds greater than or equal to $1.0 million from an
operating to personal services budget requires TC approval.

Return to Agenda
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Transportation Commission
8th Supplement FY 2015
February 2015
Page 4 of 8

Informational Items
_____________________________________________________________________
The following projects were funded with the Transition Fund during the previous month
and are presented as Informational Items.
Region 1


$142,470 – US85/SH86 FACTORY SHOPS TO ALLEN WAY - Transportation
Commission Transition Funds- This budget action requested additional funds for award
of project that improves traffic operations and reduces congestion. This project is
utilizing Transition funding due to program funding shifts which left insufficient funds to
cover the overage. (19279/1000205094)
US85/SH86 FACTORY SHOPS TO ALLEN WAY
Budget Components by Phase, Funding Program, Fiscal Year
Eighth Supplement Action
Phase
Funding
Current
Total
Revised Expended
Year of Budget
of Work
Program
Budget
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
Budget
Budget
FASTER Safety $1,500,000
$0
$0
$0
$0 $1,500,000
$0
Construction
Transition Funds
$0 $142,470
$0
$0
$142,470
$142,470
$0
Total Construction $1,500,000 $142,470
$0
$0
$142,470 $1,642,470
$0
Total Project Budget
$1,500,000 $142,470
$0
$0
$142,470 $1,642,470
$0
Total
Year of Expenditure
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
$142,470
$0
$0
$142,470

Region 3


$1,001 – SH 82 AABC Pedestrian Underpass - Transportation Commission Transition
Funds- The project previously requested Transition funds in the amount of $34,468 in
August as the project does not meet the revised FASTER Safety criteria. This new budget
action will cover final utility expenses and close the project.(19247/1000205069)
SH 82 AABC Pedestrian Underpass
Budget Components by Phase, Funding Program, Fiscal Year
Eighth Supplement Action
Phase
Funding
Current
Total
Year of Budget
of Work
Program
Budget
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
FASTER SAFETY $141,418
$0
$0
$0
$0
Design
Total Design
$141,418
$0
$0
$0
$0
FASTER SAFETY $358,582
$0
$0
$0
$0
Utilities
Transition Funds
$34,468
$1,001
$0
$0
$1,001
Total Utilities
$393,050
$1,001
$0
$0
$1,001
Total Project Budget
$534,468
$1,001
$0
$0
$1,001
Total
Year of Expenditure
FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 Request
$1,001
$0
$0
$1,001
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Revised
Budget
$141,418
$141,418
$358,582
$35,469
$394,051
$535,469

Expended
To-Date
$141,418
$141,418
$355,000
$0
$355,000
$496,418

Transportation Commission
8th Supplement FY 2015
February 2015
Page 5 of 8

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STATE OF COLORADO

Eighth
Supplement

Fiscal year 2014-2015

Dated: February 19, 2015
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF COLORADO

RESOLUTION NO. TC –

“BE IT RESOLVED, That the Eighth Supplement to the Fiscal Year 2014-2015
Budget be approved by the Commission”
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Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve Fund Reconciliation
Eighth Supplement FY 2015 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-14

Transaction Description

Amount
Final Balance 13S14

125,009
(265,096)
FY15 Budget Allocation $ 20,808,485
Transfer to Transportation Commission Transition Fund $ (10,000,000)
US-50 near Parkdale embankment repair, bid adjustment $
(216,163)
July-14
Balance 1S15
1S15 Walk-on loan Glenwood Canyon Bike Trail $
(400,000)
Repayment of FY14 DTR Loan $ 5,305,665
(748,169)
state match for ER permanent repair projects $
306,420
Repayment of FY14 Civil Rights and On the Job Training $
499,999
Return of unbudget US 24 funds from region 2 $
I-76 Emergency Culvert and Concrete Repair $ (1,800,000)
August-14
Balance 2S15
912,005
Return of US550 Rockslide funds upon receipt of Federal Funds $
504,637
Return of US24 Bid savings $
state match for ER permanent repair projects $ 2,727,999
FY2014 Surplus Fund Reconciliation Revenue $ 2,896,453
FY2014 Surplus Cost Center Balances $ 5,081,711
September-14
Balance 3S15
state match for ER permanent repair projects $ (3,573,373)
223,115
Insurance Reimbursement for Glenwood Canyon Bike Trail $
Bid Savings from SH5 stabilization $ 1,018,078
Federal Fiscal Year 2014 Redistribution of Obligation Limitation $ 31,769,903
(940,000)
SH90 over Dolores River Critical repair, temporary structure $
(375,000)
SH139 MP2.8 Culvert Repair $
FY2014 September vs October Fund Reconciliation (Revenue and Cost Center Balances) $ (6,997,849)
Tolled Express Lane Operations Planning $ (1,850,000)
October-14
Pre Walkon Balance 4S15
(642,660)
I-76 Emergency Culvert and Concrete Repair Bid adjustment-Walkon $
October-14
Post Walkon Balance 4S15
636,241
state match for ER permanent repair projects $
HPTE Purchase / Lease $ (5,000,000)
November-14
Balance 5S15
64,868
state match for ER permanent repair projects $
57,714
return project savings US 40 Muddy Pass Slide Repair $
RAMP Program Cost Overruns $ (40,000,000)
Workforce for the Future $ (2,000,000)
I-70 WB Floyd Hill to Empire $ (2,000,000)
December-14
Balance 6S15
78,948
SH127 ER Slope Repair Project Closure Savings $
$
(616,703)
state match for ER permanent repair projects
US 24 Fire Mitigation return unbudgeted $ 1,000,569
January-15
Balance 7S15
(450,135)
state match for ER permanent repair projects $
(402,000)
Region 5 US285 Right of Way purchase from railroad $
February-15
Balance 8S15

Balance
$63,398,117

state match for ER permanent repair projects $
to ER Cost Center for FEMA related expenses $

Return to Agenda
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Reference
Document
1000197455-1000198070
1000198056
1000198107
1000198139
1000198728

$73,850,352
1000198921
1000198674
1000197455-1000199228
1000198382
1000199268
1000200298

$77,014,267
1000200187
1000199551;1000199612
1000199512-1000200326
pending
1000204474

$89,137,072
1000200401-1000201609
1000201301
1000201733
1000200738
1000202202
1000201780
pending
1000202517

$108,411,946
1000202202

$107,769,286
1000201870/1000202080
1000203614

$103,405,527
1000203095;1000203114;1000203535
1000203602
1000204200
1000204382
1000204200

$59,528,109
1000204417
1000204363
1000204419/1000204501

$59,990,923
1000204769-1000205203
pending

$59,138,788

Transportation Commission Contingency RAMP Reserve
Eighth Supplement FY 2015 Budget
Transaction
Date
December-14

January-15
February-15

Transaction Description
Beginning Balance
Transfer from TCCRF
Region 2-19039 I-25/CIMARRON EXPRESSWAY
Region 3-19910 SH 9 CO River South Wildlife
Balance 7S15
Balance 8S15

Amount

Balance
$0

$40,000,000
($5,000,000)
($6,627,747)
$28,372,253
$28,372,253

Transportation Commission Contingency Snow & Ice Fund Reconciliation
Eighth Supplement FY 2015 Budget
Transaction
Date
June-14
January-15

Transaction Description
Carry forward from FY 2014
FY 2015 allocation
Balance 7S15
supplemental to Maintenance Sections

Amount

Reference
Document

Balance
$0

$10,000,000

1000198107

$10,000,000
($3,024,973)

Pending

February-15

$6,975,027

Transportation Commission Transition Fund Reconciliation
Eighth Supplement FY 2015 Budget
Transaction
Date
July-14

Transaction Description
Transfer from TCCRF
Balance 1S15
Region 2-US 50 Granada Creek East of Granada $
Region 3-SH 82 AABCR Pedestrian Underpass $
Region 4-SH52 at WCR 59 Intersection $

September-14

Amount
$10,000,000

Balance 4S15
Region 4-SH 52 at WCR 59 Intersection $
Region 1-I-76 & C470 CABLE RAIL BARRIER $
January-15
Balance 7S15
Region 3-SH 82 AABCR Pedestrian Underpass $
Region 1-US85/SH86 FACTORY SHOPS TO ALLEN WAY $
February-15
Balance 8S15

1000200185
1000200186
1000200327

$9,069,922
(2,100,000)

October-14

Return to Agenda

Reference
Document
1000198139

$10,000,000
(420,687)
(34,468)
(474,923)

Balance 3S15

Region 1-SH 2 in Commerce City Devolution (RAMP 1-14) $

Balance

1000202202

$6,969,922
(70,190)
(127,996)

1000203923
1000204377

$6,771,736
(1,001)
(142,470)

1000204958
1000205089

$6,628,265
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Transportation Commission Contingency Reserve Fund
September 11, 2013 Flood Related Monthly Activity Report
Provides detail level information for any (disbursements from)/reimbursements to the TCCRF
Eight Supplement 2015

Temporary Repair Emergency Relief-Nonparticipating costs
(not reimbursable if expended)
Reg

State
Highway

Mileposts

Project Description

County

Total Budget
TCCRF

No Activity

Temporary Repair Emergency Relief-Debris removal and other reimbursable costs
(reimbursable at maximum 75% of participating costs from FEMA)
Reg

State
Highway

Mileposts

Project Description

County

Total Budget
TCCRF

No Activity

$

Total Temporary Emergency Relief

-

Permanent Repair Emergency Relief-Nonparticipating costs and state match
(not reimbursable if expended)
Reg

State
Highway

Mileposts

Project Description

County

Total Budget
TCCRF

4
4
4
4
4

052A
119B
Various
Various
Various

6.900-7.200
58.000-59.088
Various
Various
Various

PR SH 170 Roadway and CBC Repairs
PR SH 119 St. Vrain River Realignment
PR Scour Bridge Repairs #2
PR Scour Bridge Repairs #5
PR Scour Bridge Repairs #6

Boulder
Boulder
Various
Various
Various

$
(4,518)
$ (10,457)
$ 116,679
$ (206,933)
$ (344,906)

Total Permanent Restoration

Grand Total TCCRF Activity for Flood Relief Since Last Reporting

Return to Agenda
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$

(450,135)

$

(450,135)

FY 2015 Contingency Balance Reconciliation
January FY 2015 TC Contingency Balance
Emergency and Permanent Relief State Match

$59,990,923
($450,135)

February FY 2015 Pending Items:
US285 Right of Way purchase from railroad (Pending)

February FY 2015
TC Contingency Balance

Return to Agenda
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($402,000)

$59,138,788

FY 2015 Contingency Balance Projection
February FY 2015 TC Contingency Balance

$59,138,788
Low Estimate

High Estimate

($5,000,000)

($13,000,000)

Max Reimbursement
Estimate

Min Reimbursement
Estimate

$7,000,000

$3,000,000

High Balance

Low Balance

$61,138,788

$49,138,788

Estimated FY2015 TCCRF Funding Requests
(March through June)

($8,333,333)

($8,333,333)

Projected FY 2015 YE Contingency Balance

$52,805,455

$40,805,455

TCCRF Fund Balance Adjustment to Reach
$40M Balance – Period 1 FY2016

($12,805,455)

($805,455)

FY 2015 State Match for
Emergency Relief/Permanent Recovery
Federal Reimbursement of US24; Return of
HPTE loans; and Other Impacts
FY 2015 Contingency Estimate –
Prior to FY 2015 TCCRF Funding Requests

Return to Agenda
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RAMP Partnership and Operations Projects - Status Through January 2015 TC Meeting
Public-Private Partnership

Key
TC Approved or Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)
Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)
Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)
Projects that have been Withdrawn or Removed (Group 4)

** Numbers are shown as a COST VARIANCE
-$4,800.00

Numbers shown in red or with a negative represent an overage

$6,000.00

Numbers shown in green represent an underage

PCN

N/A

19879
19880

Group 1

Tracking #

14276
18319
20575**
18357
18844

4-5b**

2

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project
Cost Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

WB Twin Tunnels Expansion

$55,000,000

$55,000,000

$0

$48,000,000

$48,000,000

$0

I-25: Tolled Express Lanes: SH7 North to SH14 **
(Northern Segment / Crossroads Interchange)

$540,000,000

$35,000,000

$0

$35,000,000

$35,000,000

$595,000,000

$90,000,000

$0

$83,000,000

$83,000,000

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project
Cost Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

Project Name

TC Approved or Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)

PCN

Project Name

In Kind
Contributions

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

$0

$0

$0

$7,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$7,000,000

$0

In Kind
Contributions

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February 2014.

RAMP Funding of 10% granted by TC in March for continued preconstruction activity;

** RAMP Request
Local Contribution
Delta

Group 2

Tracking #

** RAMP Request
Local Contribution
Delta

** $35.0M in RAMP Funding approved by TC in the RAMP Program Controls Workshop
(December 2014) and resolved in the 6th Supplement FY15 (#TC-3214, walk-on).

Status as of November TC

None
Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)

Tracking #

PCN

1-2

18999

Project Name

C-470 Managed Toll Express Lanes: Kipling to I-25

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project
Cost Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

$200,000,000

$214,000,000

-$14,000,000

$100,000,000

$100,000,000

$0

$0

** RAMP Request
Local Contribution
Delta

$0

$10,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

In Kind
Contributions

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

$5,500,000

$0

$84,500,000

$0

Staff is continuing project development including Toll and Revenue studies, updating project
cost estimates, FHWA design-build CE exemption, and options for additional funds.
Staff plans for a recommendation for funding in February or March.

Group 3

RAMP Funding of 10% granted by TC in March 2014 for continued preconstruction activity;
4-5a*

19626*

N/A

-

$500,000,000

$8,615,000

$0

$55,000,000

$8,615,000

$46,385,000

HTPE P3 Development Fund

$200,000,000

$200,000,000

$0

$40,000,000

$40,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$160,000,000

$0

$900,000,000

$422,615,000

-$14,000,000

$195,000,000

$148,615,000

$46,385,000

$10,000,000

$5,500,000

$0

$244,500,000

$0

$1,495,000,000

$512,615,000

-$14,000,000

$278,000,000

$231,615,000

$46,385,000

$10,000,000

$5,500,000

$0

$251,500,000

$0

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project
Cost Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

In Kind
Contributions

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

3

Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)

5

SUB-TOTAL Public-Public Partnership Projects

PCN

Project Name

** RAMP Request
Local Contribution
Delta

Group 4

Tracking #

*Additional $2.85M RAMP Funding for the continuation of preconstruction activity was
approved by TC in the 5th Supplement FY15 (November 2014) (#TC-3208).

I-25: Tolled Express Lanes: 120th North to SH7 *
(Southern Segment)

5

Staff Recommends Further Development;
$4.6M of HPTE RAMP Funds approved by TC in the 2nd Supplement FY15
(August 2014), (#TC-3188), for the I70 EB PPSL (RAMP Ops Project #1-09).

Status as of November TC

None
Projects that have been Withdrawn (Group 4)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

TOTAL Partnership Projects: HTPE P3 Projects

$1,495,000,000

$512,615,000

-$14,000,000

$278,000,000

$231,615,000

$46,385,000

$10,000,000

$5,500,000

$0

$251,500,000

$0

Percentage over Transportation Commission Approved Amount

0.94%

16.69%

Program totals are within currently approved program total plus 3.5%. Staff may
make individual authorizations per PD 703.0

HTPE_P3

Return to Agenda
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Page 1 of 5

RAMP Partnership and Operations Projects - Status Through January 2015 TC Meeting
Public-Public Partnership

Key
TC Approved or Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)
Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)
Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)
Projects that have been Withdrawn or Removed (Group 4)

Group 1

** Numbers are shown as a COST VARIANCE
-$4,800.00

Numbers shown in red or with a negative represent an overage

$6,000.00

Numbers shown in green represent an underage

Tracking #

PCN

Project Name

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

1-7

17810

Eisenhower-Johnson Memorial Tunnels (EJMT) Fire Suppression
System

$25,000,000

$25,000,000

$0

$9,000,000

$9,000,000

$0

$5,000,000

1-14

19969
19970

SH 2 in Commerce City Widening and Devolution

$20,800,000

$20,800,000

$0

$13,600,000

$13,600,000

$0

1-15

19896

US 6 and 19th St. Intersection Grade Separation

$25,000,000

$25,000,000

$0

$20,000,000

$20,000,000

1-19

17219

Colorado Blvd. in Idaho Springs Final Phase and Devolution

$21,900,000

$21,900,000

$0

$21,900,000

1-37

19957

Federal Blvd: 6th to Howard Reconstruction and Multimodal
Improvements

$29,203,881

$29,181,821

$22,060

1-46

19192

I-25 and Arapahoe Rd. Interchange

$74,000,000

$74,000,000

2-1

19964

SH 67 in Victor Devolution (cash payment)

$307,702

2-5

19954

US 160 Turnouts

2-7

19965

2-20

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

$0

$0

$11,000,000

$0

$5,100,000

$0

$0

$2,100,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February
Devolution resolution approved by TC in Dec 2014 (#TC-3206).

$0

$5,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$21,900,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$23,363,105

$23,341,821

$21,284

$5,840,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$0

$50,400,000

$50,400,000

$0

$16,400,000

$0

$0

$7,200,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$307,702

$0

$307,702

$307,702

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Devolution resolution approved by TC in Nov 2014 (#TC-3198).

$1,015,000

$1,015,000

$0

$840,000

$840,000

$0

$0

$175,000

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

US 24 Business Route Devolution (cash payment)

$2,602,475

$2,602,475

$0

$2,602,475

$2,602,475

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Devolution resolution approved by TC in Dec 2014 (#TC-3204).

19906

US 50 / Dozier / Steinmeier Intersection / Signal Improvements
(companion project to 2-9)

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

$0

$1,200,000

$1,200,000

$0

$300,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-21

18331
19039

I-25 and Cimarron Interchange Reconstruction

$95,000,000

$116,093,450

-$21,093,450

$24,000,000

$29,000,000

-$5,000,000

$8,050,000

$0

$2,050,000

$79,043,450

$14,043,450

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in March; RAMP Contigency, RPP, LA Funding approved by
TC in RAMP Program Controls Workshop (December 2014) and resolved in the 6th
Supplement FY15 (#TC-3214, walk-on).

2-22

18367

I-25 Fillmore Interchange Diverging Diamond Interchange (DDI)
Conversion

$21,300,000

$23,300,000

-$2,000,000

$11,000,000

$11,700,000

-$700,000

$1,300,000

$7,000,000

$1,300,000

$3,300,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-23

19522

SH 21 / Old Ranch Rd. Interchange Completion

$9,266,000

$10,333,779

-$1,067,779

$600,000

$600,000

$0

$8,600,000

$0

$600,000

$1,133,779

$467,779

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-31

19205
19208
19408

I-25 Ilex to 1st St. in Pueblo (includes devolution match in RAMP
request)

$33,200,000

$42,153,270

-$8,953,270

$22,000,000

$30,953,270

-$8,953,270

$1,200,000

$0

$0

$10,000,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Additional RAMP Funding Approved by TC in 5th Supplement FY15 (November 2014) (#TC3208).

2-33

19056
19751

US 50 / SH 45 Interchange, Wills to Purcell-Pueblo (companion
project 2-10)

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

$0

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$5,000,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Awarded bid includes companion FY16 Surface Treatment project ($1.6M).

3-6

20087

SH 6/SH13 in Rifle Devolution

$5,600,000

$5,600,000

$0

$5,600,000

$5,600,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Devolution resolution approved by TC in Dec 2014 (#TC-3203).

3-9

19094

I-70 Vail Underpass (Simba Run)

$20,800,000

$20,800,000

$0

$14,600,000

$14,600,000

$0

$6,000,000

$0

$0

$200,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-12/29

19930

SH 9 - Frisco to Breckenridge: Iron Springs Phase and Vail Pass
Multi-Use Path Devolution

$21,985,000

$22,013,668

-$28,668

$17,500,000

$17,528,668

-$28,668

$0

$4,485,000

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-14

19459

I-70 Eagle Interchange Upgrade

$9,887,365

$9,887,365

$0

$3,500,000

$3,500,000

$0

$3,437,364

$0

$0

$2,950,001

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-24

19911

I-70 Exit 31 Horizon Drive

$5,000,000

$5,250,000

-$250,000

$4,000,000

$4,200,000

-$200,000

$1,050,000

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-31

19874

US 40 Improvements in Fraser

$1,950,390

$2,145,320

-$194,930

$1,267,754

$1,394,458

-$126,704

$750,862

$0

$68,226

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-40

19910

SH 9 Grand County Safety Improvement Project

$46,000,000

$52,627,747

-$6,627,747

$36,222,000

$42,849,747

-$6,627,747

$9,200,000

$0

-$522,000

$578,000

$522,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February; RAMP Contigency Funding approved by TC in
RAMP Program Controls Workshop (December 2014) and resolved in the 6th Supplement
FY15 (#TC-3214, walk-on).

4-6

19893

US 34 in Estes Park Improvements and Devolution

$16,000,000

$16,005,000

-$5,000

$4,200,000

$4,200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$11,805,000

$5,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Devolution resolution approved by TC in Nov 2014 (#TC-3199).

Partnership

Return to Agenda
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Status as of November TC
RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

Page 2 of 5

Group 1 (cont.)

RAMP Partnership and Operations Projects - Status Through January 2015 TC Meeting

38

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

North College / US 287 Conifer to Laporte Bypass

$36,000,000

$36,157,682

-$157,682

19889

SH 14 / Greenfields Ct. - Frontage Rd. Relocation and
Intersection Improvements

$2,100,000

$2,100,000

4-28

19891

SH 392 & CR 47 Intersection Safety Improvements

$3,685,180

4-29

19890

US 34 & CR 49 Intersection Safety Improvements

4-30

19892

4-34/51/52

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

$0

$248,500

$14,009,182

-$90,818

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$420,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in March

$0

$1,842,590

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$1,500,000

$0

$700,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$0

$1,249,875

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$161,000

$944,200

$944,200

$0

$0

$627,000

$0

$19,800

-$161,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$5,570,000

$0

$4,456,000

$4,456,000

$0

$1,114,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$5,466,350

$5,466,350

$0

$4,373,080

$4,373,080

$0

$1,093,270

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in March

US 550 Sky Rocket Box Culvert Replacement

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$1,600,000

$1,600,000

$0

$400,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

19908

SH 172 / 151 Signalization

$1,800,000

$1,800,000

$0

$1,430,000

$1,430,000

$0

$370,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

5-10

19902

US 160 / Wilson Gulch Road Extension

$6,400,000

$6,400,000

$0

$4,288,000

$4,288,000

$0

$2,112,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

5-13

19397

SH 145 at CR P Safety Improvements

$1,660,194

$1,660,194

$0

$1,577,185

$1,577,185

$0

$83,036

$0

$0

-$27

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

5-14

18972

US 285 Antonito Storm Drain System Replacement

$2,742,429

$3,343,337

-$600,908

$2,193,944

$2,794,852

-$600,908

$100,000

$448,485

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Additional RAMP Funding approved by TC in 6th Supplement FY15 (December 2014);
Awarded bid includes approved Surface Treatment project ($7.02M).

5-15

19411

SH 62 Ridgway Street Improvements (pending approval of local
match)

$13,791,257

$13,291,257

$500,000

$10,494,509

$10,494,509

$0

$2,000,000

$796,748

$0

$0

-$500,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

5-18

19643

US 24 Enhancement Project in Buena Vista

$2,497,090

$2,497,090

$0

$1,997,090

$1,997,090

$0

$500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$587,232,188

$627,528,562

-$40,296,374

$349,579,634

$371,795,647

-$22,216,013

$93,861,497

$13,532,233

$3,794,726

$148,339,185

$14,286,411

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

PCN

4-20

12372
18401
19561

4-25

Group 2
Group 3

Local Contribution In Kind Contribution

Delta

$17,500,000

$17,500,000

$0

$4,648,500

$0

$1,680,000

$1,680,000

$0

$3,685,180

$0

$1,842,590

$1,842,590

$2,200,000

$2,200,000

$0

$1,500,000

SH 392 & CR 74 Intersection Safety Improvements

$2,249,875

$2,249,875

$0

19894
20204
20203

Turning Lanes at US 34 and County Road H / US 385 & YCR 33.6 /
US 34 & YCR J

$1,752,000

$1,591,000

4-54

18397

SH 119 Diagonal: 30th to Foothills Parkway Multi-modal
Improvements Project

$5,570,000

4-58

19888

SH 119 Boulder Canyon Trail Extension

5-6

19909

5-8

TC Approved or Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)

PCN

Project Name

Local Contribution In Kind Contribution

Status as of November TC

None
Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)

Tracking #

Group 4

Project Name

RAMP Request

Tracking #

38

Public-Public
Partnership
Current TC Approved
** RAMP Request

Local Delta

Tracking #

PCN

Project Name

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

$0

$0

Local Contribution In Kind Contribution

$0

$0

$0

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

None
Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)
SUB-TOTAL Public-Public Partnership Projects

Project Name

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$587,232,188

$627,528,562

-$40,296,374

$349,579,634

$371,795,647

-$22,216,013

$93,861,497

$13,532,233

$3,794,726

$148,339,185

$14,286,411

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Local Contribution In Kind Contribution

Status as of November TC

Tracking #

PCN

2-27

-

I-25A Exit 18 NW Frontage Rd Devolution

$110,544

$0

$110,544

$110,544

$0

$110,544

Local Agency Withdrew Project in December 2013

2-29

-

I-25 Exit 11 SW Frontage Rd Devolution

$155,307

$0

$155,307

$155,307

$0

$155,307

Local Agency Withdrew Project in December 2013

$265,851

$0

$265,851

$265,851

$0

$265,851

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$587,498,039

$627,528,562

-$40,030,523

$349,845,485

$371,795,647

-$21,950,162

$93,861,497

$13,532,233

$3,794,726

$148,339,185

$14,286,411

2

Projects that have been Withdrawn (Group 4)

40

TOTAL Public-Public Partnership Projects
Percentage over Transportation Commission Approved Amount

6.81%

6.27%

Program totals are currently in excess of original TC approved program total plus 3.5%.
The TC must budget additional project funds per PD 703.0 and resolution TC#-3209,
Establishment of RAMP Program Project Controls.

Partnership

Return to Agenda
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RAMP Partnership and Operations Projects - Status Through January 2015 TC Meeting
Operations
Key
TC Approved or Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)
Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)
Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)
Projects that have been Withdrawn or Removed (Group 4)

** Numbers are shown as a COST VARIANCE
-$4,800.00

Numbers shown in red or with a negative represent an overage

$6,000.00

Numbers shown in green represent an underage

Tracking #

1-09

Group 1

1-27

PCN

Project Name

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Contribution

In Kind Funds

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC
RAMP Funding Approved for Construction Pkg 2 by TC in 2nd Supplement FY15 (August 2014), (#TC-3188);
Other Funds includes $4.6M from HPTE RAMP Funding which may be returned upon closure of
commercial loan;

19474
19984
20092
20306
20307
20308
20309

I-70 Eastbound Peak Period Shoulder Lanes

20063

SH-74 South of El Rancho Safety Shoulders

$34,000,000

$72,500,000

-$38,700,000

$20,000,000

$26,998,000

-$6,998,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$45,002,000

$31,502,000

Included as an informational item in the 5th Supplement FY15 (November 2014); Other Funds includes
HPTE Loan funding for Construction Package 3 design services and procurement of long lead time items
(backed by RPP funds until closure of HPTE loan);
Included as an informational item in the 6th Supplement FY15 (December 2014); Other Funds includes
HPTE Loan, Safety, and ITS funding for Construction Package 3; CMGC execution date estimated February
2015 (in conjunction with CBE project).

$57,947

$55,000

$2,947

$57,947

$55,000

$2,947

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

$2,495,000

$3,486,615

-$991,615

$2,200,000

$2,200,000

$0

$0

$1,286,615

$991,615

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February;
Local Partner has committed additional funds;

1-41

19978

State Highway Signal Upgrades: Phase I - Colfax Signals

1-42

19979

State Highway Signal Upgrades: Phase III - Denver Slipfit

1-44

19980

State Highway Signal Upgrades: Phase I - Santa Fe and Evans

1-51

20070

Continuous Flow Metering (CFM), Weight-in-Motion (WIM), and
Relocated Portal Attendant Stations at Eisenhower-Johnson
Memorial Tunnel (EJMT)

$2,575,000

$2,529,035

$45,965

$2,575,000

$2,529,035

$45,965

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

1-53

20182

New Traffic Signal Controllers for Congested Corridors in the
Denver Metropolitan Area

$1,060,000

$1,060,000

$0

$1,060,000

$1,060,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in March

1-54

19958

I-76 at 88th Ave. Interchange Improvements (MP 10)

$1,050,000

$1,034,348

$15,652

$1,050,000

$1,034,348

$15,652

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in March

1-63

20089

I-70 at Grapevine Rd. (MP 256.0)

$189,000

$344,342

-$155,342

$189,000

$189,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$155,342

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February
Additional RAMP Funding Approved by TC in 5th Supplement FY15 (November 2014) (#TC-3208)

1-77

20202

New Ramp Meters and Ramp Meter Upgrades

$965,000

$998,639

-$33,639

$965,000

$998,639

-$33,639

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in 1st Supplement FY15 (July2014) (#TC-3177, walk-on);
Additional RAMP Funding Approved by TC in 3rd Supplement FY15 (September 2014) (#TC-3194).

1-81

19086

US 40 Berthoud Pass Remote Avalanche Control System Pilot
Program

$1,000,000

$1,275,000

-$275,000

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$0

$225,000

$0

$225,000

$50,000

$50,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in1st Supplement FY15 (July 2014) (#TC-3177);
Local Partner has committed to providing additional funds;
RAMP ID # changed from 3-51 to 1-81.

2-08

19905

US 24 / Judge Orr Rd. Intersection Improvement

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-09

19906

US 50 / Dozier Ave. Intersection Improvement (companion
project Partnership 2-20)

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$0

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-10

19751

US 50 / Purcell and US 50 / McCulloch Intersection
Improvement (companion project Partnership 2-33)

$1,200,000

$1,200,000

$0

$1,200,000

$1,200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

2-17

19884

US 50 / 32nd Ln., US 50 / Cottonwood Ave., US 50 / 34th Ln.
Intersection Improvements

$1,500,000

$2,500,000

-$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-33

19490

I-70 Vail Chain Station Improvements

$4,500,000

$4,500,000

$0

$4,500,000

$4,500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

3-34

19875

I-70 Glenwood Canyon Variable Speed Signing

$2,200,000

$1,996,800

$203,200

$2,200,000

$1,996,800

$203,200

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-13

19960

Adaptive Signal Control - US 85 Greeley

$750,000

$750,000

$0

$600,000

$600,000

$0

$0

$150,000

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-35

19886

Loveland I-25 and Crossroads Blvd. Anti-Icing Spray System

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$200,000

$200,000

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-36

19887

Loveland Road Weather Information System (RWIS) Update /
Expansion

$380,000

$380,000

$0

$304,000

$304,000

$0

$76,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-41

19959

Adaptive signals on US 34 Bypass in Greeley

$500,000

$500,000

$0

$400,000

$400,000

$0

$0

$100,000

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-42

19963

Fiber Optics and ITS Devices on I-76

$11,000,000

$11,003,607

-$3,607

$5,000,000

$5,003,607

-$3,607

$0

$0

$0

$6,000,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

19961

Adaptive Signals on SH 119 Airport Rd. to Zlaten Dr. in
Longmont / Adaptive Signals on SH 119: I-25 to WCR 3.5

$1,850,000

$1,850,000

$0

$1,680,000

$1,680,000

$0

$0

$170,000

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

4-44/4-49

Operations

Return to Agenda
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RAMP Partnership and Operations Projects - Status Through January 2015 TC Meeting

Group 1 (cont.)

Operations
Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Contribution

In Kind Funds

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

Fiber Optic Communication from I-25 to CDOT West Yard

$1,700,000

$1,700,000

$0

$1,700,000

$1,700,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

20059

Adaptive Traffic Signals System along US 287 (Main St.) in
Longmont

$1,760,000

$1,760,000

$0

$1,100,000

$1,100,000

$0

$0

$600,000

-$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

5-03

20061

US 160 Corridor Signalized Intersection Improvements and
Signal Coordination

$3,757,844

$3,753,865

$3,979

$3,757,844

$3,753,865

$3,979

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-01

20179

Fiber Optic Backbone - I-25 (Pueblo to Walsenburg); and US 285
(C-470 to Conifer)

$7,000,000

$7,000,000

$0

$3,500,000

$3,500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,500,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-02

-

I-70 Mountain Corridor Wireless Improvement

$5,300,000

$5,300,000

$0

$1,700,000

$1,700,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,600,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-03

20378

CDOT ITS Information Kiosks- Pilot Project

$480,000

$480,000

$0

$480,000

$480,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-04

20222

Regional Satellite Solar Powered Cameras (LiveView)

$1,750,000

$1,750,000

$0

$1,750,000

$1,750,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-06

20181

Enhanced Traffic Incident Management Software - Phase I

$3,700,000

$3,700,000

$0

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$700,000

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in February

O-07

20234

Enhanced Incident Management Software - Phase II

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-08

20233

Integration of CAD Dispatch Systems - Phase I

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-09

20249

Upgrade Snow Plows with Advanced Instrumentation

$300,000

$300,000

$0

$300,000

$300,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-10

20251

Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS)

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-11

19782
20166

I-25: Expansion of Traffic and Weather Surveillance

$2,200,000

$5,200,000

-$3,000,000

$2,200,000

$2,200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-12

20236

I-70: Expansion of Traffic and Weather Surveillance

$2,500,000

$2,500,000

$0

$2,500,000

$2,500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-13

20232

Enhancing Incident Detection Capabilities

$300,000

$300,000

$0

$300,000

$300,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

O-14

20238

Operation Data Integration

$500,000

$500,000

$0

$500,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

20250

On-Scene Incident Command Vehicles Communication
Equipment

$182,000

$182,000

$0

$182,000

$182,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

RAMP Funding Approved by TC in June (#TC-3168)

$104,451,791

$148,139,251

-$43,887,460

$75,150,791

$81,914,294

-$6,763,503

$851,000

$2,306,615

$1,156,615

$63,067,342

$35,612,000

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Contribution

In Kind Funds

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Tracking #

PCN

4-50

19962

4-66

O-15
40

Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 1)

Group 2

Tracking #

PCN

Group 3
Group 4

Project Name

Status as of November TC
None

Staff Recommends Budgeting Funds (Group 2)
Tracking #

40

Project Name

PCN

Project Name

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Contribution

In Kind Funds

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC
None

Staff Recommends Further Development (Group 3)
SUB-TOTAL Operations Projects

Project Name

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$104,451,791

$148,139,251

-$43,887,460

$75,150,791

$81,914,294

-$6,763,503

$851,000

$2,306,615

$1,156,615

$63,067,342

$35,612,000

Original TC Approved
Total Project Cost

Current TC Approved
Total Project Cost

** Total Project Cost
Delta

Original TC Approved
RAMP Request

Current TC Approved
RAMP Request

** RAMP Request
Delta

Local Contribution

In Kind Funds

Local Delta

Other Funds

Other Funds Delta

Status as of November TC

Tracking #

PCN

1-56

20071
20302

US 285 at Mount Evans Blvd./Pine Valley Rd. (MP 229)

$422,000

$0

$422,000

$422,000

$0

$422,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

CDOT Staff Recommends Withdrawing Project;
TC Informed in November.

1-59

20090

SH 86 Intersection Improvement at Crowfoot Valley Rd. (MP
101.53)

$516,000

$0

$516,000

$516,000

$0

$516,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

CDOT Staff Recommends Withdrawing Project;
TC Informed in March

$938,000

$0

$938,000

$938,000

$0

$938,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$105,389,791

$148,139,251

-$42,949,460

$76,088,791

$81,914,294

-$5,825,503

$851,000

$2,306,615

$1,156,615

$63,067,342

$35,612,000

2

Projects that have been Withdrawn (Group 4)

42

TOTAL Operations
Percentage over Transportation Commission Approved Amount

40.75%
Program
Remainder

Operations

Return to Agenda

$151,535,800
$3,396,549

7.66%
Program

$85,706,243

Remainder

$3,791,949
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Proposed Total Program Funding Amount per the 4th Supplement FY15. When approved
funding amount (by TC and staff action) is below this amount, staff may budget additional
project funds per PD 703.0 and per resolution TC#-3209, Establishment of RAMP Program
Project Controls.
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4201 East Arkansas Ave
Denver, Colorado 80222

MEMORANDUM
TO:

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

FROM: DON HUNT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MIKE CHEROUTES, DIRECTOR, HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE
JOSH LAIPPLY, CHIEF ENGINEER
SCOTT RICHRATH, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
BRETT JOHNSON, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MAJOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
ANTHONY DEVITO, DIRECTOR, REGION 1
DATE:

FEBRUARY 19, 2015

SUBJECT: STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON A DELIVERY METHOD FOR THE I-70 EAST CORRIDOR PROJECT
Purpose
The purpose of this memo is to outline the staff’s recommendation to move forward with a Design Build
Finance Operate Maintain, or DBFOM, method for the finance and delivery of the I-70 East Corridor
Project.
Action
The Commission is asked to consider a resolution that supports the staff recommendation.
Background
CDOT has engaged the public and stakeholders throughout this process and has released a public summary
of its Value for Money analysis which compares the risks and affordability of Design Build, Design Build
Operate Maintain (DBOM) and DBFOM delivery models.
The main conclusions of the I-70 East Value for Money analysis is that the project is not affordable under
a Design Build model but can be afforded under both DBOM and DBFOM models. With equivalent
affordability, risk transfer becomes a key valuation point – and the choice between DBOM and DBFOM
depends on the perceived importance and tolerance for these risks.
Options and Recommendations
The staff recommends the DBFOM method of delivery because of its ability to transfer more risk to the
public sector. In particular, DBFOM provides more risk transfer and certainty in three key areas: Project
Financing Schedule, Lifecycle Maintenance Cost, and Long-term Security Cost. The DBFOM model also
offers a more predictable long term cost schedule through the structure of availability payments,
minimizing future contingency and cost overrun exposure to CDOT.
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Next Steps
A resolution supporting a delivery method for I-70 East Corridor Project will allow staff to begin engaging
industry and progress toward developing a feasible financing plan for the first phase of the project as
required to complete the Record of Decision. In addition, per the July 21, 2014 Resolution (#3179), staff
will prepare quarterly reports to the Transportation Commission regarding the status of the I-70 East
Corridor Project and the related procurement efforts, and will continue to seek public input through this
process.
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Resolution #TC-XXXX
I-70 East Corridor Project Scope, Delivery Method, and Financing
Mechanism
WHEREAS, in 2003, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
began the I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (I-70 East
Corridor EIS) to study the future of I-70 East from I-25 to Tower Road
and to meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA); and
WHEREAS, the purpose of the I-70 East Corridor EIS is to implement a
transportation solution that improves safety, access, mobility and
addresses congestion along this 12-mile segment of I-70 East which is
one of Colorado’s most heavily traveled, congested highway corridors and
an essential component of the state’s only east-west interstate; and
WHEREAS, during the lengthy I-70 East Corridor EIS process, both
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and CDOT have studied and
considered dozens of alternatives to solve the I-70 East Corridor
problems including, but not limited to, a no-action alternative, a
realignment alternative, and a revised viaduct alternative; and
WHEREAS, a Supplemental Draft I-70 East Corridor EIS was released on
August 29, 2014 in which FHWA and CDOT preliminarily identified the
Partial Cover Lowered Alternative with Managed Lanes Option as the
Preferred Alternative for the I-70 East Corridor Project; and
WHEREAS, following the public release of a Final EIS, a Record of
Decision (ROD) will be signed; and
WHEREAS, in order to complete the ROD, CDOT must have a feasible
financing plan for a specific phase of the approved project and in order to
develop this financing plan CDOT must engage the construction industry
to assess project construction costs and consistency with available
funding; and
WHEREAS, the passage of FASTER legislation in 2009 established the
Colorado Bridge Enterprise (CBE) in order to accelerate the repair and
reconstruction of deficient bridges further defined as structures that are
“poor”; and
WHEREAS, using the criteria outlined in the FASTER legislation, 128
bridges were originally determined to be eligible for the CBE program and
the elevated portion of I-70 East corridor on a bridge, known as the
Viaduct, was included on that list; and
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WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission is responsible, pursuant to
C.R.S. 43-1-106(8), for formulating the general policy of the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) and to promulgate and adopt
CDOT budgets; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution #3179 approved on July 21, 2014,
the Transportation Commission has directed the High Performance
Transportation Enterprise (HTPE) to pursue Public-Private Partnership
(P3) opportunities in the procurement of the I-70 East Corridor Project;
and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission further directed staff to
develop a comprehensive program addressing disadvantaged and small
business utilization and workforce training in administering the
procurement for the I-70 East Corridor Project; and
WHEREAS, CDOT, HPTE and CBE staff and consultants have identified
a total cost to deliver the first phase of the preliminarily identified
Preferred Alternative for the I-70 East Corridor Project to be $1.17 billion.
Of this amount, it is anticipated that CBE will be eligible to contribute up
to $850 million; and
WHEREAS, three delivery models for the I-70 East Corridor Project have
been analyzed: Design Build (DB), Design Build Operate Maintain
(DBOM) and Design Build Finance Operate Maintain (DBFOM); and
WHEREAS, CDOT Senior Management and Department staff have
recommended and presented to the Transportation Commission a Project
governance structure in which the CBE will be the Managing Partner for
the I-70 East Corridor Project and will enter into contract with private
partners under a concession agreement along with HPTE (see Figure 1: I70 East Corridor Project Governance Structure); and
WHEREAS, CDOT has engaged with the public in an extensive outreach
effort, including soliciting public input on financing and delivery options
and the findings of the Value for Money analysis; and
WHEREAS, CDOT Senior Management have recommended the DBFOM
method of delivery because of its ability to transfer more risk to the
public sector and to offer a more predictable long term cost schedule
through the structure of availability payments, minimizing future
contingency and cost overrun exposure to CDOT; and
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WHERAS, CDOT Senior Management and Department staff have also
recommended that because of its significant contribution to this Project,
the CBE and the CBE Board of Directors should have the final approval
of the Project’s financing mechanism.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Transportation Commission
approves the staff-recommended governance structure (as illustrated
below in Figure 1: I-70 East Corridor Project Governance Structure)
between CDOT, CBE and HPTE that was presented to the Commission in
January 2015 in which CBE will be the managing partner for the I-70
East Corridor Project and CBE and HPTE will enter into an anticipated
concession agreement with a private partner.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, as part of the governance structure and
necessary for the I-70 East Project, CDOT, CBE and HPTE will develop
an Intra-Agency Agreement between the three entities that will further
define responsibilities and commitments for the Project;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Transportation Commission instructs
staff to pursue delivery of the first phase of the I-70 East Corridor Project
as identified by the Record of Decision.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, subject to the approval of the Board of the
CBE, the Transportation Commission directs staff to move forward with a
Request for Qualifications for the I-70 East Corridor Project utilizing the
optimal financing structure available to the Department within a (Design
Build Operate Maintain) / (Design Build Finance Operate Maintain)
procurement and delivery process.

________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary
Transportation Commission of Colorado
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Figure 1: I-70 East Corridor Project Governance Structure
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4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 235
Denver, CO 80222

MEMORANDUM
TO:

COLORADO TRANSPORATION COMMISSION

FROM:

SCOTT RICHRATH, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

DATE:

FEBRUARY 19, 2015

SUBJECT:

STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK LOAN APPLICATION FOR CENTRAL CITY

Purpose
To present the State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Committee’s recommendation for the Central City SIB loan
application.
Action
Based on the recommendation from the SIB Committee’s recommendation, the TC being asked to review
and approve the Central City SIB loan request, totaling $1,521,693.
Loan Requests – Project Background
The City of Central has applied for four (4) individual SIB loans for the following projects:
Storm Water Drainage Master Plan ($185,000): Central City has two separate major drainage basins. The
main basin is approximately 220 acres and directs runoff towards the city center. The second basin is
approximately 1,900 acres and collects and redirects water to a supply reservoir to the north.
Streetscapes, Storm Water Management, and Erosion Control are significant operational and
environmental water quality issues for the City. Central City Parkway creates substantial runoff and
erosion control issues through the City, due to its lack of storm water infrastructure. The proposed storm
water drainage infrastructure will help mitigate runoff issues and flooding while also enhancing the
quality of the storm water collected in the basins.
Central City Parkway Repairs ($56,639): In September 2013, Colorado experienced flooding all over the
state, including Central City and its major thoroughfare, Central City Parkway. The City has been awarded
a FEMA grant to repair the damage caused to the roadway and is seeking the necessary amount of grant
match in order to complete the repairs.
Nevada Street Retaining Wall Repairs ($650,003): Repairs to the Nevada Street Retaining Wall will
include all necessary labor, supervision, equipment, tools, and materials to repair the existing wood and
rock retaining wall located adjacent to Nevada Street and the Big T parking lot. Work includes but is not
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limited to the construction of a new shot-crete retaining wall; concrete curb and gutter; installation of
tie back anchors; and replacement asphalt paving.
Central City Parkway Rock Fall Mitigation ($630,000): Central City Parkway experienced a rock slide in
August of 2014. The initial slide amount was 1200-1500 cubic yards, which were immediately removed by
Hammerlund Construction. After removing the initial debris, the City contracted Yeh and Associates and
Flatirons construction to construct a long term remediation and mitigation plan. The City subsequently
contracted Hammerlund to remove roughly 30,000 cubic yards of soil and rock, as described by the design
elements of the survey outlined in the remediation and mitigation plan. The City offset the cost of the
work by performing the hauling of debris and providing traffic control; reducing the cost of the total
removal project by almost half.
TABLE I: Project Cost Summaries
Project
Storm water Drainage
Master Plan
Central City Parkway
Repairs
Nevada Street Retaining
Wall Repair
Central City Rock Fall
Mitigation
Total

Loan Request

Total Project Cost

$185,000

$1,601,993

$56,639

$453,113

$650,003

$650,003

$630,000

$634,181

$1,521,639

$3,339,290

Central City General Fund Pledge, Fund Balances and Primary Revenue Sources
Central City has proposed the SIB Loan to be issued on parity with the City’s outstanding lease purchase
obligations and to be secured by an annual appropriation pledge from the City. Central City has sufficient
general fund balances and annual revenue sources to repay principal plus interest over the term of the
loan. Given the prominence of gaming in the City, gaming revenue and annual device fees are the two
largest revenue components for the City’s general fund. The annual gaming revenue is directly related to
the number of devices, such as slot machines and gaming tables, the City businesses have and each
individual business’s success. The gaming tax is based on a calculation involving each City’s proportion of
gaming taxes paid to the State. The gaming revenues are directly received by the State of Colorado and
rebated back to the City on a monthly basis, the City has agreed to allow the State to retain any amounts
necessary to repay the SIB loan, should the City fail to appropriate funds in any certain year.
The annual device fee revenues are broken into three different allocations: general, transportation, and
marketing. Since 2000, annual gaming revenues have remained consistent, even when the economy
weakened in 2009. Gaming revenues and Device fees provide sufficient coverage for the proposed SIB
Loan Application by which the State Infrastructure Bank can withhold in the event of non-appropriation on
the SIB Loan. The City has operated at a deficit in 2012 and 2013 due to an increase in the expenses of
the water fund. It has begun paying on actual usage data provided by the meters in the City. In both
years, the City has had a current asset balance over $45,000,000 in each of those years that does include
depreciating assets.
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While the Central City SIB application is secured by an annual appropriation pledge, precedence in the
municipal marketplace exists for securing obligations with device tax revenue, the City of Black Hawk
(CO) has issued bonds backed solely by the device tax revenues generated by the gaming operations
within the City. The existence of an established legal pledge of device tax revenue to secure an obligation
within the State of Colorado, adds additional assurance to the SIB loan committee that Central City can
fulfill the terms of the SIB loan
Terms of the SIB Loan
The loan term is a maximum of 10 years with the pre-established interest rate of 2.50%, set semi-annually
by the TC. The loan will be in parity to other current obligations the City has outstanding and will be
repaid with an annual appropriation pledge by the City in its budget.
If the loan is approved, Central City has agreed to incorporate the following terms into the loan
agreement:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintain a minimum Current Asset Balance equal to the balance of the remaining Highway SIB
loan; and,
Allow CDOT to have consent rights to any new parity obligations before issued by the City; and,
Provide CDOT the ability to retain any gaming revenues to be rebated back to the City in the
event of non-appropriation: and,
Enable CDOT to retain the right to secure any gaming or device fee revenues if non-appropriation
should occur and HUTF ($45,600 annual average over the past five years) funds do not cover
principal and interest payments.

Semi –annually, Department staff will review the cash balance and annually review the annual financial
report to ensure the SIB Reserve Fund amount is maintained. CDOT’s Financial Advisor (Stifel) has
reviewed each of the applications from the City, the City’s financial reports and the outstanding lease
purchase obligations and is comfortable with the credit package outlined above.
Key Benefits
The requested SIB loans will allow improvements to several different structures and roadways in Central
City in addition to mitigating future damages caused by rock fall and storm water. The funds will ease
maintenance burdens and provide safer travel to tourist visiting Central City, which will potentially create
more gaming and device fee revenue for the State of Colorado.
Options and Recommendations
1. Approve the $1,521,639 loan to the City of Central, based on the specified loan terms outlined
above. Staff and SIB Highway Committee Unanimous Recommendation.
2. Request additional information about the loan application.
3. Deny SIB loan request.
Next Steps
If the loan is approved, OFMB will submit a loan agreement to the City of Central and issue the approved
loan.
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Resolution #TC-XXXX
Transportation Commission of Colorado
February 19, 2015
WHEREAS, the Colorado State Infrastructure Bank (bank) is a transportation
investment bank with the ability to make loans to public and private entities
for the formation of public transportation projects within the state; and
WHEREAS, the General Assembly passed Legislation (43-1-113.5 CRS) that
made certain provisions for the bank and established within the bank, a
highway account, a transit account, an aviation account and a rail account;
and
WHEREAS, a loan application has been submitted by the City of Central
(borrower), to borrow $1,521,639 to correct drainage issues and mitigate
rockslide incidents; and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission has adopted rules, pursuant to
43-1-113.5 CRS, in 2 CCR 605-1 regarding the eligibility requirements,
disbursement of funds, interest rates, and repayments of loans from the bank;
and
WHEREAS, pursuant to 2 CCR 605-1, Rule VI, Section 4 the Review
Committee has reviewed and is in support of the application; and
WHEREAS, 2 CCR 605-1, Rule VI, Section 6 (2) provides “loan agreements for
construction will specify that funds will be disbursed in their entirety to a third
party fiduciary or escrow agent” unless the Transportation Commission
provides a specific exemption; and
WHEREAS, the borrower has expressed its intent to attain Colotnist (the agent)
as the third party fiduciary, escrow, or administrative agent to confirm proper
documentation from the borrower for loan draws and pay a 0.75% origination
fee, with the Department’s Division of Highways, directly disbursing funds to
the borrower upon receipt of the agent’s confirmation; and
WHEREAS, the Division of Project Support has reviewed and acknowledged the
highway projects significance to transportation goals for which the Borrower
requests to borrow funds; and
WHEREAS, a sufficient amount is available to loan in the highway account;
and
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WHEREAS, the term of the loan is ten (10) years with a 2.50% interest rate, set
by the Transportation Commission semi-annually, the Borrower must maintain
a minimum Current Asset Balance equal to the balance of the remaining
Highway SIB loan; and, allow CDOT to have consent rights to any new parity
obligations before issued by the City; and, provide CDOT the ability to retain
any gaming revenues to be rebated back to the City in the event of nonappropriation: and, enable CDOT to retain the right to secure any gaming or
device fee revenues if non-appropriation should occur and HUTF ($45,600
annual average over the past five years) funds do not cover principal and
interest payments; and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Transportation Commission
authorizes the Department, under the guidance and direction of the Chief
Financial Officer, to execute a loan agreement with the borrower in an amount
of $1,521,639 under the terms and provisions set forth in the adopted rules.

________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary
Transportation Commission of Colorado
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 19, 2015
Transportation Commission
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director, Division of Transportation Development
Adoption of Policy Directive 14.0 “Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development”

Purpose
This memo outlines development of and major changes to the updated Policy Directive (PD) 14.0 “Policy Guiding
Statewide Plan Development” since it was adopted in 2008. It also recommends adoption of PD 14.0 and repeal of
PD 13.0 “Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide Transportation Operating Principles”.
Action
The Transportation Commission is being asked to:
•
Adopt Policy Directive 14.0 “Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development” (Attachment A)
•
Repeal Policy Directive 13.0 “Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide Transportation Operating
Principles” (Attachment B)
Background
CDOT establishes the transportation planning framework for each planning cycle through review and revision of PD
14.0, which guides Statewide Transportation Plan development and implementation and distribution of resources
to meet objectives. The revised PD 14.0 is consistent with the 2012 federal authorization law, MAP-21 (Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century), 23 U.S.C. 134, 135 and 450, P.L. 112-141. MAP-21 emphasizes performance
measures and targets, or objectives, to support the national goals.
The updated PD 14.0 supersedes PD 14.0 “Colorado Department of Transportation Vision, Mission, and Investment
Category Goals and Objectives” that the Transportation Commission adopted on March 20, 2008. The updated PD is
the outcome of Statewide Plan (SWP), Transit and Intermodal (T&I), and Asset Management (AM) committee
meetings of the Transportation Commission (TC) since December 2012.
Goal Area
Safety

Infrastructure
Condition

System
Performance

Maintenance
Program Delivery

Topic (Date)
Goal, measures and objectives (February 2013)
Highway safety objectives (May 2013)
Bike/pedestrian measures and objectives (October 2014)
Revised highway measures objectives (October 2014)
Infrastructure condition and asset management relationship (December
2012)
Bridge and highway measures and objectives (January 2013)
Transit asset measures and objectives (March 2013)
Bridge objectives (May 2013)
Drivability Life measure for pavement (June 2013)
Drivability Life measure and objectives for pavement (October 2013)
Assets not in Risk-Based Asset Management Plan (June 2014)
Assets not in Risk-Based Asset Management Plan (August 2014)
Additional objectives for bridges and other assets (January 2015)
Measures and objectives for Interstates and National Highway System - NHS
(May 2013)
Transit measures (June 2013)
Transit and highway objectives (August 2013)
Transit objectives (September 2013)
Bike/pedestrian measures and objectives (October 2014)
Revised highway objectives (January 2015)
Maintenance measures and objectives (January 2013)
Program Delivery goal area removed (September 2013)

Committee
SWP
SWP
T&I
SWP
SWP
SWP/AM
SWP/T&I
SWP
TC
SWP/AM
AM
AM
SWP/AM
SWP
T&I
SWP
T&I
T&I
SWP/AM
SWP/AM
SWP

Details
The revised PD 14.0 continues the emphasis on performance outcomes. These are the main differences from the
2008 version (Attachment C) and the updated PD 14.0:
•
Purpose: The purpose has changed from guiding CDOT transportation planning and development to also
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include using objectives to guide distribution of resources in a manner that supports the Statewide
Transportation Plan vision.
•

Definitions: Revised Policy Directive 14.0 defines 10 terms used in the policy directive while the 2008
version had no definitions.

•

Investment Categories vs. Goals: “Investment categories” of system quality, safety, and mobility have
been changed to Infrastructure Condition and Maintenance goals (instead of system quality) and System
Performance (instead of mobility). A Safety goal takes the place of the safety investment category. In the
updated Policy Directive 14.0, each goal is linked to the appropriate budget categories, which also have
changed since 2008.

•

Performance Measures: How statewide success will be evaluated is included in the policy directive. For
example, the number and rate of fatalities and serious injuries, as well as the economic impact of
crashes, are the ways that progress in the Safety goal area will be measured.

•

Objectives: The revised Policy Directive 14.0 has measurable objectives. One of the biggest changes is
that Infrastructure Condition has 14 objectives (including those in Appendix A of PD 14.0), in contrast to
the three system quality objectives before. The number of objectives is indicative of the influence of the
CDOT asset management program and plan and of the MAP-21 focus on asset preservation. In addition,
other CDOT plans for operations, highway safety, and transit informed development of the objectives.
Additional objectives are planned for Bicycle and Pedestrian, Truck Freight, Freight Rail, Economic
Vitality, and Environmental Sustainability. Appendix A is a table updated from the Risk Based Asset
Management Plan that summarizes the Infrastructure Condition objectives. Of these objectives, six are
already individually identified in PD 14.0. Appendix A will be incorporated into PD 14.0 as an attachment.

•

Transit: The updated PD 14.0 has several objectives for transit: two for Infrastructure Condition and two
for System Performance. They were added to reflect the multimodal nature of the transportation system.

•

Removal of Program Delivery: The goal area of Program Delivery was removed because program delivery
already is being reported in the Annual Performance Report, the CDOT-FHWA Stewardship Agreement,
and the Chief Engineer Objectives Report.

•

Planning Principles: Planning principles from PD 13.0 initially were added to and revised in Policy PD 14.0.
Some of the planning principles are already part of how CDOT does business as detailed in the CDOT
Action Plan or are included in PD 14.0 goal areas and in other CDOT plans and processes. During
development of the updated PD 14.0, freight movement was incorporated in two goal areas: Safety and
System Performance. Therefore, we request repeal of PD 13.0 because it is no longer needed.

Key Benefits
Key benefits of adopting PD 14.0 and repealing PD 13.0 are:
•
Consistency with MAP-21 national goals and rulemaking to date.
•
Guidance for distribution of financial resources toward accomplishment of PD 14.0 objectives.
•
Inform development of the next Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) that is slated for
adoption in June 2015.
•
Official recognition of the document that formed the basis of the multimodal goals and objectives and the
top strategic actions in the Statewide Transportation Plan.
Recommendation
Adopt PD 14.0 and repeal PD 13.0 through passage of resolution - Attachment D (Staff recommendation)
Next Steps
Development of future objectives and goal areas.
Attachments
Attachment A: Updated PD 14.0
Appendix A: CDOT Risk-Based Asset Management Plan Performance Measures and Objectives
Attachment B: Policy Directive 13.0 (Repeal)
Attachment C: Policy Directive 14.0 (2008 Version)
Attachment D: TC Resolution
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Attachment A: Updated Policy Directive 14.0

 POLICY DIRECTIVE
PROCEDURAL DIRECTIVE

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Subject

Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development
Effective

Supersedes

03/20/08

14.0

Originating Office

Division of Transportation Development

I. PURPOSE
This Policy Directive provides an overall framework for the transportation planning process
through which a multimodal, comprehensive Statewide Transportation Plan will be developed
and implemented. With limited funding available, the Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT) has developed a vision for the Statewide Transportation Plan that guides investment for
Colorado’s multimodal transportation system and that balances:
• Preservation and maintenance, and incorporation of risk-based asset management,
• Efficient system operations and management practices,
• Capacity improvements, and
• Incorporation of safety in all areas
Policy Directive 14.0 performance objectives will guide the distribution of resources in the
Statewide Transportation Plan, the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, and the
annual budget. This Policy Directive will be revised, as needed, to update performance
objectives or incorporate additional goal areas.
II. AUTHORITY
23 United States Code (U.S.C.) 134, 135 and 450, PL 112-141 (“Moving Ahead for Progress in
the 21st Century” or “MAP-21), and its implementing regulations.
§ 43-1-106(8)(a), C.R.S. Transportation Commission
§ 43-1-1103, C.R.S. Transportation planning
Transportation Commission Rules Governing the Statewide Transportation Planning Process and
Transportation Planning Regions (2 CCR 601-22)
III. APPLICABILITY
This Policy Directive applies to all CDOT Divisions and Regions involved in implementing the
Statewide Transportation Plan in cooperation with CDOT’s planning partners: the 10 rural
Transportation Planning Regions and the five Metropolitan Planning Organizations.
IV. DEFINITIONS
“Aspirational Objectives” are those objectives, or targets, toward which CDOT may strive if
CDOT receives revenues beyond those projected.
Page 1 of 9
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Subject

Number

Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development

14.0

“Drivability Life” is an indication in years of how long a highway will have acceptable
driving conditions based on an assessment of smoothness, pavement distress, and safety.
Drivability Life implements traffic volume based categories, and associated category
drivability condition standards and allowed pavement treatments. Unacceptable driving
condition is specific to each traffic volume based category and means drivers must reduce
speeds to compensate for poor conditions, navigate around damaged pavement, or endure
intolerably rough rides. The Risk-Based Asset Management Plan identifies three categories of
Drivability Life: High (greater than 10 years of Drivability Life remaining); Moderate (4-10
years); and Low (3 or fewer years).
“Geohazards” are geologic hazards that affect the transportation system and include debris
flow, embankment distress, landslides, rockfall, rockslides, and sink holes.
“National Highway System” (NHS) is a federally designated system of roadways important to
the nation's economy, defense, and mobility. The NHS includes Interstate highways as well as
other roadways. Not all NHS roadways are part of the state highway system.
“Maintenance Level of Service” (MLOS) is a qualitative measure describing operational
conditions on the roadway. Overall maintenance level of service is a combined grade for nine
maintenance program areas. For snow and ice control, the LOS B level includes maintaining
high levels of mobility as much as possible, and proactive avalanche control.
“Performance Measures” are the ways that direction toward a goal is measured.
“Performance Objectives” are the specific targets for a performance measure that an
organization intends to meet to make progress toward a goal.
“Planning Time Index” (PTI) is a measure of travel time reliability. For this performance
measure it is defined as the 95th percentile travel time divided by travel time at free-flow speed.
In general terms, it identifies the extra time needed to arrive on-time for a trip 19 times out of 20.
For example, for a PTI 95 of 1.5, a worker should plan 45 minutes for a trip that takes 30 minutes
in free flow conditions (30 minutes x 1.5 = 45 minutes) to be on-time 19 out of 20 times (which
would mean the worker would be late only one of the 20 work days in a month).
“Revenue Service Miles” are the miles of service operated by transit vehicles and available to
the general public.
“Serious Injuries” are evident incapacitating injuries which prevent injured persons from
walking, driving or normally continuing the activities they were capable of performing before
being injured in traffic crashes.
“Vehicle Miles Traveled” (VMT) is a measurement of miles traveled by vehicles obtained by
multiplying the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) count by the length of the roadway
segment.
V. POLICY
1. Policy. It shall be the policy of CDOT that the Statewide Transportation Plan and statewide
Page 2 of 9
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Subject

Number

Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development

14.0

performance objectives stated herein will guide distribution of financial resources to meet or
make progress toward objectives in four goal areas: safety, infrastructure condition, system
performance, and maintenance. Financial resources should be directed toward achieving the
objectives within the first 10 years of the planning horizon (2016-2025). Projects should be
selected to support the goals and objectives and will be included in the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP). Annual budget decisions will be guided by these performance
objectives as well as CDOT’s Risk Based Asset Management Plan. Prior to funding new
initiatives, funds should be directed to achieving the objectives in each area while recognizing
constraints on some funding sources. Aspirational objectives guide the use of funds received
that are above baseline revenue projections.
2. Goals. PD 14.0 goals guide development of the multimodal Statewide Transportation Plan
and of performance objectives. The goals are:
•

SAFETY – Moving Colorado toward zero deaths by reducing traffic-related deaths and
serious injuries by one-half by 2030.

•

INFRASTRUCTURE CONDITION – Preserve the transportation infrastructure condition to
ensure safety and mobility at a least life cycle cost.

•

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE – Improve system reliability and reduce congestion, primarily
through operational strategies and secondarily through the addition of capacity. Support
opportunities for mode choice.

•

MAINTENANCE – Annually maintain CDOT’s roadways and facilities to minimize the
need for replacement or rehabilitation.

PD 14.0 and Statewide Plan Goals are in alignment with the MAP-21 National Goals. For the
Statewide Plan, goals are expressed in more public-friendly terms and include: Safety, Mobility
(System Performance in PD 14.0), Economic Vitality (not yet identified in PD 14.0), and
Maintaining the System (Infrastructure Condition and Maintenance in PD 14.0).
3. Performance Measures and Objectives. Performance measures describe how statewide
success will be evaluated and performance objectives establish statewide achievement levels
which are used to direct investment decisions primarily focused on a 10-year planning horizon
(2016-2025). Explanations of how the objectives will be measured and budget categoriesMaintain, Maximize, Expand, and Pass-Through Funds/Multi-Modal Grants- that fund the four
goal areas are listed below with the appropriate goals.
a) HIGHWAY SAFETY:
The highway safety objectives (with the exception of the economic impact of crashes
objectives) were set after studying trends from 2008 through 2013. Safety measures and
objectives apply to all roads in the state. The other safety measures and objectives in this
section are subsets of the highway measures and objectives. The budget categories that fund
Safety are Maintain, Maximize, and Expand.
Page 3 of 9
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(1) All Highways
MEASURES:
• Number of fatalities
• Fatalities per vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
• Number of serious injuries
• Serious injuries per VMT
• Economic impact of crashes
OBJECTIVES:
• Reduce fatalities by 12 per year from 548 in 2008 to 344 in 2025.
• Reduce the fatality rate per 100 million VMT by 0.02 per year from 1.03 in
2013 to 0.79 in 2025.
• Reduce serious injuries by 90 per year from 3,200 in 2013 to 2,120 in 2025.
• Reduce the serious injury rate by 0.2 per 100 million VMT per year from 6.86
in 2013 to 4.46 in 2025.
• Reduce the economic impact of crashes annually by 1% over the previous
calendar year.
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVE:
• Reduce the fatality rate per 100 million VMT to 0.75 in 2025.
(2) Bike and Pedestrian
MEASURES:
• Number of bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities involving motorized vehicles
• Number of bicyclist and pedestrian serious injuries involving motorized
vehicles
OBJECTIVES:
• Reduce the number of bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities involving motorized
vehicles from 67 in 2013 to 47 in 2025.
• Reduce the number of bicyclist and pedestrian serious injuries involving
motorized vehicles from 469 in 2013 to 311 in 2025.
b) INFRASTRUCTURE CONDITION:
The infrastructure condition objectives for highways and bridges are intended to be achieved
or maintained over the first 10 years of the planning horizon (2016-2025). The budget
category that funds Infrastructure Condition is Maintain, except for Transit which is funded
with Pass-Through Funds/Multi-Modal Grants.
(1) Bridges
MEASURES:
• Condition of National Highway System (NHS) bridges
• Condition of state highway bridges
Page 4 of 9
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•

14.0

Risk-Based Asset Management Plan measures for bridges (See Appendix A
for additional bridge measures.)

OBJECTIVES:
• Maintain the percent of NHS total bridge deck area that is not structurally
deficient at or above 90%.
• Maintain the percent of state highway total bridge deck area that is not
structurally deficient at or above 90%.
• Meet bridge objectives in the Risk-Based Asset Management Plan. (See
Appendix A for additional bridge objectives.)
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
• Achieve the percent of NHS total bridge deck area that is not structurally
deficient at or above 95%.
(2) Highways
MEASURES:
• Pavement condition of the Interstate System
• Pavement condition of the NHS, excluding Interstates
• Pavement condition of the state highway system
OBJECTIVES:
• Achieve 80% High/Moderate Drivability Life for Interstates based on
condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories.
• Achieve 80% High/ Moderate Drivability Life for NHS, excluding Interstates,
based on condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories.
• Achieve 80% High/Moderate Drivability Life for the state highway system
based on condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories.
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
• Achieve 90% High/Moderate Drivability Life for Interstates based on
condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories.
• Achieve 90% High/ Moderate Drivability Life for NHS, excluding Interstates,
based on condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories.
(3) Other Assets
MEASURE:
• Risk-Based Asset Management Plan measures for other assets (See Appendix
A for measures for buildings, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
equipment, roadway fleet, culverts, geohazards, tunnels, traffic signals, and
walls)
OBJECTIVE:
Page 5 of 9
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•

14.0

Meet objectives in the Risk-Based Asset Management Plan (See Appendix A
for objectives for buildings, ITS equipment, roadway fleet, culverts,
geohazards, tunnels, traffic signals, and walls)

(4) Transit
MEASURE:
• Transit Asset Condition
OBJECTIVES:
• Maintain the percentage of vehicles in the rural Colorado transit fleet to no
less than 65% operating in fair, good, or excellent condition, per Federal
Transit Administration definitions.
• Ensure that all CDOT transit grantees have Asset Management Plans in place
for state or federally funded vehicles, buildings and equipment by 2017.
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVE:
• Increase the percentage of vehicles in the rural Colorado transit fleet to no less
than 70% operating in fair, good, or excellent condition, per Federal Transit
Administration definitions.
c) SYSTEM PERFORMANCE:
The system performance objectives for Interstates, NHS and State Highway system are
intended to be achieved within the first 10 years (2016-2025) of the planning horizon. The
system performance objectives for transit begin in 2012 either for a five-year rolling average
or as the baseline year. The budget categories that fund System Performance are Maximize,
Expand, and Pass-Through Funds/Multi-Modal Grants.
(1) Interstates, NHS and State Highway system
MEASURES:
• Interstate Performance – Planning Time Index (PTI)
• NHS Performance excluding Interstates – PTI
• Colorado Freight Corridors Performance – PTI
OBJECTIVES:
• Prevent the spread of congestion by maintaining a PTI of 1.25 or less on 90%
or greater of Interstate centerline miles.
• Prevent the spread of congestion by maintaining a PTI of 1.08 or less on 90%
or greater of NHS centerline miles, excluding Interstates.
• Prevent the spread of congestion by maintaining a PTI of 1.25 or less on 90%
or greater of Colorado Freight Corridor centerline miles.
(2) Transit

Page 6 of 9
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14.0

MEASURES:
• Transit Utilization – Ridership statewide for small urban and rural “transit
grantees”
• Transit Connectivity – Revenue service miles provided
OBJECTIVES:
• Increase ridership of small urban and rural transit grantees by at least an
average of 1.5% statewide over a five-year period beginning with 2012.
• Maintain or increase the total number of revenue service miles of regional,
inter-regional, and inter-city passenger service over that recorded for 2012.
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
• Increase ridership of small urban and rural transit grantees by at least an
average of 1.7% statewide over a five-year period beginning with 2012.
• Increase the statewide total number of revenue service miles of regional, interregional, and inter-city passenger service by at least an average 1.7% over a
five-year period beginning with 2012.
d) MAINTENANCE:
Maintenance objectives are established based on annual funding levels and measured
annually. The budget category that funds Maintenance is Maintain.
MEASURES:
• Level of Service (LOS) for snow and ice removal
• Overall Maintenance Level of Service (MLOS) for the state highway system
OBJECTIVES:
• Maintain a LOS B grade for snow and ice removal.
• Maintain an overall MLOS B minus grade for the state highway system.
ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
• Achieve a LOS B+ grade for snow and ice removal.
• Achieve an overall Maintenance LOS B grade for the state highway system.
VI. DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN THIS POLICY DIRECTIVE
Appendix “A” “CDOT Risk-Based Asset Management Plan Performance Measures and
Objectives”
VII. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Additional measures and objectives are planned or currently under development. As additional
measures and objectives are finalized they will be brought forward for consideration of
incorporation into PD 14.0. This includes measures and objectives in the following areas: Bike

Page 7 of 9
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14.0

and Pedestrian, Truck Freight, Freight Rail, Economic Vitality, and Environmental
Sustainability.
This Policy Directive will be implemented by the Division of Transportation Development, with
the Office of Financial Management and Budget, the Division of Transportation Systems
Management & Operations, and the Division of Transit & Rail, and in collaboration with other
CDOT Divisions and CDOT Regions. Funds will be directed to budget categories to support
accomplishment of the objectives. The Division of Transportation Development will report
annually on performance of the transportation system to track progress toward objectives. At a
minimum, the Division of Transportation Development will review and update or reaffirm this
Policy Directive with each Plan update cycle in collaboration with the Office of Policy and
Government Relations, Office of Financial Management and Budget, Division of Transportation
Systems Management & Operations, Division of Transit & Rail, and other CDOT Divisions and
CDOT Regions.
VIII. REVIEW DATE
This directive shall be reviewed on or before February 2018.

________________________________
Secretary, Transportation Commission

___________________________
Date of Approval
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Appendix “A”
CDOT Risk-Based Asset Management Plan Performance Measures and
Objectives
Table will be added here
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14.0

Appendix A: CDOT Risk-Based Asset Management Plan Performance Measures and Objectives
Current
Performance

Objective (Target)

Aspirational
Objective (Target)

Percentage of state highway total bridge deck area that is not structurally deficient

94%

90% a

95% a

Percentage of NHS total bridge deck area that is not structurally deficient

95%

90% a

95% a

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridges over waterways that are scour critical

7.1%

5%

1%

Percentage of bridge crossings over Interstates, U.S. routes and Colorado state highways
with a vertical clearance less than the statutory maximum vehicle height of 14 feet-6 inches

0.4%

0.4%

0%

Percentage of bridge crossings over Interstates, U.S. Routes and Colorado state highways
with a vertical clearance less than the minimum design requirement of 16 feet-6 inches

4.8%

4.8%

2%

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridges posted for load

0.1%

0%

0%

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridges with a load restriction

2.6%

3%

1%

Percentage of leaking expansion joint by length on CDOT-owned bridges

18.8%

15%

5%

31%

30%

5%

Percentage high-moderate drivability life for Interstates based on condition standards and
treatments set for traffic volume categories

89%

80% a

90% a

Percentage high-moderate drivability life for CDOT-owned NHS, excluding Interstates based
on condition standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories

78%

80% a

90% a

Percentage high-moderate drivability life for the State highway system based on condition
standards and treatments set for traffic volume categories

73%

80% a

90%

B-

B- a

Ba

86% C or Better

90% C or Better

100% C or Better

Asset

Measure

Bridges

Percentage of CDOT-owned bridge deck area that is unsealed or otherwise unprotected
Pavement

Maintenance Statewide Letter Grade
Buildings

Statewide Letter Grade

ITS

Average Percent Useful Life

126%

90%

85%

Average Percent Useful Life

103%

70%

50%

Percentage Critical Culverts

2.9%

5%

2%

Fleet
Culverts

b

Geohazards Number of Sites with letter grade C or better
Key components of fire/life safety must not exceed 100% of useful life, based on
Tunnels
manufacturer's specification, condition inspections and maintenance history.

47%

60%

90%c

TBD d

100%

100%

Traffic
Signals e

Percent intersections with at least one component beyond 100% Useful Life

52%

15%

0%

Percentage of CDOT-owned walls, by square foot, that are in condition state 3 or 4 (poor or
severe).

1%

1%

0.5%

Walls f
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Appendix A: CDOT Risk-Based Asset Management Plan Performance Measures and Objectives
Highlighted measures and objectives are those that are identified specifically in the Infrastructure Condition section of PD 14.

These measures and objectives are from the Infrastructure Condition section of PD 14.
Culverts are minor structures between 4’ and 20’.
c Some sites will always remain in the D category due to traffic volume. And at some sites, to effectively eliminate or significantly reduce the likelihood is beyond the scope of the
Geohazards Program.
d Objective pending data collection.
e Overall signal infrastructure includes signal assemblies, cabinets and controllers.
f The walls inventory and condition are being collected under a 2 year project, so the information in this table is based on estimates.
a

b
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PD 13 - Statewide Transportation Operating Principles
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

 POLICY DIRECTIVE
 PROCEDURAL DIRECTIVE
Number

Subject

Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide Transportation Operating Principles
Effective

Supersedes

Originating office

03/20/08

12/14/06

Transportation Commission

PURPOSE
The purpose of these operating principles is to guide the Colorado Department of Transportation
as we carry out our mission. This policy directive, as well as Policy Directive 14 and the 2035
Planning Policy Guidance, are complementary to each other and provide direction for the
regional and statewide transportation planning process.
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION OPERATING PRINCIPLES
CUSTOMER FOCUS
CDOT will strengthen its relationships with the increasingly informed and interested citizenry by
reinforcing the public participation process to include out-reach, early involvement and review,
candid and understandable presentations, and consistency in follow-up. The process must include
local governments, interest groups, and formal organizations, along with methods to solicit and
respond to the views of all those impacted by transportation performance, improvements and
financing.
LEADERSHIP
CDOT will bring together varied interests to address the transportation needs and issues of
Colorado’s ever-changing social and physical environment. With a commitment to its vision,
CDOT will utilize its unique statewide perspective and range of expertise in reaching optimal
transportation solutions with its broad customer base.
PARTNERSHIP
CDOT will develop, support and/or participate in the formation of formal and informal
partnerships for the quality development and implementation of Colorado’s transportation goals.
Through cooperative efforts and shared responsibilities, these partnerships will help to leverage
the limited resources available, and tap new sources of support for transportation development in
Colorado.
•

CDOT will solicit, support and/or participate in formal arrangements that further its
Vision, Investment Strategy and Statewide Plan

[Type here]
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•

Unsolicited proposals made to CDOT should be consistent with transportation planning
process

INTEGRATE REGIONAL AND STATEWIDE PRIORITIES
CDOT, and the Transportation Commission recognize and support the various roles of our
planning partners, and of transportation providers, in coordinating an integrated, intermodal
transportation system for Colorado. CDOT will collaborate with our partners to build consensus
for the integration of local, regional and statewide transportation priorities. In order to optimize a
limited resource base, effective integration requires mutual respect while addressing the issues
and priorities of competing interests.
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
CDOT will pursue diverse and cooperative funding options to reflect the interrelated nature of all
modes within the transportation system. Public understanding of the financial requirements of
the transportation system is a prerequisite for developing additional funding options that are
reliable, equitable, flexible, adequate and acceptable. In an increasingly competitive environment
for already limited resources, CDOT acknowledges and share the public’s concern over the cost
and efficiency of government services. CDOT will continue to enhance its financial management
practices to demonstrate accountability toward achieving established benchmarks.
BALANCE QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS
CDOT recognizes the complex interrelationship of the environment, economic vitality and
mobility, and is committed to balancing these factors in the development and implementation of
the statewide transportation plan. By working with local, regional and state interests, CDOT will
advocate the development of a coordinated decision-making process that balances the long-range
transportation, land use and quality of life needs in Colorado. It is not the intent of the
Commission or CDOT to prohibit or interfere with local land use decisions.
ENVIRONMENT
CDOT will support and enhance efforts to protect the environment and quality of life for all its
citizens in the pursuit of providing the best transportation systems and services possible. CDOT
will:
•

promote a transportation system that is environmentally responsible and encourages
preservation of the natural and enhancement of the created environment for current and
future generations;

•

incorporate social, economic, environmental concerns into the planning, design,
construction, maintenance, and operations of the state’s existing and future transportation
system;

•

will, through the active participation of the general public, federal, state and local
agencies, objectively consider all reasonable alternatives to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts;

•

will ensure that measures are taken to avoid and minimize the environmental impacts of
construction and maintenance of the transportation system, all activities are in
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compliance with all environmental statutes and regulations, and that mitigation
commitments are implemented and maintained;
•

will plan, design, construct, maintain and operate the transportation system in a manner
which helps preserve Colorado’s historic and natural heritage and fits harmoniously into
the community, local culture and the natural environment.

•

will promote a sense of environmental responsibility for all employees in the course of all
CDOT activities and we will go beyond environmental compliance and strive for
environmental excellence.

ACCESSIBILITY, CONNECTIVITY, AND MODAL CHOICES
CDOT will promote a transportation system that is reliable and accessible to potential users,
including the transportation disadvantaged. Accessibility includes the availability of modal
choices and connectivity, ease of use, relative cost, proximity to service and frequency of
service. CDOT will go beyond the traditional single-occupancy vehicle highway improvements
by emphasizing an approach to transportation planning, development, and maintenance that takes
advantage of the inherent efficiencies of each mode. Such an approach is necessary to respond to
the diverse needs of both urban and rural customers, to preserve and improve the environment,
and to ensure the connectivity and interaction of modes.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CDOT recognizes the value of human capital in achieving state goals, and maintains a
commitment to fostering nondiscrimination practices in a safe and healthy work environment.
Our commitment to fair and equitable business practices encompasses the interests of all of our
customers. Overall the general welfare of the total public will be reflected in CDOT’s decisionmaking processes. In everything we do, CDOT will be guided by certain values. We will:
•

Take pride in our work and ourselves.

•

Demand quality of ourselves.

•

Strive to improve our personal skills and talents.

•

Use resources wisely.

This PD shall be reviewed by March, 2012.
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PD 14 – Vision, Mission, Investment Category Goals and Objectives
 POLICY DIRECTIVE
 PROCEDURAL DIRECTIVE

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Subject

Number

Colorado Department of Transportation Vision, Mission, Investment Category
Goals and Objectives

14.0

Effective

Supersedes

Originating office

3/20/2008

12/14/2006

Transportation Commission

PURPOSE
This policy provides overall direction and a common purpose for the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT).
•
•
•
•

CDOT invests its resources in four investment categories: safety, system
quality, mobility and program delivery.
CDOT’s vision orients us towards the future.
CDOT’s mission guides our efforts and actions.
CDOT’s efforts and actions are measured in relation to investment category
goals and objectives.

Together, the vision and mission statements and investment category goals and
objectives provide the framework and direction for transportation development in the
state of Colorado. This policy directive, as well as Policy Directive 13 and the 2035
Planning Policy Guidance, are complementary to each other and provide direction for
the regional and statewide transportation planning process. CDOT values customer
service. CDOT will measure the public’s opinion of the department through periodic,
statewide and statistically valid polls of Coloradans.
VISION
To enhance the quality of life and environment of the citizens of Colorado by creating
an integrated transportation system that focuses on moving people and goods, by
offering convenient linkages among modal choices.
MISSION
The mission of the Colorado Department of Transportation is to provide the best
multi-modal transportation system for Colorado that most effectively moves people,
goods and information.
INVESTMENT CAGETORY GOALS
The investment category goals are aspirational, department wide and long term. Some
of these goals identify specific desired performance levels that can not be met with
anticipated resources.
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INVESTMENT CAGETORY OBJECTIVES
The investment category objectives focus department efforts and actions on
performance outcomes achievable with available resources. Objectives are specific,
measurable, achievable, results-oriented and time bound. The difference between the
performance goals and objectives illustrates the gap between the desired level of
performance and the reasonably achievable performance based upon anticipated
resources as defined in 2008-2035 Resource Allocation.
INVESTMENT CATEGORIES
SYSTEM QUALITY: Activities, programs and projects that maintain the
(physical integrity/ condition) function and aesthetics of the existing
transportation infrastructure.

GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Cost effectively maintain or improve the quality and serviceability of the
physical transportation infrastructure
Increase absolute investment in system quality and accelerate completion
strategic projects
Achieve 60% good/fair pavement condition system wide
Achieve 95% good/fair bridge deck area condition system-wide
Achieve a B maintenance level of service grade for system quality measures.

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Maintain or improve the system-wide pavement condition forecast
for 2016 of 40 percent good/fair condition based on 2008-2035
Resource Allocation.
Maintain or improve the system-wide major structures condition
forecast for 2016 of 83 percent good/fair condition based on 20082035 Resource Allocation.
Meet or exceed the adopted annual maintenance level of service
grade (In the System Quality program areas).

SAFETY: Services, programs and projects that reduce fatalities, injuries and
property damage for all users and providers of the system.
GOALS
•
•
•
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To create, promote and maintain a safe and secure transportation
system and work environment.
Increase absolute investment in safety and accelerate completion of
strategic projects.
Achieve a 1.00 fatality rate per 100M vehicle miles traveled.
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OBJECTIVES
•
•

•

•
•

By CY 2010, reduce by 4% the total statewide motor vehicle crash
rate from CY 2002 level of 307.1 crashes per 100 million vehicle
miles of travel.
By CY 2010, reduce by 20% the severity and economic loss of
transportation related motor vehicle crashes on State Highways
from CY 2002 level of $2 billion for severe crashes and $2.4 billion
for all crashes.
By FY 2009, reduce the FY 2004 CDOT employee injury rate of 10
accidents per 100 employees by 50% and reduce construction
contractor employee fatalities. (Based on average of three years of
specific CDOT OSHA recordable claims data.).
By FY 2009 reduce worker accidents by 15% per year (base year
FY 2004).
By FY 2009 reduce the number of CDOT vehicle accidents by 10%
per year (base year is FY 2004).

MOBILITY: Programs, services, and projects that provide for the movement
of people, goods and information
GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain or improve the operational capacity of the transportation
system.
Increase integration of the transportation system modal choices.
Increase absolute investment in mobility and accelerate completion
strategic projects.
Maintain an average of 22 minutes of delay per traveler in congested
corridors.
Achieve an A maintenance level of service grade for Snow and Ice Control.

OBJECTIVES
•
•
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Reduce the growth rate in minutes of delay per traveler in congested
corridors by 1.5 percent below the forecast for 2016 of 39 minutes
of delay based on 2035 Resource Allocation.
Maintain the snow and ice maintenance level of service grade at the
adopted annual grade.
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PROGRAM DELIVERY: Functions that enable the successful delivery of
CDOT’s programs, projects and services
GOALS
•
•
•
•

Deliver high-quality programs, projects and services in an effective
and efficient manner
Deliver all programs and projects on time and within budget
Accelerate completion of the remaining strategic projects
Increase investment in strategic projects

OJBECTIVES
•
•
•

Improve year over year percent of advertised projects delivered
within 30 days of the Ad date established on July 1st of the fiscal
year.
Improve year over year percent of advertised construction projects
delivered within 15 percent of the estimated costs shown on July 1st
of the fiscal year.
Meet or exceed the Department’s annual Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise (DBE) goals.

This PD shall be reviewed by March 2012.
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Attachment D: TC Resolution
Resolution TC- XXXX
Adoption of updated Policy Directive 14.0 “Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development” and
Repeal of Policy Directive 13.0 “Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide
Transportation Operating Principles”
WHEREAS, the Colorado Transportation Commission (“the Commission”) has statutory authority
pursuant to § 43-1-106(8)(a) C.R.S., to formulate policy concerning transportation systems in compliance
st
with 23 U.S.C. 134, 135, and 450, PL 112-141 (“Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21 Century” or
“MAP-21”) and its implementing regulations; and to undertake transportation planning under § 43-11103, C.R.S.; and
WHEREAS, a statewide plan is considered part of the state and federally required statewide
transportation planning process; and
WHEREAS, Policy Directive 14.0 is the framework for development and implementation of a
multimodal, comprehensive Statewide Transportation Plan and for distribution of resources to meet or
make progress toward objectives; and
WHEREAS, Policy Directive 14.0 has been updated in concert with development of a Risk-Based
Management Plan that MAP-21 requires, and in recognition that management of transportation assets is
a high priority;
WHEREAS, the Commission has reviewed and discussed the goals, performance measures and
objectives, and aspirational objectives contained within the updated Policy Directive 14.0
WHEREAS, the goals in Policy Directive 14.0 and in the Statewide Transportation Plan are in
alignment with MAP-21 goals; and
WHEREAS, the goals of safety, infrastructure condition, system performance, and maintenance guide
development of the multimodal Statewide Transportation Plan; and
WHEREAS, the performance measures and objectives describe how progress toward the MAP-21
national goals will be reported after plan adoption; and
WHEREAS, it is the intent that progress will be made in attaining these objectives as part of Statewide
Transportation Plan Implementation; and
WHEREAS, Policy Directive 13.0 “Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide Transportation
Operating Principles” is no longer necessary because it has been incorporated into Policy Directive 14.0
goal areas and in other plans and processes of CDOT; and
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NOW THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED, that the Transportation Commission adopts the
updated Policy Directive 14.0 “Policy Guiding Statewide Plan Development”.
FURTHER, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Transportation Commission repeals Policy Directive 13.0
“Colorado Department of Transportation Statewide Transportation Operating Principles”.

___________________________________

______________________

Transportation Commission Secretary

Date
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4201 E. Arkansas Ave
Denver, CO 80222

DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 19, 2015
Transportation Commission
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director, DTD
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) FY15 Projects

Purpose
This memo summarizes information about the list of Safe Routes to School (SRTS) projects recommended for
funding for FY15.
Action Requested
Approve the SRTS projects for FY15 as recommended by the SRTS Advisory Committee.
Background
The SRTS program was established in 2005 by the federal transportation bill, SAFETEA-LU, to enable and encourage
children from Kindergarten through 8th grade, including those with disabilities, to walk and bicycle to and from
school; to make walking and bicycling to school safe and more appealing; and to facilitate the planning,
development and implementation of projects that will improve safety, and reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and
air pollution in the vicinity of schools.
Since its inception in 2005, CDOT’s SRTS program has distributed $17.4 million FHWA funds through 191 grants to
schools, school districts, cities, towns, and counties for both infrastructure (capital) and non-infrastructure
(education and encouragement) projects. On average, 100 schools per year benefit from this program, this
equates to more than 375,000 total Colorado students to date. Additionally, parents, teachers, drivers, and other
community members also benefit from SRTS programs.
Under MAP-21, SRTS was combined with other programs and included within the Transportation Alternatives
Program (TAP). Because the amount of Federal funding for TAP was reduced from the level formerly allocated to
Transportation Enhancement (TE), Commission decided not to designate a specific portion of TAP funds for SRTS
beyond FY13. The Commission did, however, allocate funds on a one time basis in FY13 so the program could
continue while other options were explored. The program was able to continue in FY14 by using “old” SRTS
SAFETEA-LU funding from prior years (project savings from project closeouts).
For the FY15 SRTS program, the Colorado State legislature passed HB14-1301 and Governor Hickenlooper signed it
into law on June 3, 2014. The legislation provided $700,000 as a one-year allocation from state general funds for
non-infrastructure projects, and removed language requiring funds to be distributed based in proportion to the
geographic distribution of K-8 student population. At CDOT’s request, the Joint Budget Committee approved a roll
forward request to meet the demand of two year contracts for these reimbursement grants. There was no
allocation for infrastructure projects.
Details
For FY15, CDOT has $700,000 state general funds to distribute as allocated by the passage of HB14-1301. A total
of 18 qualified applications were received with representation from all five CDOT regions. Seventy-eight percent
of projects are from MPO areas and 22 percent from TPRs. Total requests equaled $1,017,668 – exceeding the
amount available by $247,668.
The applications were reviewed and scored by the Safe Routes to School Advisory Committee, which, by rule,
consists of representatives of MPOs, TPRs, educators, pedestrians, bicyclists, law enforcement, and parents.
The Committee spends hours reading and scoring every project, and then comes together for a full day to discuss,
evaluate and determine the very best projects for funding. The Committee also ensures all budget items are
eligible and appropriate to the project. In a few cases where items are ineligible, they are removed from the
application and the award amount is reduced.
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Thirteen projects are being recommended for funding for FY15 totaling the full $700,000. Attached is a total
project list for FY2015 with the 13 recommended projects highlighted.
Examples of projects that are being recommended for funding include:
a) One grantee will be working with six elementary schools to encourage and incentivize students to
bike and walk to school. As more students bike and walk, the more reward points they earn to
redeem at participating businesses. This same program also includes specific outreach designed to
target low-income and Spanish-speaking families. It will also include specific events that teach and
promote safety. Pre and post evaluations will be a part of the program.
b)

Another grantee plans to work with two schools to implement specific safety trainings and events to
encourage their students to bike and walk. They plan to develop after school walking and biking
clubs, Walk to School Day events, Bike to School Day events, Walk n’ Wheel days (special days that
provide incentives for participating), and parent/teacher traffic safety skills training. Pre and post
evaluations will be part of the program.

c)

A mountain community is partnering with two schools to launch Hike and Bike to School Days. They
will provide safety education through bike rodeos, and work with students and parents to identify
routes for biking and walking. They’ll additionally create a newspaper and radio campaign promoting
walking and biking to school that will run prior to each school year. Social media and a special
website will also be incorporated into the program. Pre and post evaluations will be part of the
program.

d)

Another project involves a rural town which has recently completed infrastructure improvements at
their elementary school. The local parks and recreation department will work with the elementary
school to implement programs to encourage all students living within two miles of the school to
either bike or walk to school. The program includes a bicycle and pedestrian safety education trainthe-trainer program, annual education and encouragement activities for students and parents, and
communication and social media messaging around biking and walking safety. Pre and post
evaluations will be part of the program.

Key Benefits
Colorado is seeing a positive impact from SRTS. In a student classroom survey conducted in 42
elementary and middle schools in Colorado who implemented an education and encouragement SRTS
program, the number of students reporting that they walked or biked to school on the days of the tally
increased by 17.4%, with more than 25% of the children at these schools walking and biking. Additionally,
the number of children arriving at school in a family vehicle or bus decreased at these schools. These
results indicate a trend in enabling and encouraging more children to walk and bike to school and to
reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and air pollution in the vicinity of schools.
In schools with SRTS programs, more students are walking and biking; more parents report that their
child’s school is encourging students to walk and bike; more school district wellness policies contain
policies that encourage walking and biking to school; and more parents report that their students are
asking permission to walk and bike to school. The 13 projects proposed for approval will allow for the
great work that has already occurred in Colorado through education and encouragement projects to
continue.
Next Steps
•
Commission approval of the FY15 2015 SRTS project list selected by the SRTS Advisory Committee.
•
Implementation of projects by June 30, 2017
Attachments
•
Resolution
•
FY 2015 SRTS Projects List
•
2014-15 SRTS Advisory Committee members
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Transportation Commission Resolution
February 19, 2015
WHEREAS, in 2004, C.R.S. 43-1-1604 required the Transportation Commission of Colorado to
establish and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) to administer a Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) program to distribute federal funds to eligible projects that enable and encourage
children K-8 to bicycle and walk to school; and
WHEREAS, in 2014, Colorado State Legislators passed HB14-1301 allocating $700,000 in state
general funds to SRTS for FY15; and
WHEREAS, Colorado SRTS rules changed in 2014 to allow for distribution of state funds; and
WHEREAS, CDOT supports walking and biking as modes of transportation in Colorado; and
WHEREAS, Colorado is a national leader in SRTS, funding programs that have reached more
than 936 schools statewide since 2005. This is more than 100 schools per year on average and
more than 375,000 total Colorado students to date (in addition to parents, teachers, drivers, and
community members who are also impacted by SRTS programs); and
WHEREAS, the SRTS program has replaced vehicle trips and increased the number of children
walking and biking to school by as much as 31% in some schools; and
WHEREAS, approximately 95% of schools receiving SRTS funding had significantly increased
rates of children walking and biking to school; and
WHEREAS, CDOT has awarded more than $17.4 million in FHWA funds from 2005 through
2014 for SRTS program grants; and
WHEREAS, Colorado SRTS Advisory Committee was appointed by the CDOT Executive
Director as per state statute to represent educators, parents, law enforcement, pedestrians,
bicyclists, and transportation advisors to review all applications and to recommend projects for
funding; and
WHEREAS, the SRTS Advisory Committee selected projects in January 2015 to recommend to
the Commission for approval:
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Commission approves the 13 highlighted
projects recommended on the Fiscal Year 2015 Safe Routes to School Project List, dated
February 19, 2015
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Commission directs staff to take appropriate steps to
amend the STIP, if required, and supplement the budget to be able to proceed with contract
development.

Return to Agenda
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FY 2015 Safe Routes to School Project List
Recommended Projects Highlighted
Non-Infrastructure Only - State Funds1 - No Match Required

$69,900.00

5

TPR

72.375

Y

$

56,600.00

$

56,600.00 Adjusted for unallowed expenses

$32,833.00

4

MPO

68.750

Y

$

32,673.00

$

89,273.00 Adjusted for unallowed expenses

$145,408.00

4

MPO

68.143

Y

$ 144,608.00

$

233,881.00 Adjusted for unallowed expenses

$75,525.00

1

MPO

68.125

Y

$

75,525.00

$

309,406.00

Aurora Public Schools

Jeffco SRTS
SRTS - The Walking School
Bus

$11,067.50

1

MPO

68.063

Y

$

11,068.00

$

320,474.00

3

Thompson School District

SRTS Coordination

$15,324.00

4

MPO

65.500

Y

$

15,324.00

$

335,798.00

7

14

Adams 50 SD

$91,650.00

1

MPO

65.313

Y

$

85,650.00

$

421,448.00 Adjusted for unallowed expenses

8

4

Weld Co DPHE

SRTS in Adams 50
Building SRTS Capacity in
Weld County

$84,060.33

4

MPO

64.438

Y

$

84,060.00

$

505,508.00

9

6

Colorado Springs SD 11

CSSD 11 SRTS

$58,800.00

2

MPO

64.063

Y

$

58,000.00

$

563,508.00

10

11

Adams SD 14

Adams 14 SRTS

$37,380.00

1

MPO

63.813

Y

$

37,380.00

$

600,888.00

11

1

Steamboat Springs SD

$24,314.00

3

TPR

63.625

Y

$

24,314.00

$

625,202.00

12

10

Idalia School District RJ-3

$25,890.00

4

TPR

63.250

Y

$

19,760.00

$

644,962.00 Adjusted for unallowed expenses

13

5

City of Fort Collins

Steamboat SRTS
Bicycling Education &
Expansion
SRTS Rotation Schedule &
Satellite Bike Fleet

$67,700.00

4

MPO

62.125

P

$

55,038.00

$

14

9

City/County of Denver

Denver SRTS

$118,200.00

1

MPO

62.000

N

15

15

Adams 12 Five Star Schools

Adams 12 Five Star SRTS

$48,626.00

1

MPO

61.857

N

16

17

City of Boulder

Heads Up Boulder

$80,350.00

4

MPO

61.750

N

700,000.00 Partially funded with balance of remaining funds
Not explained well; minimal parent engagement;
included infrastructure component
Program is already self-sustaining. No need for
SRTS funds
Project not clear. Good idea but not focused
enough. Outcomes not clearly defined

17

13

Lone Tree Police Dept

Lone Tree SRTS

$16,660.00

1

MPO

59.438

N

18

2

Douglas County SD

Bike the Safe Route in DCSD

$13,980.20

4

MPO

54.313

N

1

16

Town of Buena Vista

2

18

3

7

Boulder Valley Schools
Boulder County
Transportation

4

12

Jeffco Schools

5

8

6

1

Buena Vista SRTS Program
BLAST-Bikeology Bike
Education
Boulder County SRTS - Trip
Tracker

$700,000 was appropriated from general funds - HB14-1301

02/19/15
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Solution doesn't fit the identified problem
Targets students with special needs but cmt
questions behavior change and sustainability

2014-15 SRTS Advisory Committee (FY15)
2/19/2015
FirstName

LastName

Representing

Emily

Lindsey

MPO - Pikes Peak

Elizabeth "Biz"

Collins

MPO - Grand Valley

John*

Egan

TPR - Southwest

Mike

Gibbs

TPR - Eastern

Deputy Scott

Sickafoose

Law Enforcement

Cate

Townley

Bicyclist Representative

Gosia

Kung

Pedestrian Representative

Sarah

Harter

Educator Representative

Jennifer

Cooney

Parent Representative

Agency
Regional Transportation Planner,
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Transportation Planner,
Mesa County
Councilor,
Town of Pagosa Springs
Public Works Director,
Town of Elizabeth
Deputy Sheriff,
Arapahoe County Sheriff's Department
Built Environment Specialist,
Colorado Dept of Public Health & Environ.
Executive Director,
WalkDenver
School Wellness Coordinator
St. Vrain Valley Schools & LiveWell Longmont
Parent,
Adams 12 School District

*Resigned from committee on 1/6/15 due to work conflicts
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Colorado Bridge Enterprise
February 18 & 19, 2015
Meeting Schedule & Agenda
4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80222
Ed Peterson, Chairman
Lakewood, District 2
Shannon Gifford
Denver, District 1
Gary M. Reiff
Englewood, District 3
Heather Barry
Westminster, District 4
Kathleen Gilliland
Livermore, District 5
Kathy Connell, Vice Chair
Steamboat Springs, District 6

Douglas E. Aden
Grand Junction, District 7
Sidny Zink
Durango, District 8
Les Gruen
Colorado Springs, District 9
William Thiebaut
Pueblo, District 10
Steven Hofmeister
Haxtun, District 11

THE CHAIRMAN MAY ALTER THE ITEM SEQUENCE OR TIMES
The times indicated for each topic on the Commission agenda are an estimate and
subject to change. Generally, upon the completion of each agenda item, the
Commission will immediately move to the next item. However, the order of agenda
items is tentative and, when necessary to accommodate the public or the
Commission's schedules, the order of the agenda items is also subject to change.
Documents are posted at http://www.coloradodot.info/about/transportationcommission/meeting-agenda.html no less than 24 hours prior to the meeting. The
documents are considered to be in draft form and for information only until final
action is taken by the Commission.
Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are in CDOT HQ Auditorium.
Thursday, February 19, 2015
BRIDGE ENTERPRISE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ...................................... Tab 13
10:40 a.m. Call to Order and Roll Call
10:40 a.m. Audience Participation
Subject Limit: 10 minutes; Time Limit: 3 minutes
10:40 a.m. Act on Consent Agenda ...................................... Bridge Enterprise p03
a) Resolution to Approve Regular Minutes from December 18, 2014
(Herman Stockinger) ................................. Bridge Enterprise p03
b) Resolution to Re-Approve Regular Minutes from September 17,
2013 (Herman Stockinger) ........................ Bridge Enterprise p07
Return to Agenda
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10:45 a.m. Discuss and Act on Resolution for the I-70 East Project (Scott
Richrath) ............................................................ Bridge Enterprise p12
10:50 a.m. Bridge Enterprise 2014 Annual Financial Statements (Maria
Sobota)............................................................... Bridge Enterprise p13
10:55 a.m. Monthly Progress Report (Scott McDaniel) .......... Bridge Enterprise p14
10:55 a.m. Adjournment
*****************************************************

Return to Agenda
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Bridge Enterprise Board
Regular Meeting Minutes
Thursday, January 22, 2014
PRESENT WERE: Ed Peterson, Chairman, District 2
Kathy Connell, Vice Chairman, District 6
Shannon Gifford, District 1
Gary Reiff, District 3
Heather Barry, District 4
Kathy Gilliland, District 5
Doug Aden, Chairman, District 7
Les Gruen, District 9
Bill Thiebaut, District 10
EXCUSED:

Sidny Zink, District 8
Steven Hofmeister, District 11

ALSO PRESENT: Don Hunt, Executive Director
Scot Cuthbertson, Deputy Executive Director
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director of Division of Transportation
Josh Laipply, Chief Engineer
Heidi Humphreys, Director of Admin & Human Resources
Barb Gold, Audit Director
Amy Ford, Communications Director
Scott McDaniel, Staff Services Director
Scott Richrath, CFO
Herman Stockinger, Government Relations Director
Mike Cheroutes, Director of HPTE
Mark Imhoff, Director of Division of Transit and Rail
Ryan Rice, Director of the Operations Division
Darrell Lingk, Transportation Safety Director
Tony DeVito, Region 1 Transportation Director
Karen Rowe, Region 2 Transportation Director
Dave Eller, Region 3 Transportation Director
Myron Hora, Region 4 Representative
Edward Archulets, Region 5 Representative
Kathy Young, Chief Transportation Counsel
John Cater, FHWA
Vince Rogalski, Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee
(STAC)
AND: Other staff members, organization representatives,
the public and the news media
An electronic recording of the meeting was made and filed with supporting
documents in the Transportation Commission office.
Chairman Peterson convened the meeting at 12:50p.m. in the CDOT Headquarters
building at 4201 E. Arkansas Avenue, Denver, CO.

Return to Agenda
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Audience Participation
Chairman Peterson stated that no members of the audience wished to address the
Board of Directors.
Act on Consent Agenda
Chairman Peterson entertained a motion to approve the Consent Agenda. Director
Aden moved to approve the resolution, and Director Connell seconded the motion.
Upon vote of the Board the resolution passed unanimously.
Resolution #BE-15-1-1
Approval of Regular Meeting Minutes for December 18, 2014.
BE IT SO RESOLVED THAT, the Minutes for the December 2014, meeting of the
Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors are hereby approved by the Bridge Enterprise
Board as published in the Agenda for the January 21 & 22, 2015, meeting of the
Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors.
Discuss and Act on the 6th Budget Supplement for FY’2015
Scott Richrath stated that there is one project up for discussion that the Commission
saw in March 2014. This is a previously programmed project, as are the others, for
which he sought additional budget authority. It is for right-of-way acquisition for one
project on State Highway 82.
Commissioner Reiff stated that he had a question that he had previously discussed
with Scott Richrath. He asked if these were funds that would be expended no matter
what happens with regard to the Viaduct project.
Scott Richrath stated that the $36 million was a request for additional spending
authority on the Viaduct. This was presented as part of the plan for right of way
acquisition. This is within that plan. $30 million of the $36 million is for right of way
acquisition. This is all within the footprint of the existing Viaduct. Regardless of
delivery methods or if the Commission chose the No Build alternative and simply
replaced the Viaduct with another Viaduct, this is all right of way that would need to
be acquired. This does not put the Commission past any point of no return, short of
only operating and maintaining the existing structure. $30 million is for right-of-way
acquisition within the planned phase for the Viaduct. $6 million is for additional
charges that were discussed in an earlier workshop.
Chairman Peterson entertained a motion to approve the 6th Budget Supplement for
FY’2015. Director Aden moved to approve the resolution, and Director Connell
seconded the motion. Upon vote of the Board, the resolution passed unanimously.
Resolution #BE-15-1-2
BE IT SO RESOLVED THAT, the 6th Budget Supplement for FY’2015 is hereby
approved by the Bridge Enterprise Board.

Return to Agenda
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January 2015 On-System Poor List and Prioritization Scoring Update, Bridge
Enterprise Recommendations for Programming Bridge Design Projects, Q1
FY’2015 BE Program Financial Update, Monthly Progress Report and Bridge
Enterprise 2014 Year-in-Review
Scott McDaniel stated that he had the next five items but would combine them to
save time. He would spend the majority of his time on the first two items. He
reminded the Board that because the bond program is coming to an end and should
be completely spent by March that the Financial Update would be for the entire
program. The Monthly Progress Report and the Year-in-Review should look very
familiar to the Board, so he did not plan to spend significant time on those either.
In regards to the On-System Poor List and the Prioritization Scoring Update, he
stated that Bridge Enterprise added three new bridges based on the semi-annual
inspection program. One of them is State Highway 90 over the Dolores River was a
bridge that received significant damage and is a fracture critical structure. Bridge
Enterprise has been working with Region 5 on that bridge. There is already a
temporary structure in place. They are working on replacing it permanently. The
Prioritization Plan shows how Bridge Enterprise prioritizes bridges. A lot of them have
already been programmed are in design. The ones with stars are the
recommendations to move forward with first as the program continues.
Commissioner Reiff stated that on both the Ilex and the I-70 East projects, there were
two numbers were identical for the northbound/southbound portions and the
eastbound/westbound portions. He asked if this was the total of the project that had
been divided in half.
Scott McDaniel stated that was exactly the explanation. Those are companion
bridges, so the total was split in half. He then moved on to the recommendation for
programming design projects. He stated that this was an effort to get ahead of the
game. Bridge Enterprise is only programming design phase. They have taken the list
of projects from the prioritization plan for the most part, with a few variances. The
top six bridges that staff is recommending are listed. The top four are the top four
starred projects on the prioritization plan, demonstrating consistency with the plan.
They did add the final two projects with good reason. The projects are not starred on
priority projects but upon further review, they rose to the top because they have long
lead items in them. Staff wants to get ahead of the game in preparation for the
program to begin moving forward. The State Highway 96 over Rush Creek has a lot of
right of way acquisition. County Road 48 over I-25 is within the managed lanes
project and rolls higher in the prioritization plan because it will benefit that project
greatly. There are two other recommended projects.
He entertained any questions from the Board on any of the listed topics. Executive
Director Hunt asked if it was accurate that Bridge Enterprise is going to complete the
29th of the original 30 worst bridges in Colorado.
Scott McDaniel stated that was accurate and listed in the Monthly Progress Report.
The last one on the list of 30 worst bridges not to be addressed is the I-70 Viaduct.
Executive Director Hunt asked what the 29th bridge was, and Josh Laipply answered
that it was Ilex. Executive Director Hunt stated that it is an amazing accomplishment
Return to Agenda
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that in the time since FASTER was passed that 29 of the worst 30 bridges have been
addressed. That is tremendous. Chairman Peterson echoed that it was an amazing
accomplishment.
Adjournment
Chairman Peterson asked if there were any more matters to come before the Bridge
Enterprise Board. Hearing none, Chairman Peterson announced the adjournment of
the meeting at 12:59p.m.

Return to Agenda
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4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room270
Denver, CO 80222-3406

DATE: February 19, 2015
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Herman Stockinger, Secretary of Colorado Bridge Enterprise Board
SUBJECT: Reapproval of Board Minutes from September 19, 2013
Action
This resolution requests the Bridge Enterprise Board to approve corrected minutes from September 19,
2013.
Details
In the ongoing effort to maintain accurate records, it was recently discovered that the minutes from
the September 19, 2013, Board meeting lists the approval of a Bridge Enterprise Budget Supplement
under approved Consent Agenda resolutions. However, this Budget Supplement was neither presented
to the Board nor approved by the Board. The resolution has been removed from the corrected minutes.

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 270, Denver, CO 80222-3406 P 303.757.9025
Return to Agenda
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www.codot.gov

Bridge Enterprise Board
Regular Meeting Minutes
Thursday, September 19, 2013
PRESENT WERE: Doug Aden, Chairman, District 7
Shannon Gifford, District 1
Gary Reiff, Chairman, District 3
Heather Barry, District 4
Kathy Gilliland, District 5
Kathy Connell, District 6
Sidny Zink, District 8
Les Gruen, District 9
Bill Thiebaut, District 10
EXCUSED:

Steve Hofmeister, District 11
Ed Peterson, District 2

ALSO PRESENT: Don Hunt, Executive Director
Heidi Humphreys, Director of Admin & Human Resources
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director of Division of Transportation
Development
Mike Cheroutes, Director of HPTE
Scott McDaniel, Director, Staff Services
Herman Stockinger, Director of Policy and Government Relations
Amy Ford, Director, Public Relations
Barb Gold, Director, Division of Audit
Ryan Rice, Director, Operations Division
Tony DeVito, Region 1 Transportation Director
Tom Wrona, Region 2 Transportation Director
Dave Eller, Region 3 Transportation Director
Johnny Olson, Region 4 Transportation Director
Kerrie Neet, Region 5 Transportation Director
Kathy Young, Chief Transportation Counsel
John Cater, FHWA
Vince Rogalski, Statewide Transportation Advisory
Committee (STAC)
AND:

Other staff members, organization representatives,
the public

Chairman Aden convened the meeting at 1:55 p.m. in the CDOT Headquarters
building at 4201 E. Arkansas Avenue, Denver, CO.
Audience Participation
The Chairman noted that no members of the audience had signed up to address the
Board of Directors.
Act on Consent Agenda
Chairman Aden stated that the next thing on the Agenda was action on the
Return to Agenda
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Consent Agenda. Director Connell moved for approval of the Consent Agenda.
The motion was seconded by Director Gruen. Chairman Aden asked if there
was any discussion of the motion and hearing none he asked for those in favor
to signify by stating Aye and asked for those opposed to state no. Chairman Aden
stated that the motion had passed unanimously.
Approval of the Regular Meeting Minutes for August 15, 2013
Resolution #BE-141
Approval of Regular Meeting Minutes for August 15, 2013
BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the Minutes for the August 15, 2013 meeting of the Bridge
Enterprise Board of Directors are hereby approved by the Bridge Enterprise Board as
published in the Agenda for the September 18 & 19, 2013 meeting of the Bridge
Enterprise Board of Directors.
REGION 4
• $12,180,700 – Establish the construction phase budget for this project. The City of

Fort Collins is providing funds for the urban design elements to the bridge which are
not BE eligible. The funding provided by Fort Collins will be recognized as a TABOR
impact to Bridge Enterprise and is well within the 10% TABOR limit.

Proposed Bridge Enterprise FY 15 Operating Budget
CDOT provided the Transportation Commission a draft FY 15 Budget Allocation Plan
for all areas (including Bridge Enterprise) this month. A copy of the Bridge Enterprise
section of the CDOT Budget Allocation Plan and a detailed Bridge Enterprise
operating budget is being provided to the board for review. Bridge Enterprise
Revenue was projected using CDOT’s budget modeling system. Expenses were largely
based on prior year data. Costs relating to issuing bonds are included in the FY 15
budget, preparing BE for the possibility of bonding. It is expected that a FY 15
budget supplement will be approved in June to adjust for any changes that occur
between now and then.
US 36 EXPRESS LANES PROJECT HIGHLIGHT
Phase 1 Project Overview
• Reconstruct 11 miles of US 36
• Add an Express Lane in each direction from Federal Blvd. to 88th Street in
Louisville/Superior
• Bus Rapid Transit Improvements, HOV and tolled SOV
• Replace Wadsworth Parkway, Uptown Ave., Sheridan Blvd. bridges and the US 36
bridges over Lowell Blvd. and BNSF
• Widen East and West Flatiron and Promenade Bridges
• New commuter bikeway, where feasible
Wadsworth Parkway Bridge
• Current bridge is old and in great need of repair
• New bridge will be an improvement for the area
• New ramps will facilitate more efficient traffic flow
• Girder installation completed in March
Return to Agenda
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• Deck pour completed in May
• Bridge demolition in October
• Bridge will be open to traffic in phases in
September
Monthly Progress Report
Tim Harris presented the update as follows:
Program Schedule
 Program schedule updated for work complete through August 2013
 August Schedule Performance Index (SPI) = 0.95
• Reflects a 0.01 INCREASE from previous month
• July SPI = 0.94
 Over-performing projects
• 13 projects with $16.4M in combined Earned Value (EV) greater than
planned
• Increases overall program SPI by 0.05; no change from previous month
 Under-performing projects
• Non-Railroad projects (Lost SPI ≥ 0.01)
o 1 worst projects (1 less than last month) with $9.6M in combined lost
Earned Value
• Reduces program SPI calculation by 0.03; no change from previous month
• Railroad projects
o 1 worst project (1 less than last month) with $9.6M in combined lost EV
o Reduces overall program SPI calculation by 0.03; no change from
previous month
 Major Achievements (August BOD – September BOD)
• Program Reporting
o Completed Bond Allocation Plan Update
 Work complete through June 30, 2013
•

•

Identified 2 newly eligible “poor” FASTER bridges
o Per quarterly 2013 NBI update from Staff Bridge
o FASTER eligibility bridge count increased from 176 to 178
Prioritization Plan
o Presented Prioritization Plan (PP) to Staff Bridge
o Met with Regions to refine PP Scores
o Identified 4 Bridges moved to No Action Proposed

 Bridges to No Action Proposed
• Region 2: I-17-O: I25 Service Rd over Pine Creek (Colorado Springs) PP=
14.5
•
Return to Agenda

Region3:
o E- 12-I: SH9 ML over Blue River (Summit County) PP= 13
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o F-05-C: SH13 ML over Rifle Creek (Rifle, CO) PP= 20.5
o F-11-AO: I70 ML Eastbound over Timber Creek (Eagle County) PP= 16
 Completed Four Bridges
•

Region 1:
o F-16-DT: I25 ML Northbound over US85 ML (Santa Fe Drive)
(Denver)
o F-16-DW: I25 ML Southbound over US85 ML (Santa Fe Drive)
o (Denver)
o F-16-F: US85 ML (Santa Fe Drive) Northbound over Dad
o Clark Gulch (Littleton)

•

Region 4:
o D-17-AK: SH66 ML over St Vrain River (Weld County)

Adjournment
Chairman Aden asked if there were any more matters to come before the Bridge
Enterprise Board and hearing none, Chairman Aden announced the adjournment of
the meeting at 2:42 p.m.

___________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary
Colorado Bridge Enterprise Board

Return to Agenda
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Colorado Bridge Enterprise Resolution-#XXXX
Approval of I-70 East Project Financing Mechanism
WHEREAS, the passage of FASTER legislation in 2009 established the
Colorado Bridge Enterprise (CBE) in order to accelerate the repair and
reconstruction of deficient bridges further defined as structures that are
“poor”; and
WHEREAS, using the criteria outlined in the FASTER legislation, 128
bridges were originally determined to be eligible for the CBE program and
the elevated portion of I-70 East corridor on a bridge, known as the
Viaduct, was included on that list; and
WHEREAS, The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), the
High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE), CBE staff and
consultants have identified a total cost to deliver the first phase of the
preliminarily identified Preferred Alternative for the I-70 East Corridor
Project to be $1.17 billion. Of this amount, it is anticipated that CBE will
be eligible to contribute up to $850 million; and
WHEREAS, CDOT Senior Management and Department staff have
recommended and presented to the Transportation Commission a Project
governance structure in which the CBE will be the Managing Partner for
the Project and will enter into contract with private partners under a
concession agreement along with HPTE; and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission, has issued a decision on
the I-70 East Project via TC Resolution #XXX approved on February 19,
2015; and
WHEREAS, CDOT Senior Management and staff have recommended that
because of its significant contribution to this Project, the CBE Board of
Directors should have the final approval of the Project’s financing
mechanism.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Board of the Colorado
Bridge Enterprise directs staff to move forward with a Request for
Qualifications utilizing the optimal financing structure available to the
Department within a (Design Build Operate Maintain) / (Design Build
Finance Operate Maintain) procurement and delivery process.

________________________________
Herman Stockinger, Secretary,
Colorado Bridge Enterprise

Return to Agenda
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4201 E. Arkansas Ave.
Denver, CO 80222

MEMORANDUM
TO: Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors
FROM: Maria Sobota, Director, Office of Financial Management and Budget
DATE: February 19,2015
SUBJECT: Colorado Bridge Enterprise 2014 Annual Financial Statements

This memorandum is to inform the BE Board that the Colorado Bridge Enterprise 2014 Annual Financial
Statements for the year ended June 30, 2014 were audited by BKD, LLP under a contract with the State
Auditor. No audit findings were reported.
The audit was presented to the State Legislative Audit Committee for its review and acceptance, and
the Legislative Audit Committee subsequently released the document for distribution on January 13,
2015.
The documentation is available for review on the CDOT/Bridge Enterprise webpage via the following
link: https://www.codot.gov/programs/BridgeEnterprise/financial-statements/cbe-financialstatements-fy2013-fy2014/view
If you have any questions regarding these statements please do not hesitate to contact me.

4201 E. Arkansas Ave.,

Return to Agenda
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4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Room 124B
Denver, CO 80222

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Bridge Enterprise Board of Directors

FROM:

Scott McDaniel, PE, Director of Project Support

DATE:

February 19, 2015

SUBJECT:

February 2015 Bridge Enterprise Progress Report

PURPOSE
The Bridge Enterprise (BE) team has prepared a progress report presentation to update the Board members of
recent program initiatives, statistics and successes. No action from the Board is requested; this report is for
informational purposes only. Summarized below are the elements contained in the report:
PROGRAM SCHEDULE AND SPI:
The BE program schedule has been updated for work complete through January 2015. The January Schedule
Performance Index (SPI) = 0.92, no change from prior month (December SPI = 0.92). Note: Program Goal SPI ≥ 0.90.
As noted in previous presentations, a flux or stagnation in the index is expected as the remaining program projects
are in various stages and/or face significant obstacles, e.g. railroad or utilities issues.
Additional factors affecting the current SPI both positively and negatively are:
•
Over-performing projects
o 5 projects with $11.2M in combined Earned Value (EV) greater than planned
o INCREASES overall program SPI by 0.022; NO CHANGE from prior month
•
Under-performing projects
o 13 Railroad projects with $35.8M in combined lost EV

Reduces overall program SPI calculation by 0.07; NO CHANGE from prior month
INITIATIVES AND RECENT ACTIVITY:
The BE team continues to collaborate with CDOT in managing, monitoring and reporting on the progress and
success of the program. Some recent program tasks and initiatives include:
•
OSA FASTER Performance Audit reporting and meeting
•

Guidance document updates

•

FY2013-2014 Financial Statements published to CDOT website

•

Quarterly reporting

•

Ongoing project coordination

•

Closeout and deprogramming funds from completed projects

•

100-Year bridge design

•

Programming of new projects for preconstruction

•

PMO coordination

4201 East Arkansas Ave., Denver, Colorado 80222-4206 P 303.757.9011
Return to Agenda
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TOTAL PROGRAM FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Expenditure and encumbrance data through December 31, 2014 summarized below:
•
Projected Expenditures: Increased by $9.5 M or 1.6%
•

Actual Expenditures: Overall increased by $10.1 M or 2.3%| Bond decreased by ($1.2 M )or (0.4%)

•

Encumbrance Balance: Overall decreased by ($42.3 M) or (23.7%)| Bond increased by $1.6 M or 10.5%

STATUS OF FASTER ELIGIBLE BRIDGES
There are currently 183 bridges eligible for the
BE program.
Completed
106

STATUS OF $300M BOND BRIDGES
There are currently 93 bridges in the BE bond
program.
Completed
56

In Construction
Design Complete

19
3

In Construction
Design Complete

19
3

In Design
Remaining

15
24

In Design
No Action Proposed

14
1*

No Action Proposed

16

*deemed ineligible

STATUS OF 30 MOST DEFICIENT BRIDGES
• The CBE has completed 28 of the 30 bridges originally identified as the most deficient.
o Design/reconstruction for L-18-M (R2, I-25 N over Indiana Ave. Pueblo) expected by end of CY2015.
o The I-70 Viaduct will be the final original ‘30 worst’ bridge addressed.
(The report also contains the status of the 30 worst bridges based on 2014 ratings.)
DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) PARTICIPATION
Monthly Report: FFY Monthly Report: FFY 2015 (10/1/14 – 12/31/14)
1 Prime Contract Awarded

$10,765,000

27 Subcontracts Awarded

$2,210,795

11 Total DBE Contracts Awarded

$1,564,412

Overall DBE Participation on BE Contracts this Period

14.5%

Program To-Date Report: FFY 2015 (10/1/14 – 12/31/14)
62 Prime Contract Awarded

$305,209,950

1138 Subcontracts Awarded

$113,432,619

368* Total DBE Contracts Awarded

$47,487,534

Overall DBE Participation on BE Contracts this Period

15.6%**

*The 368 subcontracts went to 115 individual DBE firms.
**Of note: Bridge Enterprise currently exceeds the 15% aspirational DBE goal established in Resolution #BE-71

[Attachment: February 2015 BE Progress Report Presentation]

4201 East Arkansas Ave., Denver, Colorado 80222-4206 P 303.757.9011 www.coloradodot.info/programs/BridgeEnterprise
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Colorado Bridge Enterprise
February 2015 Monthly Progress Report
Board of Directors Meeting

Program Schedule
•

Program schedule updated for work complete through January 2015.

•

January Schedule Performance Index (SPI) = 0.92; NO CHANGE from prior
month (December SPI = 0.92).

•

Over-performing projects
o 5 projects with $11.2M in combined Earned Value (EV) greater than
planned.
o INCREASES overall program SPI by 0.022; NO CHANGE from prior
month.

•

Under-performing projects
o 13 Railroad projects with $35.8M in combined lost EV.
 Reduces overall program SPI calculation by 0.07; NO CHANGE
from prior month.

Return to Agenda
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Program Schedule
Program SPI by Month
0.96
0.95

0.94
0.93
0.92

0.92

0.92

0.92

NOV

DEC

JAN

0.91
0.90
0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

AUG

SEPT

OCT

0.88
0.87

Program Goal SPI ≥ 0.90
2/19/2015

Program Initiatives & Recent Activity
• CURRENT PROGRAM INITIATIVES:
• OSA FASTER Performance Audit reporting and meeting
• Guidance document updates
• FY2013-2014 Financial Statements published to CDOT website
• Quarterly reporting
• Ongoing project coordination
• Closeout and deprogramming funds from completed projects
• 100-Year bridge design
• Programming of new projects for preconstruction
• PMO coordination
Return to Agenda
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Total Program Financial Performance
Colorado Bridge Enterprise Total Program Performance
As of December 31, 2014
$700 M

Non-Bond
$584.0 M

$600 M

Bond-Only

$500 M

Changes from Previous Month

$449.8 M

$275.0
$400 M

Projected Expenditures
• Increased by $9.5 M or 1.6%

$161.6

Actual Expenditures
• Overall increased by $10.1 M or 2.3%
• Bond decreased by -$1.2 M or -0.4%

$300 M

$200 M
$309.0

Encumbrance Balance
• Overall decreased by -$42.3M or -23.7%
• Bond increased by $1.6 M or 10.5%

$135.9 M

$288.2

$100 M

$119.0
$16.9

$M
Projected Expenditures

Actual Expenditures

Encumbrance Balance
2/19/2015

Status FASTER Eligible Bridges
Current 183 Eligible Bridges
106

3

19

15

24

16

Completed

January 183 Eligible Bridges - 1 Month ago

In Construction
Design Complete

106

3

19

15

24

16
In Design
Remaining
No Action Proposed

August 180 Eligible Bridges - 6 Months ago
105

0
Return to Agenda
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180
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Status $300M Bond Bridges
Current 93 Bridges
56

19

3

14

1*

Completed

October 93 Bridges - 1 Month ago
January

In Construction

56

18

2

16

1*

Design Complete
In Design
Remaining

May 93 93
August
Bridges
Bridges
- 6 -Months
6 Months
agoago

No Action Proposed

55

0

10

20

30

15

40

50

60

6

70

16

80

1*

90

2/19/2015

*One project was determined ineligible

Status of 30 Most Deficient Bridges
2014 Poor List Bridges
Worst 30 Status

Original 128 Bridges
Worst 30 Status

Complete

6

28

In Construction

7

0

Design Complete

1

0

In Design

8

2*

Remaining

8**

0

Total Addressed

30

30

*Design/reconstruction for L-18-M (R2, I-25 N over Indiana Ave. Pueblo) expected by end of CY2015.
The I-70 Viaduct will be the final original ‘30 worst’ bridge addressed.
**Remaining/Not Programmed

Return to Agenda

Bridge

Region

E-17-KR

1

DENVER

County

I 270 ML EBND over I 70 ML

Facility Carried over Featured Intersection

E-17-EW

1

DENVER

I 70 ML EBND over UP RR; W of QUEBEC STREET

E-17-DF

1

DENVER

I 70 ML WBND over UP RR W of QUEBEC STREET

K-17-F

2

PUEBLO

SH 96 ML over RUSH CREEK

D-13-A

3

GRAND

US 34 ML over N FK COLORADO RIVER

F-10-L

3

EAGLE

I 70 ML EBND over US 6, RR, EAGLE RIVER

C-17-B

4

WELD

SH 60 ML over SOUTH PLATTE RIVER

N-11-C

5

RIO GRANDE SH 112 ML over RIO GRANDE CANAL
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DBE Participation
State & FHWA-funded BE construction contracts continue to help CDOT
exceed its overall 10.25% DBE goal through the following achievements:
Monthly Report: FFY 2015 (10/1/14 – 12/31/14)
1 Prime Contract Awarded

$10,765,000

27 Subcontracts Awarded

$2,210,795

11 Total DBE Contracts Awarded

$1,564,412

Overall DBE Participation on BE Contracts this Period

14.5%

Program To-Date Report: FFY 2015 (3/1/10– 12/31/14)
62 Prime Contracts Awarded

$305,209,950

1138 Subcontracts Awarded

$113,432,619

368* Total DBE Contracts Awarded

$47,487,534

Overall DBE Participation on BE Contracts

15.6%**

*The 368 subcontracts went to 115 individual DBE firms.
**Of note: Bridge Enterprise currently exceeds the 15% aspirational DBE goal established in Resolution #BE-71
2/19/2015

FASTER Q & A

Questions & Answers

Return to Agenda
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

February 18, 2015
Transportation Commission
Barbara Gold, Director, Division of Audit
Audit Review Committee Packet

Purpose
The packet for the January 2015 meeting of the Audit Review Committee was not included in the January 2015
printed packet of the Transportation Commission because it had not yet been released by the Audit Review
Committee. During the Committee meeting in January 2015, it was officially released by the Committee.
Therefore, it is being included in the printed packet for February 2015.

4201 E. Arkansas Ave., Denver, CO 80222-3400 P 303.757.9525 F 303.757.9687 www.coloradodot.Info
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Colorado Transportation Commission
Audit Review Committee Agenda
Wednesday, January 21, 2015
Gary Reiff, Chair
District 3, Englewood
Doug Aden
District 7, Grand Junction

Bill Theibaut
District 10, Pueblo
Ed Peterson
District 2, Lakewood

Sidny Zink
District 8, Durango
Les Gruen
District 9, Colorado Springs

All commissioners are invited to attend this Committee meeting.

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of October 2014 Minutes………………………………………….…...p1
3. *Release of Audit Packet…………………………………….……….…Audit Chair
4. Audit Charter Review……………………………………………………………verbal
5. Quarterly Schedule – Status, Revisions and Requests ….……………………….p3
a. *Status of Audit Plan 2015 ………………………………….……………..………..p4
b. Audit Division Metrics ……………………………………………….……..……..p5

6. Other Audits………………….……………………………………………………verbal
7. Completed Audit Work
a. Indirect Cost Rate Reviews..……………………………………………..……….p6
b. *Consultant Financial Reviews …………..……………………………..……….p6
c. A-133 Reviews …………..………..…….…….…………………………….………p7
d. Sole Source Reviews……………..…….…….…………………………….……….p7

8. Audit Work In Progress - Summaries
a. WIMS System Implementation Review……………………………………..…..p8
b. urHub Audit…..………………….…………………..…………………….…………….…p8
c. Fuel Cost Audit................................................................................p8
d. A-133 Audit Program ....................................................................….p9
e. Indirect Cost Rate Reviews………………………………………………………..p9
f. Consultant Financial Reviews ………..………………………………..........…p9
g. Bustang Process Review......…………………………………………………..…p10
h. SuperCircular Training …………………………………………………………...p10

9. Outstanding Audit Recommendations...…………………….…………..……p11
10. Fraud Hotline Statistics.…….……………………………………………………p13
11. Audit Division Updates ……….……………..……………………………………p14
12. ARC Questions, Requests, Discussion Items ………………………......verbal
THE AGENDA MAY BE ALTERED AT THE CHAIR’S DISCRETION
*Those items marked with an asterisk will be presented to the committee.

Return to Agenda
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Colorado Transportation Commission
Audit Review Committee
MEETING MINUTES
October 16, 2014
9:45 A.M. – 10:15 A.M.
CDOT Headquarters Auditorium
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Gary Reiff, ARC Chairman, Les Gruen, Sidny Zink, Ed Peterson, Bill Thiebaut
and Kathleen Gilliland.
ALSO PRESENT: Barbara Gold, Audit Director; Scott Richrath, Chief Financial Officer; Josh Laipply, Chief
Engineer; Scott McDaniel; Director Staff Branches; Trent Josten, Audit Supervisor; Daniel Pia, IT Auditor;
Melissa Canaday, Audit Supervisor; Lisa Gibson, Program Administrator
AND: Other staff members, organization representatives, and the public.

1. Call to Order
ARC Chairman Reiff called the meeting to order on October 16, 2014, at 9:49 A.M. The meeting was
held in the Auditorium at the Headquarters of the Colorado Department of Transportation. Roll was noted
by the Secretary to the ARC.
2. Approval of Minutes of the Last ARC Meeting
ARC Chairman Reiff asked for approval of the meeting minutes for April 17, 2014. Approval of the
minutes was moved by Commissioner Gruen, and seconded by Commissioner Thiebaut. The minutes
were adopted as published in the agenda.
3. Audit Charter
Commissioner Zink requested that consideration be given to receiving guidance from the Institute of
Internal Auditors related to the charter in the ‘Professionalism’ section. Chairman Reiff said we could
make the changes now without sending the charter out. Barbara Gold noted that GAGAS does include
IIA standards.
Commissioner Thiebaut stated that he has several questions related to how the Audit Division conducts
its business. He would like to spend some time reviewing these questions with Ms. Gold and potentially
other staff members of the Audit Division. Chairman Reiff feels that a fresh look at procedures is in
order.
Chairman Reiff removed the Charter as a decision item at this time. It will be addressed at the next
meeting. There was no opposition to tabling it until next meeting.
4. Audit Plan 2015
Barbara Gold wanted the addition of urHub noted and said she would provide more details related to the
project in the future. Ryan Rice did provide some of those details.
Chairman Reiff asked if the Audit Division was on track to complete the work listed on the plan in Quarter
3. Ms. Gold said with the three additional full-time employees being added to the Audit Division soon,
that everything did appear to be on track for completion.

Return to Agenda
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5. Audit Report Presentations
A. Presentation of the CDOT Board Audit Report
The release and discussion for this report was postponed until a future ARC meeting.
B. Presentation of the DTR/FASTER Audit Report
Chairman Reiff asked Barbara Gold to review the DTR/FASTER Audit Report. Barbara explained
that Trent Josten was the lead auditor on that and was present to give a brief review of the report.
Mr. Josten went over the report and reviewed the two recommendations that were made as a result
of the audit. One being they develop a better tracking system for projects from award to project
completion. The second recommendation was strengthening general controls and documenting all
policies and procedures for the Division of Transit and Rail and defining roles and responsibilities
of the staff so they are in line with division objective.
Mark Imhoff explained that the audit was requested to provide better monitoring of funds and in an
effort to be more efficient with oversight moving forward.
Commissioner Zink questioned how the nine month implementation period was determined and
then does that automatically warrant a follow-up to ensure recommendations are being
implemented. Mr. Imhoff answered saying it had more to do with the development of COTrams
and the schedule of the next round to the state management plan.
Commissioner Peterson moved to adopt the recommendations. Commissioner Thiebaut seconded.
The recommendations were adopted without any opposition.
C. CH2M Hill Cognizant Review
Ms. Gold explained that these reviews were very important. Other states utilize the information
obtained from these reviews and we also work with other DOT’s to complete the review. Trent
Josten explained that this was also done last year and the whole process is working more smoothly
as time goes on.
Commissioner Gruen moved to adopt the recommendations. Commissioner Zink seconded and the
recommendations were adopted unanimously.
D. Outstanding Recommendations Summary
Ms. Gold said in the future the Outstanding Recommendations will be put in chronological order of
implementation date for ease of reading. Chairman Reiff liked the updated Outstanding
Recommendations Summary and the fact that it is very concise. Ms. Gold also explained that the
planned implementation date does trigger follow-up as far as Outstanding Recommendations goes.
E. Adjournment
Chairman Reiff announced that the meeting was adjourned at 10:18 a.m.
Action Items
Discuss with Commissioner Zink the specific language regarding inclusion of the IIA standards in the
Audit Charter.
Meet with Commissioners Zink and Thiebaut regarding the process to submit reports to the Committee
related to the request made by Commissioner Thiebaut at the ARC meeting.

Return to Agenda
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CDOT Audit Division
Quarterly Schedule
As of 12/31/2014
Status of Audit Plan
Several requests and revisions are submitted to the Committee this quarter. The primary reasons for the
revisions are due to additional audit requests and resource allocations. We request moving our follow up
audit on the Flood to the first quarter of our next plan year beginning April 2015. This is from a
combination of discussions with Management and Audit resources. We also request the FASTER Safety
audit be postponed until after the Office of the State Auditor releases its report on the current audit of
FASTER and allowing management time to implement any recommendations. We anticipate starting our
audit in late 2015. Details for the Store Room and Housing Allowance audits are below. Finally, for our
Data Analytics and Internal processes, our requests for future start dates is primarily due to resource
limitations. Each of these revisions is highlighted on the following chart titled: “Audit Divisions Plan”.

Audit Revisions
Store Room Audit
Through internal information we have initiated a review to determine if the Internal Controls of CDOT’s
Store Rooms are sufficient to protect CDOT assets maintained in storerooms throughout each region.
This was not initially on our Audit Plan. We are in the planning stage and in addition to reviewing
internal controls; we plan on reviewing store room internal control policy and procedures. Our anticipated
completion date is March 20, 2015.

Audits Requested
Housing Allowances Performance Audit
The Senior Management Team has requested an audit of the Department’s policies and procedures
surrounding CDOT’s housing allowance benefit, specifically the employee eligibility requirements and
the supervisory approval process. Monthly housing allowances of $500 are paid to employees who hold
positions that are considered “hard-to-fill” based upon set criteria. Currently, there are approximately 670
CDOT employees who receive this monthly benefit. This equates to an approximate expense of $4
million annually. Of the total recipients, 33 percent reside in Region 1. Upon approval by the ARC to add
this to our audit plan we will begin and our expected completion date is April 2015.

Return to Agenda
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CDOT Audit Division
Audit Division Plan
As of December 31, 2014
Type
Internal Audit
Services

Q1
Apr - Jun

Q2
Jul - Sep

Flood

Q3
Oct - Dec
Flood

Q1

Fuel Card Audit - Phase 2 & 3

Q4
Jan - Mar
FASTER Safety - Q3

Fuel Card Audit - Phase 1

Fuel Card Audit - Phase 2

Contracts/Procurement - Q1

Requirements of CDOT Boards

Requirements of CDOT Boards

CDOT Indirect Rate

WIMS - Division of Aeronautics

WIMS - Division of Aeronautics

WIMS - Division of Aeronautics

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Special Requests - FASTER DTR

Special Requests - FASTER DTR

Special Requests - UrHub

Fraud
Store Room
Special Requests - Housing Allowance

Outstanding Recommendations

Outstanding Recommendations

Outstanding Recommendations

Outstanding Recommendations

A-133 Reviews

A-133 Reviews

A-133 Reviews

A-133 Reviews

Disputes and Claims

Disputes and Claims (none)

Disputes and Claims

Disputes and Claims

Consultant Audits

Consultant Prequalifications

Consultant Prequalifications

Consultant Prequalifications

Indirect Cost Rate Reviews

Indirect Cost Rate Reviews

Indirect Cost Rate Reviews

Indirect Cost Rate Reviews

Sole Source Reviews

Sole Source Reviews
Cognizant Audits

Sole Source Reviews
Final Cost Audits

Sole Source Reviews
Final Cost Audits - Q2

Fuel

Fuel
Purchase Analytics

Fuel
Purchase Analytics

RAMP

RAMP

RAMP

RAMP

GRC Implementation

Lean Collaboration

Dispute Program

Peer Review

Lean Collaboration

Lean Collaboration

Lean Collaboration

A-133 Program Revision

Indirect Cost Rate Program

Final Cost Audit Program - Q1

Fuel Card Audit - Phase 2 & 3
UrHub

External Audit
Services

Data Analytics

Advisory
Internal
Processes

Legend:
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Fuel
Purchase Analytics - Q1
Fleet
Indirect Cost/Dollar of Construction
Use of Consultants

Sole Source Program

Outstanding Recommendations

Outstanding Recommendations

Indirect Cost Rate Program - Q1

Data Analytic Program

Fraud Hotline
Peer Review

Fraud Hotline
Peer Review

Fraud Hotline

Complete
In Progress
Proposed Changes
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CDOT Audit Division
Completed Audit Work
As of 12/31/2014
Indirect Cost Rate Reviews
During this quarter we completed three indirect cost rate reviews as listed in the table below. CDOT has the responsibility
to monitor the activities of local governments and non-profit entities as necessary to ensure that these entities use federal
awards for authorized purposes and in compliance with Federal regulations. As part of this responsibility the Audit
Division reviews the reasonableness of indirect cost rate proposals submitted by these entities. We did not identify any
issues in the reviews performed.
CDOT Audit Division
Indirect Cost Rate Reviews Completed
October 2014 – December 2014
Entity Name

Pass-Through $ in CY
2013
$1,019,317
$ 392,747
$1,612,114
$3,024,178

North Front Range MPO
Seniors’ Resource Center, Inc.
Weld County
Total
Source: Audit Division

Consultant Financial Reviews
Consultant Financial Reviews provide assurance to CDOT that consultants who provide architectural and engineering
professional services comply with federal regulations: the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR.) The demand for
conducting Financial Reviews is high as CDOT advertises projects throughout the course of the year and those who wish
to do business with CDOT must go through a Financial Qualification process. As the chart below shows we have
completed a total of 151 audits which included the review of 609 various business entities. For this past quarter, October
through December, the Audit Division completed 53 Audits on Prime Consultants which also involved their subconsultants. This resulted in the review of 183 business entities financial data to make a determination if those entities
were in compliance with the FAR and if their rates are fair and reasonable. As a result of our reviews to provide
assurance to management that the Consultants are in compliance with FAR Cost Accounting Standards we found
instances of unallowable costs, improper allocations, misclassification of costs and unreasonable compensation
adjustments. All of these adjustments were discussed with and agreed to with the corresponding Consultant. The
aggregate of these adjustments is $1,088.30/per hour for the period reported below.
CDOT Audit Division
Consultant Financial Reviews and Audits
April 2014 – December 2014

Audits
Entities*

Apr
10
61

May
15
57

June
13
44

July
21
117

Aug
20
74

Sept
19
73

Oct
23
36

Nov
13
81

Dec
17
66

Totals
151
609

Source: Audit Division Logs

*Entities: An audit is with regards to the Prime-Consultant. The prime may have any number of sub-consultants on their
team of which each would require an audit. Example: Prime with 10 sub-consultants is a review of 11 entities.
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CDOT Audit Division
Completed Audit Work
As of 12/31/2014
A-133 Audit Procedures
During this quarter, the Audit Division completed revising its internal procedures for A-133 reviews. These revisions
resulted in
 A more accurate list of sub-recipients by combining three different lists.
 Current and updated contact information (contact person, address, emails) for improving our communication with
the sub-recipients.
 Improved method to request information from sub-recipients. In addition to requesting information by phone,
email and by web site, the Audit Division researched the federal clearing house prior to submitting a second
request to the sub-recipients.
 Improved procedures to monitor sub-recipients and document this monitoring in collaboration with the
Division of Accounting and Finance. In addition to communicating the results of our review to sub-recipients,
the Audit Division now communicates this same information to the Division of Accounting and Finance.

Sole Source Reviews
During the quarter we completed two sole source reviews as listed in the table below. Colorado Revised Statute 24-103205 allows a contract to be awarded without competition when the head of a purchasing agency determines in writing that
there is only one source for the required item. Sole source procurement is justified when there is only one good or service
that can reasonably meet the need and there is only one vendor who can provide the good or service. CDOT’s
Procurement Manual requires a price cost analysis when no competition is received. Additionally, the Manual requires
CDOT Audit to review sole source procurements exceeding $100,000 to determine fair and reasonable pricing. The Audit
Division uses criteria methodologies outlined in the Manual as a basis to determine fair and reasonable pricing.

CDOT Audit Division
Sole Source Reviews Completed
October 2014 – December 2014
Vendor and Item Reviewed
Procured Amount
3M 6C Dual Position Switchable Transponders
$ 120,000
Viking-Cives Tow Plow Truck
$1,099,708
Total
$1,219,708
Source: Audit Division analysis
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CDOT Audit Division
Work-in-Progress
As of 12/31/2014
Web-Based Information Management System (WIMS)
In September 2014, the Audit Division started a limited review of the WIMS system utilized by the Aeronautics
Division to manage the Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Program (CDAG). The objective and scope for the
WIMS review include the following areas: effectiveness of the WIMS implementation, validity, accuracy and
completeness of the discretionary grants within WIMS, and the status of prior audit recommendations. We
presented our draft recommendations to the CDAG management in November 2014. Due to turnover of the
Division Director we plan to present the draft report to the Acting Director in January 2015 and then present the
report to the Division’s Board. The expected completion date for finalizing this audit review is February 2015.
urHub Contract Performance Audit
In October 2014, the Audit Review Committee approved the request for an audit of the contract between CDOT
and The Hub Companies, LLC dba urHub.
In December 2014, the Audit Division started audit planning related to this audit. The purpose of this audit is to
ensure that all items within the contracted statement of work has been adequately completed by urHub and that
the results of the work completed carry out the public policy of the State of Colorado. Our expected completion
date is March 2015.
Fuel Cost Audit
In June we presented our approach for the fuel audit. We initially planned this audit as a four phase audit -phases 2 and 3 were subsequently combined:
1. Exception Reports
2. Fuel PINS
3. Fuel Cards
4. Reconciliation Processes
Fuel Cost Phase 1
Based on our testing of the Exception Reports, we found a lack of segregation of duties, weak criteria used in
defining what constitutes an exception, and several deficiencies with the exception reports. We developed
recommendations and presented them to the Division of Maintenance staff in June 2014. Since this presentation
we developed data analytics to quantify our audit results and have presented preliminary data to management. We
are now preparing a draft audit report to present to management at the end of January. Included in our testing will
be a determination of the implementation status of our recommendations presented to management in June.
Fuel Cost Audit - Phase 2 & 3
The second and third phases include reviewing CDOT’s monitoring process over employee fuel PINs and vehicle
fuel credit cards. Based on our risk assessment we combined these two phases because of multiple similarities.
The objectives for these phases are:
1. Determine if oversight of assigning and canceling fuel cards to CDOT vehicles is effective.
2. Determine if authorization levels for fuel cards are appropriate.
3. Determine if oversight of issuing, changing and terminating employee fuel PINs is effective.
We anticipate completing field work and issuing management a letter with our findings by the end of March 2015.
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CDOT Audit Division
Work-in-Progress
As of 12/31/2014

A-133 Single Audit Reviews
As the chart below shows, the Audit Division performed 103 single-audit reviews of non-exempt sub-recipients
and reviewed certifications from 99 exempt sub-recipients. The Audit Division identified three entities with
findings related to CDOT. As part of the pass-through entity responsibilities, the Audit Division submitted
management letters to those three entities requesting an update on the actions taken for those findings. The
expected completion date for finalizing the A-133 procedures is March 2015.
CDOT Audit Division
Status of A-133 for the CY 2013
as of 12/31/2014
Type of Subrecipients

# of Sub-recipients

Exempt
Non-Exempt
Total

99
103
202

Sub-recipients
with Findings
Related to CDOT
N/A
3
3

Source: Audit Division

Indirect Cost Rate Reviews
At the end of this quarter we had one indirect cost rate review in progress as listed in the table below. It is
CDOT's responsibility to monitor the activities of local governments and non-profit entities as necessary to ensure
that awards are used for authorized purposes and in compliance with Federal regulations. As part of this
responsibility, the Audit Division reviews the reasonableness of indirect cost rate proposals submitted by these
entities.
CDOT Audit Division
Indirect Cost Rate Reviews in Progress
October – December 2014
Entity Name
Northwest Colorado Council of Governments
Total

Amount Spent on Entity
in CY 2013
$72,610
$72,610

Source: Audit Division

Consultant Financial Reviews
CDOT has the responsibility for evaluating Professional Architectural/Engineer (A/E) consulting firms indirect
cost rates to ensure that those rates are developed in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) cost
principles. A/E firms performing or desiring to perform services for CDOT must submit a Financial
Qualifications package at the time of the initial request and annually thereafter. This is one part of obtaining the
required Master Pricing Agreement (MPA). This package contains the consultant’s financial statements. We
review this data in order to determine if and provide assurance to management that the consultant has complied
with the FAR principles in determining their indirect cost rate.
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CDOT Audit Division
Work-in-Progress
As of 12/31/2014
Bustang Process Review
The Division of Transit and Rail requested the Audit Division to participate in various meetings related to the
business processes for the new CDOT Inter-regional bus service (Bustang). Our role is to help identify potential
risks associated with the various processes and report those to management in an effort to efficiently address those
risks. We have provided management with information related to the following high risk areas.




Intergovernmental Agreement issues being resolved and fully executed
Office of Information Technology completing required processes to comply with State Statutes
Documenting the full business process for the Division of Transit and Rail and all other affected
Divisions to identify, analyze and respond to potential risks related to the Bustang program

Supercircular Training
The Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued new Federal Guidance for Administrative
requirements, cost principles, and audit requirements for Federal awards. The new guidance supersedes and
streamlines eight previous OMB circulars and is referred to as the “Supercircular”. The Supercircular significantly
changes how CDOT currently manages its Federal awards. The Audit Division prepared a training presentation in
collaboration with FHWA to communicate these changes to the affected CDOT staff. Our presentation is
scheduled for mid-January. FHWA will provide a follow-up presentation in late February.
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CDOT AUDIT DIVISION
OUTSTANDING RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY
AS OF 12/31/2014
#

Auditor

CDOT

Original
Implementation
Date
2/1/2012

Revised
Implementation
Date
11/28/2015

1

2

CDOT

6/30/2012

9/30/2014

Payment
Card Data
Security

3

CDOT

12/28/2012

11/30/2014

4

CDOT

12/30/2012

12/31/2014

Intelligent
Transport
ation
Systems
(ITS)
Network
Security
SAP Basis
Security

5

CDOT

12/30/2012

12/31/2014

SAP Basis
Security

6

CDOT

12/30/2012

12/31/2014

SAP Basis
Security

7

CDOT

12/30/2012

12/31/2014

SAP Basis
Security

8

FTA

2/14/2013

1/31/2015

Title VI
Complianc
e Review

Return to Agenda

Audit
Name

Finding

Recommendation

SMT

Central
Files
Document
Retention
Audit

Strategic decisions should be made about
CDOT's document retention. Management
needs to determine whether to implement an
EDMS. Once selected the process should be
written in a Procedural Directive and
communicated to employees.
Improvements can be made to CDOT IT
Infrastructure and operations to enhance
payment card security. SQL injection scanning
should be periodically performed.
The ITS network contains inherent weaknesses
making ITS and business networks susceptible
to attacks. The business network is being
converted to MPLS. There is no schedule to
determine when the conversion will be
completed. Until converted, both networks are
at risk for attacks.
Security log information is not reviewed for
appropriateness and there is no established
methodology to conduct such a review. This
finding is similar to the Office of the State
Auditor finding from 2010.

Once the strategic decisions have been
made update all Record Management
Procedural Directives that relate to
Central Files and Record Disposition
Schedules. Develop a process to ensure
the PD is updated and communicated.
Scan the web application regularly for SQL
injection and XSS threats.

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys)

Improvements can be made to IT infrastructure
and operations to better secure SAP. A user
with a domain administer account has full
access to all computing resources on a
computer. If account is not used properly, it
can cause damage either intentionally or
accidentally.
Improvements can be made to IT infrastructure
and operations to better secure SAP. Some of
the domain administrator accounts are used to
schedule and run operating system services.
These accounts are not associated with a single
user and administrators have access to these
accounts.
Improvements can be made to IT infrastructure
and operations to better secure the SAP
environment.
CDOT's most recent four-factor analysis and
LAP did not include all of the elements required
by FTA Circular 4702.1A, IV-4.

1B. Reconfigure the network to allow only
authorized traffic coming from JungleMux
devices.

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys) -OIT
Director
of
Operation
s (Ryan
Rice)

Status
Reported by
Management
On Track

Status
Reported by
Audit
Open

Implemented

Pending
Review

Implemented

Pending
Review

The Director of Services Management
should work with OIT and the Business
Process Architect to create policy and
procedures for reviewing SAP log data
and highlight suspicious transactions or
data patterns.
The Director of Services Management
should work with OIT to review the
domain administrator accounts
assignment for appropriateness and limit
the assignments to users who need the
access to perform their job duties.

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys) -OIT

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys) -OIT

On Track

Open

The Director of Services Management
should work with OIT to set up domain
subgroups and reassign domain
administrators according to their job
duties.

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys) -OIT

On Track

Open

The Director of Services Management
should work with OIT to set up different
authentication groups in Active Directory
and grant user access accordingly.

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys) -OIT

On Track

Open

Submit to FTA Region VIII Civil Rights
Officer: completed four-factor analysis for
itself and four-factor analyses for its subrecipients; a detailed implementation
plan to complete LAPs for itself and its
sub-recipients

DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys)

On Track

Open
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CDOT AUDIT DIVISION
OUTSTANDING RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY
AS OF 12/31/2014
#

Auditor

FTA

Original
Implementation
Date
2/14/2013

Revised
Implementation
Date
2/20/2015
12/31/2014

9

10

FTA

2/14/2013

11

OSA

12

Audit
Name

Finding

Recommendation

SMT

Director
of DTR
(Mark
Imhoff)
Director
of DTR
(Mark
Imhoff)

Title VI
Complianc
e Review

Deficiencies were found regarding CDOT's
compliance with FTA requirements for Title VI
Complaint Procedures.

Submit an implementation plan to FTA for
its sub-recipients to have complaint
procedures.

12/31/2014

Title VI
Complianc
e Review

CDOT did not provide documentation that it
passed through FTA Section 5310, 5311, 5316,
and 5317 funds without regard to race, color,
national origin, and minority and low-income
populations were not being denied the benefits
of or excluded from participation.

4/1/2014

02/28/2015
11/30/2014

Outdoor
Advertisin
g Program

The Department does not consistently apply
enforcement procedures to ensure that action
is taken against illegal signs and that sign
owners post permit and renewal decals in a
visible location on the signs.

CDOT

6/30/2014

1/31/2015
12/31/2014

Right of
Way
Leases
and
Disposals

13

CDOT

10/31/2014

3/31/2015

CDOT
Indirect
Costs

PD's 1300-0, 1300-1, 1300-2, and 1307-0 are
referenced in Chapter 7 of the ROW Manual.
Federal regulations require the ROW Manual to
be updated to reflect changes in operations.
The PD's referenced in the ROW Manual are
more than 15 years past their respective review
or sunset dates.
Charges to indirect would be more consistent
with specific criteria. When employees follow
specific guidelines, management can have
more reliance on charges to both direct and
indirect labor charges.

Submit to FTA Region VIII Civil Rights
Officer procedures to ensure that it will
consider Title VI in its competitive
selection process or annual program of
projects submitted to FTA, including
development of a Record of Requests, as
required.
Establish adequate controls over outdoor
advertising signs ensure compliance with
federal and state requirements; establish
a standard process for enforcing these
requirements when illegal signs are
identified.
Review and update Policy and Procedural
Directives 1300-0, 1300-1, 1300-2 and
1307-0 Document updates should be
completed as appropriate. The authority
section of Chapter 7 of the ROW manual
should be updated.

14

CDOT

1/15/2015

2/28/2015

FASTER
DTR

15

OSA

4/30/2014

11/30/2014

Outdoor
Advertisin
g Program

16

CDOT

6/30/2015

Return to Agenda

FASTER
DTR

We recommend the Chief Financial
Officer and the Chief Engineer work
together to develop, implement and
enforce specific criteria for charging time
to the indirect cost centers.

DTR did not have a system in place to track the
entire lifecycle of projects including revenue;
projects awarded and budgeted, amount spent
on each project, amounts encumbered and
projects closed out.
Signs did not have visible permit or renewal
decals.

The DTR Director should develop,
implement and enforce policies and
procedures related to tracking FASTER
Transit projects.

DTR does not have general controls in place to
ensure that their business objectives are being
met.

We recommend that the DTR Director reprioritize current tasks and include as its
top priority to address the general control
issues.

Establish adequate controls over outdoor
advertising signs to ensure compliance
with federal and state requirements by
ensuring that permit holders affix their
permit decals to the signs.
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Status
Reported by
Management
On Track

Status
Reported by
Audit
Open

Waiting to
hear from
FTA

Open

Director
of Division
of Project
Support
(Scott
McDaniel)
DAS
(Heidi
Humphre
ys)

Implemented

Pending
Review

Delayed

Open

CFO and
Chief
Engineer
(Scott
Richrath /
Josh
Laipply)
DTR
Director
(Mark
Imhoff)

On Track

Open

Delayed

Open

Director
of Division
of Project
Support
(Scott
McDaniel)
DTR
Director
(Mark
Imhoff)

Implemented

Pending
Review

On Track

Open

CDOT Audit Division
Fraud Hotline Statistics
As of December 31, 2014

Source: Hotline Data obtained by Audit Division

Source: Hotline Data obtained by Audit Division
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CDOT Audit Division Updates
As of 12/31/2014
Training of Professional Consultants
The Division of Audit partnered with a local CPA firm and the ACEC to offer a half day of training regarding the
financial requirements these consultants must complete in order to do business with CDOT. The industry demand
for this training was overwhelming. We initially planned to present one training session expecting 25 -30
participants. We scheduled two additional sessions in order to meet the needs of our Consultant Partners and over
90 participants attended.. During and after the training we received extremely positive feedback from the
consultants. In addition, as a result of our training we have received numerous calls and have met with several to
assist them. We also sent out a Satisfaction Survey to the attendees and with a 49 percent return rate. The ratings
were 1 for Unsatisfactory and 5 for Exceptional. The questions and results are as follows:
QUESTION
1. Rate the overall training program
2. Was the presentation and materials effective for you to meet CDOT’s Requirements?
3. As a result of the training, do you have a better understanding of CDOT’s Financial
Qualification process?
4. Where the instructors knowledgeable and professional in presenting the materials?
5. Will the information presented assist you with the responsibilities relative to the
Financial Qualification process of CDOT?
6. Did the training meet your expectations?

RATING
4.18
4.19
4.32
4.45
4.27
4.09

Fraud Program
The Audit division is committed to be pro-active in the prevention and detection of fraud within CDOT. During
this past quarter we published a department-wide Blog about Fraud, the Fraud Triangle and its components. To
compliment and further this information, we developed a power point presentation regarding fraud and the “red
flags” of fraud. We plan to make that presentation to various groups within headquarters and each region
throughout CDOT during this next quarter. Our goal is to heighten CDOT employees’ senses to the “red flags” of
fraud: the motivators, opportunities and the importance of our Hotline. We also want them to know that Audit is
here to assist them and answer any questions they may have regarding suspicions or any other matter. In
December we also posted, on the CDOT intranet website, an article on “The Components of Fraud.”
Consultant Automated Financial Qualification Application Process
Audit is working with the Office of Information Technology (OIT) in the development of an automated Financial
Qualification application process. This process will be integrated into the Contracts and Market Analysis (CMA)
database as part of creating the Master Pricing Agreement (MPA). The benefit of this technology will be Audit
receiving a complete package, much sooner than the current manual process. This will significantly decrease the
time from submission to completion since Audit will not have to make multiple requests in order to obtain
missing documentation. It will also provide CMA with a more accurate method of inputting approved rates into
the MPA.
Audit Division Peer Review
The Audit Division is required to have an external peer review every three years. This peer review is performed
by auditors from other State DOTs. The peer review will review the Audit Division’s internal controls system
and a sample of audits performed during the review period. The Audit Division submitted a peer review request
form in December 2014.
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CDOT Audit Division Updates
As of 12/31/2014
Recent New Hires
The Audit Division is excited to have hired two new senior auditors in the past month. We are also in the process
of interviewing candidates for a lead auditor position. By being fully staffed, we are better able to meet the needs
of the Department.
RFP 15-074 related to Internal Controls System Review
The Audit Division was requested to participate in the draft preparation of a Request for Proposal and in the
selection panel relating to the hiring of a consulting firm that will assist CDOT in an overall assessment of the
internal control system and its adequacy.
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